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HKUST welcomes its new President:

ॊثЂᐯᡌࠓ!

A

utumn 2009 was a particularly
joyful season at HKUST as we
celebrated another turning point in
our history. Prof Tony F Chan, one of the
world’s most cited mathematicians and the
first Asian American to have been appointed
Assistant Director at the US National Science
Foundation (NSF), became our new and third
president.
A warm welcome to the University
On the first day of September, at the
University Welcome, Prof Chan was warmly
welcomed as our third president.
“This joyous day is also the very first day of
my new life at HKUST. I am not new to Hong
Kong of course, because I am a Hong
Konger by birth and finished Form 7 before I
left for the US. What an emotional homecoming this is!”
Visibly delighted, President Chan asked
rhetorically “What other place in the world
offers more exciting opportunities for growth,
for expansion and for change than Hong
Kong, and what better place to try out new
ideas than HKUST?”
“It is rumored in some quarters that UST is
the ‘University of Stress & Tension’. I would
like to see it become a ‘University of Success
and Triumph’ - a place that puts student
learning first, that nurtures, encourages and
celebrates knowledge, humanity, social
responsibility and success, a place where
science, technology, arts, culture, ingenuity
and the entrepreneurial spirit triumph.”
President Chan chatted warmly with staff,
parents and students after the ceremony
was over. Describing him as easy-going
and amiable, many were impressed by his
approachability and his enthusiasm for the
future.
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The Installation
Two and a half months after his arrival,
President Chan was officially installed in the
presence of Mr Henry Tang Ying-yen, Chief
Secretary for Administration, in the early
afternoon of 13 November.
Dr the Hon Marvin K T Cheung, Council
Chairman, introduced President Chan as, “a
rare breed among academics. A seasoned
administrator, an eminent scientist with a
broad background in Mathematics,
Computer Science, and Engineering, he is a
complete leader” to guide HKUST in its
journey towards transforming Hong Kong
into a knowledge society and in the process,
spurring its economic development. He
spoke for the university when he said that
“we are proud to have this most cited
mathematician, first-rate administrator and
visionary scholar to take over the helm of
HKUST.” With that, he presented to President
Chan the University Ordinance and the Seal
of the University.
President Chan responded to this call to
service, “I stand here honored and humbled
by this call to service. I make this solemn
pledge: I pledge to serve HKUST and Hong
Kong in the best way a loyal native son can. I
know I can count on the support of
members of our faculty and staff to drive this
University to greater heights of achievement.”
He compared his role to that of a creative
writer. “The great Roman poet Horace
articulated the narrative technique of
‘Beginning in the middle’. I am beginning in
the middle of the University’s youth, and the
peak is yet ours to climb. It is my supreme
honor, duty and pleasure to see that the
HKUST miracle continues and our dream
lives.”

Lunch with the President
President Chan started having lunch with
students shortly after his inauguration. He set
up the monthly “Lunch with the President”
during which he and students exchanged
views on everything from student life to
academics at the student canteen.
Henry Lim-hang Li, a freshman of Biology,
said, “I am honored and glad to be able to
meet with our new President shortly after I
entered the University. He is friendly, chatty
and keen on listening to our views. I will
recommend this experience to other
students.”
Brian Ngai-Hoi Cheung, a final year student
of Computer Engineering and Global
Business Management, expressed his
concerns to the President. “HKUST has a
good reputation among employers, but we
have to further raise public awareness such
that our parents understand what a great
university we are attending. Also, we need to
emphasize scientific research despite our
strength in business management. In short,
the encounter with the President had
exceeded my expectations. We were able to
express our views freely and openly.”
Looks like there will be high demand to sit at
this “high table” with the President.

Prof Tony F Chan
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10 Questions for
1. What role should HKUST as a leading
technology and business university
play to help foster carbon neutral
energy technologies? (Florian
Bennhold, student)
A: We should be the champion of new
technology to tackle energy problems.
Environment is one of our five strategic
research areas. Earlier this year we set
up a multi-disciplinary Division of
Environment, and we have 35 faculty
members working on related topics. The
new Division will initially focus on
atmospheric and coastal marine science,
which is one of our key strengths. In a
later stage, programs in clean energy
technologies along with water technology
and zero waste solution would be
developed.
2. What strategies have enabled HKUST,
being a fairly new university, to
significantly climb the rankings every
year to be one of the leading
universities in Asia, and its business
school one of the best in the world?
(Kavin Ratnani, student)
A: The excellence of a university always
depends on its people. Our strategy is
therefore to recruit and retain world class
faculty members and admit the best
students not only locally but from the
world over.
Our strategic partnerships with top-notch
universities including Kellogg, UCLA and
NYU Stern School of Business etc enable
us to achieve world-class standards
through collaborative efforts.
We positioned ourselves as a
research-focused university from the
start when academic research was still a
relatively new idea to universities in Hong
Kong. This distinguished us from other
local universities. We have met our goals
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and achieved high standards in academic
research, which has enabled us to
establish high rankings.
3. We have been dubbed the University
of Stress and Tension. How would you
deal with this? (Ricky Chung, Civil
Engineering)
A: One of my goals is to turn this label into
“University of Success and Triumph”. I
believe in “no pain, no gain”. I recently
met with a group of alumni and they all
said that yes, they did feel the stress
during their undergraduate years. But
having gone through the academic rigor
at HKUST, they would enter the real
world feeling so well equipped and
confident that nothing is impossible to
them. As a matter of fact, research
shows that employers have spoken
highly of HKUST graduates and have
described them as being well-trained and
capable of independent thinking.
That said, we are making every effort
such as conducting courses in stress
management to make our undergraduate
students’ learning experience more
enjoyable and less stressful.
4. Do you support the 2012 universal
suffrage in Hong Kong? (Yvonne Pang,
student)
A: Having been in the US for almost 40
years, naturally I am more familiar with
the US system of democracy. I do
support further democratization of our
political system towards universal
suffrage. Timing-wise, I cannot tell when
the optimal time for universal suffrage in
Hong Kong is. I still have to familiarize
myself with the political system here.
5. What roles would the Fok Ying Tung
Graduate School (FYTGS) play in the
roadmap of the University, and to
what extent would the University

support the School? Some faculty
members are strongly against the
whole idea of having the FYTGS
campus. What are your views
(Prof W H Ki)?
A: Closer collaboration with the Pearl River
Delta in scientific research and higher
education is a mega trend of the time
and our university is determined to
strengthen our efforts in this direction.
From this perspective, the Fok Ying Tung
Graduate School has the potential to play
an important role in this endeavor, in both
education and research. It can
complement as well as provide new
opportunities for our Clear Water Bay
campus.
It is natural that different colleagues
would have different views on how best
our limited faculty and financial resources
should be spent, particularly as there
remains so much to be done on our main
campus. There are activities that clearly
should be based entirely on our main
campus, and at the same time there are
some research and learning activities in
which we can benefit immensely by
leveraging on our Nansha assets. The
important thing is to get the balance
right.
6. HKUST’s research outputs are
comparable to top universities
worldwide. But the quality of our
undergraduate students on average
does not seem to be at a same par.
Can we fix it? (Prof Chak Chan)
A: I thank you for raising the question
although I do not quite agree with this
assessment. I have met and exchanged
views with many of our students and
they are most impressive. Our best
students are probably on a par with the
best around the world.
Having said that, we should constantly
aim to do better. To improve the quality of
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President Chan
our undergraduate student intake and to
add value to our students are among my
top priorities.
As for student intake, we have recently
realigned our undergraduate student
recruitment and admission resources so
that our student recruitment efforts can
be more focused and strategic. The
quality of our faculty and program is such
that we should be able to attract the best
and brightest.
As to adding value to our students, our
Schools are constantly reviewing our
program offerings to ensure best value.
In fact our undergraduate programs
received strong praise in the recent
International Peer Review conducted by a
panel made up of professors from
top-notch universities including the
University of Pennsylvania, the University
of Texas and the University of Michigan.
We will continue to ensure best
value-added for students as we launch
our four-year undergraduate curriculum in
2012.
7. Many of our postgraduate students,
predominately from the Mainland ,
need to adapt to using English as the
medium of instruction. What can the
University do about it? Also, can the
University provide on-campus
accommodation to married
postgraduate students with
dependants? (Gary K W Wong,
student)
A: Starting this year, all new research
postgraduate students are required to
take the International Versant Test for
Spoken English. Those who failed to
meet the required standard will be
encouraged to take an English Language
course. We are also casting our
postgraduate student recruitment nets
wider in order to further internationalize
our postgraduate student population.

Our Language Center has been offering a
range of English courses especially for
MPhil and PhD students. They include
General English courses aimed to
enhance listening, spoken, reading and
writing skills. In addition, there are
English courses for academic,
professional, occupational and specific
purposes respectively. Areas covered
include skills on group discussion,
research paper and report writing,
seminar and oral presentations, job
search and interviews.
Moreover, the Center is offering a
tailor-made course in English
Communication for Postgraduate
Engineering Studies for MSc students in
the School of Engineering.
As for housing for married students, a
short-term solution is to help them to
look for suitable housing on the rental
market. Looking ahead, a small number
of units in the joint student hostels that
are now under advanced planning can be
earmarked for married students. But the
completion of joint hostels is still a few
years away.
8. You mentioned in an interview with
Nature that a possible expansion of
the scope of HKUST is for the Physics
Department to include other fields like
astrophysics and particle physics. Do
you have any specific plans to realize
that? (Prof Jason Yang)
A: In the context of the interview, I
mentioned inclusion of astrophysics and
particle physics as an example of new
and exciting areas in which we should
consider engaging. HKUST, in its
founding stage, focused on niche areas in
order to quickly establish a world-wide
reputation. This has obviously proved to
be a good strategy. 20 years later, we are
now living in a world that has changed
dramatically. We should ask whether we

should readjust our portfolio going into
the next 20 years. My comment about
astrophysics and particle physics was
made in this context, as there are
exciting fundamental discoveries and
issues that surfaced during the last 20
years (e.g. expanding universe, dark
matter, dark energy). We should thus ask
ourselves whether we should be
engaged in those new and exciting areas,
and astrophysics and particle physics are
some examples.
9. How can our university help
postgraduate students develop better
research skills? (Gao Wen Sheng,
student)
A: Ideally, research skills should be honed
starting at the undergraduate level. This is
why we have a special program for
undergraduate students to work
alongside faculty members in doing
original research. Judging from our very
fruitful research output, our students’
research skills are certainly of
international level. Also, the Center for
the Enhancement of Learning and
Teaching in conjunction with the Office of
Vice President for Academic Affairs has
started a series of Professional
Development Workshops for our
postgraduate students that cover
research skills. We are currently
searching for a Vice President for
Research and Graduate Studies (VPRG).
We are also adding postgraduate studies
to the portfolio of this VP, and one of his
goals is development of research skills
among the postgraduate population. His
role is to lead research directions that cut
across Schools and disciplinary
boundaries in order to raise the
University’s research to a world-leading
level. As mentioned earlier, research skills
need to be honed not at the
postgraduate level but at the
undergraduate level.
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2/! ऋσᏰܻሴᏲԤᜰᆇϛڷऋЅ୦ཾ
ีП७ȂԃդᅋሴᏲُՓȉ)Ᏸҡ
Florian Bennhold*

10. Our Business School is well known
but the other schools are not. This
sounds ironic because we are a
university of Science and Technology.
(Anonymous)
A: Different schools and disciplines have
different competitive environments
globally. My two predecessors and I are
all scientists but we are unanimous in our
firm belief that humanities and social
science as well as management
education are of critical importance for
our students to develop the breadth of
vision to assume leadership role in the
community. Actually the Business School
is not the only jewel in our crown. Our
other schools are doing extremely well.
The School of Engineering, for example,
is ranked 26th in the world, the highest in
Hong Kong. Our School of Science and
School of Humanities and Social Science
are also ranked very high. We want to
enhance our strengths in Business and
Engineering and leverage them to
improve our performance in Science,
Humanities and Social Science. We can
create a unique “brand” of our graduates
with exposure and background in both
science and technology, and
management, rounded off by humanities
and social science to achieve
well-rounded, whole-person
development. This is the “1-HKUST”
vision.
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ຍȈاেऎᅈྲॊߞثታᐱ߰Ȃ७ϧႋ
ٙକ࿚யᛟȄᖖᄩயᛟ࣏اেУৎຉರ
ٿुݑፑඛНϘȄЫՐႵ՝ࡈȂاেന
ӲႭᐯॊߞᖖᄩᐯڀȂሃĴĶ֜ిᚚ৶Ϙ
Ԣබᖖᄩ༵ӫ་֖ुٿȄഺৎԑྲߞᐯ
ڀ১ӎަुاٿেߞ༵НϘɯЂઈ
фܫઔࣶॊᐯȄࢢێȂاেڭਣጒ
ಐକ࿚ॊثȃѪॊثȂѽфწਫ਼ႋ
ٙў੯Ȅ
3/! ऋσᏰհ࣏Ιড়ᐣѬࣺᄇၶޟᏰ
ਮȂӒ౨௶ӪംԑඪЀȂ౪ϐԙ࣏ٳ
ࢸॶۧΙࡾޟᏰۺȂڏ୦ᏰӒ౨
ᆎࠅȄ୰ऋσԤդ๊ȂڥுԃԪ
౩དޟԙᕼȉ)ᏰҡKavin Ratnani*
ຍȈϘݙЂᐯߞґ૪ഥȂԑᓥᎳߞϠ
ЖȄԯթȂاে७ϧၑӡфѵधૺ
ߞిुϠЖȂݢڭᢦӎԳфԑಧ൵۞
ߞᐯӠȄġ
اেሃϘࣹᐯܹ൶ःȃҐՍЂᐯःى
ᖧж੭фॗЂᐯપਾᐯ୰ߞຉರ
ݑᄰ֡фԪ֯ᝯ࠼Ȃ࠳ڹॊЂႿ७ѵध
ૺߞѪȄ
اেϘ༟ߞܕӫዾබ࣏ঋऎुߞٿ
ЂᐯȂညਣᐯങुٿᅆݺӎสЂᐯ
ڽሲܥᇖ࣏ϘৎႵྲߞ࿄݇Ȃഺৎў୫
اেంӎสێҁЂᐯНК־ҍڽȄ
اেґݺᐯങुٿўবႿ७ѪӀȂ
ᕒׄاেߋۤ۞ߞѵधవԩȄ
4/! ԤᇳऋσᏰшᅖᏰཾᔆΨޟσᏰ
(University of Stress and Tension)Ȅ
ձ ᄇ Ԫ Ԥ դ ཎ َ ȉ ) π У ώ แ Ricky
Chung *
ຍȈاϯԇߞێКϘৎӫዾȂ࣏ታᐱॊثЂ
ᐯऎґߞЂᐯĩŖůŪŷŦųŴŪŵźġ Űŧġ ŔŶŤŤŦŴŴġ
Ţůťġ ŕųŪŶŮűũĪȄاहࠫȂٟգॴȂබٟ

գ՜ᜥȇϘжଆଅȂϘж՜ᜥȄا൵ࠕ
ሃ੭уྻবȂᘵ๒ҁেൌࠑӯِᐯง༡
գґᕅϧȂ֭ഺڱፚԢᕒׄҁে
ݺಲࢢᏋᕕᅁѵध㡯ߞЍ֯ᕅϧȂ
ᢰҁেգږߞ൯ሃࠫѕȂЙྻജഺ
ࣄڱᐼݙȄڰᅁϯȂुٿᢖӯᄌѹ
ᅆॊЂಲӠգ࢝ߞໞኊȂሮऎҁে
Й֭ፚգȂـକᑾӲࢥւȄሃթ
ԢȂاেӒ७ϧ༟ᓱᕅϧᇒನȂ
ᢰاেߞӎॊӠـକۦڳᐯ೫ߞጄᎷȄ
5/! ձ֏Лࡻॷ෫ܻ3123ԑ໌ලᒵȉ)Ᏸ
ҡYvonne Pang*
ຍȈݺاग़֝ܧతࠕĵıՐȂᅆग़ߞӔѹ
ݺاग़֝ܧతࠕĵıՐȂᅆग़ߞӔѹ
ۘ࢘ႵऎጢఉȄاӎϯњࢺӎส
ߞࣆۘԨӔѹфᓴߞўԨ
ᘙ་Ȅݺ༡ўবȂا
ᅁԴЙߢႽ൵ᏋԪయ֖
ᓴߞ༡ȇاቮঋ
ـԺ༡ጢ೫ӎส
ߞࣆۘȄ
6/!! ᓓ़ـंݍ
ᅋࣥቄُՓȉ
ऋσᏰԃդЛ
ࡻ၎ีޟ@! ഋϷ
ఀষ੨Іᄇีࠒؓ
ᓓ़ـंݍȄձᄇԪ
Ԥդཎَȉ)ᄲҗఀ
௲*
ຍȈሃϬڎҐԪ֯
ሃϬڎҐԪ֯
ਣॊुሃຈి
ڈȂ࣏ߞЂᘌ
ཕȄॊЂӺ७ϧԨ
ഺўবਣȄంഺ
ৎऻ࢘ڎȂᔒॻތ
ुٿ୰գ࿂Ђߞጕ
ᎳȂҞѽुిݺў
বطᆊদঋߞڎ
֒Ȅҹକሃ౻
Ѫᣉ੭ཀྵ҇ж୨
ԪȂфऎႍ੭ཀྵ
෩ـڻԺᑟྻȄ

Ԣڰেᅆݺᐯ୰ߞిᚚ৶фႤ࿚ж୨գ
ЙԢྍڍȂж៳Ӓ௱Ȃэا࣏ێেѹঋ
ߞ౻Ѫᣉ੭ཀྵܥգਣфؼຠߞߩ༡Ȅ
գిڱᐯࣿஜҪᏋԪԴѹঋ੭ཀྵᗝ֖Ȃ
Ӻգൊжुٿфిᐯԯऎࡑْߞुٿ
୰փۦȄ൵দঋߞȂ࣏ۤఀӀᓊȄ
7/!!ऋσـंޟԙݎџᇄӒ౨ޟΙࢺᏰۺ
གछȄџȂרঈΙૡޟҏऋҡխн
ۦҐႀڗএЫྥȄএ୰ᚠџоԃ
դ၌ؚȉ)ങᐩఀ௲*!
ຍȈᘁᘁְ෩ҍഺৎயᛟȂ֭
ຍȈᘁᘁְ෩ҍഺৎயᛟȂ֭ڭاЙщԢྍ
ഺৎऻޱȄا၃௱ሃॊЂᐯӠྻবфӹ
ഺৎऻޱȄا၃௱ሃॊЂ
ࣹྍڍȂҁে۞ߞࠑ
ࣹྍڍȂҁে۞ߞࠑ҄اϭಎے
ߞԞȄاে൵ᔹߞٽᐯӠକሃԑಧ
ߞԞȄاে൵ᔹߞٽᐯ
൵۞ߞᐯӠऻኅȄ
ԢȂاেӺงౕକـ་Ϙ
ԢȂاেӺง
َȄـૼכᔹߞٽӎॊӠф
َȄـૼכᔹ
ᕒׄӎॊӠاኧৃȂ࣏ا
ᕒׄӎॊӠ
ϯԇѽڽ൵দߞᖖြȄ
ϯԇѽڽ൵দ
බૼכᐯӠփڏȂاে൵
බૼכᐯӠ
ࠕদྲᕭݢ՜ӎॊӠфϢ
ࠕদྲᕭݢ
ᐯߞႤ࿚Ȃፁ࠲ѽ൵༰Кф
ᐯߞႤ࿚Ȃፁ
ۍຉರߞݑўݢޱᢦᐯӠȄا
ۍຉರߞݑўޱ
েߞᐯ୰фႿ७൵Ѫ
েߞᐯ୰ф
ȂທᅆҞѽכє൵۞ߞᐯ
ȂທᅆҞѽכ
ӠȄ
ݺऎᐯӠኧৃўবȂاেߞ
ݺऎᐯӠኧৃ
ᐯ୰၃௱ᕭȂፁ࠲
ᐯ୰၃௱ᕭ
ۍգ൵ߞኊৃȄاে൵
ۍգ൵ߞ
ࠕ་֖ቫаໞȂӤग़
ࠕ་֖ቫ
ሼЁޱҺڲЂᐯȃՍ
ሼЁޱҺڲ
Ђᐯф࿏ੲЂᐯຈϘࣹ
Ђᐯф࿏
Ђᐯߞిఱೡߞໞֿᄥ
Ђᐯߞిఱ
֯ҍໞȄاেڭፁ࠲Ђ
֯ҍໞȄ
ᐯݺĳıĲĳՐ༟ਣྲߞұ
ᐯݺĳıĲĳ
ՐۘӎॊӠȂា
Րۘӎॊ
᠈ᕒׄᐯӠႿ७൵ߞ
᠈ᕒׄᐯ
ኧৃକϧȄ
ኧৃକϧ

8/!!רঈـंޟҡσഋϷپՌϱӴȂሯौ
ਢᎌᔖ़ᇭఀᏰȄऋσԤؠԤඪټ
ڞօ@ѪѴȂσᏰџ֏࣏Ԥࡆυޟϐஔ
ंـҡඪټਮϱ՞ஜ@!)ᏰҡGary K W
Wong)
ຍȈంЫՐ༟ܕȂݙգྲϢᐯంुߞٿुڰ
ٿӠӅ༷ணҐቫॻߞݑሬเႏ
ŗŦųŴŢůŵġŕŦŴŵġŧŰųġŔűŰŬŦůġņůŨŭŪŴũȄاেᄁ
ᔽЙକ഼ჅւႏߞᐯӠணҐॻሬȄ
ҩҳȂاেᙖЂݢ՜ुٿӠߞԳನፑ
ඛȂ҄ुٿӠ၏ᢜـऎቫмȄ
ॊЂሬڏКѕપ־ऎৰᐯᇇЀфൾЀᐯ
Ӡ෩ڻϘڀԕߞॻሬȄҹেҒࣁ෩
೮ᡘȃྻ႖ȃᏦᡝሃ֯ثҼߞϘଠ
ॻሬȂфऎᐯങȃȃᚚ
фێҁӫߞփനߞȄಉሏߞ
ፑඛҒࣁЈೡᎢȃᎢћфඡט֯ȃ
ᗾфᚎඡثҼȃфِᚚবႏߞॻሬ
ثҼຈȄ
ҩҳȂاেڭࠝऎЍᐯ୰ߞᇇЀᐯӠ
നॻሬ഼ثҼȄ
ݺЏुٿӠߞ֝யᛟȂงߞႋ
ٙў࣏ޱऎҁে෩ڻҾඞϯҍ૧ߞඏ
֜ȄࠜቈڽሲȂᄑКߞᗑᓱᐯӠ߽
գҞକᕒׄႋٙЏुٿӠߞ֝ய
ᛟȂҞ࣏ᗑᓱᐯӠ߽ቮঋዴՐўҞ
؆Ȅ
9/!! ձෆငܻȮՌณȯޟ୰ϛࡾюȂऋσ
ސޟ౩فџՃኌᘗшंـጒ൜Ȃоቨ೩
Јᡝސ౩Ѕಖυސ౩้ጒ൜ȄձԤؠԤ
၏ಠޟॎგȉ)྆סԇఀ௲*
ຍȈݺاႍണயК෩фȂॊЂҞѽւዋਣ
ྲߞታாȂڭԕᗝчᢜߏನфೕЄߏನ
֯ऎڼЄȄاညࠑӯȂॊЂ൹੭Нࠐ
પ־ަਣዴৎࠝߞታாȂڭԯթ
ڝി࢙Ӳቫᗏ᠖Ȃᝋށഺৎຉರ࣏ށ
ขߞȄĳıՐНࢢߞЫчȂԑಧЏ၃ᑢһ
ЂߞᢏмȄاেᕕႍхயȂӏڽĳıՐߞ
ຉರ࣏ቮঋգؼݙᢏȄჅҝĳıՐȂॊ
ᐯधգԺ༵দঋߞȂҒࣁᒶຫߞՆ

ܣȃླߏᎳфླକ༓ຈȄԴഺዹߞఐ
НϭȂا෩ҍاেᕕႍւዋਣྲߞታ
ாȂփчᢜߏನфೕЄߏನҞѽ࣏ێК
یৎڼЄȄ
:/!! ऋσԃդᔓօंـҡஉᎴـंޟٹ
ѽȉ)ᏰҡGao Wen Sheng*
ຍȈঋைᏳᐯങुثߞٿҼȂ൵ನྐߞఐ
࣏Դӎॊ༥ࣱ༟ܕȄԯթȂاেऎӎॊ
Ӡ༟നપ༵־ӫȂᢰҁেԴిఱߞൖԢ
ሃ௲ታϭȂϘԢ་֖১൹ߞुٿȄຕލ
ᢖӯȂᐯӠߞुٿѪທᅆႿۖቫዾ
ȄԢȂاেߞిᐯ࠳་КѕӒሃ
੭ࠜĩᐯങĪᓱг࢈Ԫ֯ȂऎुٿӠ༟ന
ϘڀԕਣЍ֯תȂ෩пुٿӠ་
֖ᐯങुثߞٿҼȄҩҳȂاেӒඵر
Ϙ֜੭ࠜĩुٿфुٿӠిڈĪȂҁ
യನሃुٿգᝯߞܢڰȂѽ෩ु
ٿӠߞुثٿҼȄҁߞᚚയڭҒࣁታᐱ
ЂᐯߞुٿўԨȂჅႭᐯ୰фᐯॊߞ
ुٿȂєታЂᐯڕԨታᐱѵधߞुٿѪ
ӀȄӒՂৣاЖݙሲȂुثٿҼᕕႍ՝
ݺӎॊ༥ࣱ༟ܕைᏳȄ
21/!!ऋσ୦Ᏸٴៗ౾ӪȂڏтᏰࠓҐٴ
ԤӣኺޟӴ՝Ȅհ࣏ΙܚऋσᏰȂ
ᄂӵԤᘈᒞږȄȞฒӪȟ
ຍȈЙԢߞᐯ୰ሃᐯڀȂবᅆЙԢߞᖖಧ
ឮߋᖖᄩȄاሃࡈ֜یԇ੭ࠜԢऎॊᐯ
ਛȂҞ࣏اেൌಎࠫϠћߤྻॊᐯȂѽ
фᇒನўবߞిڈȂᅆᙖᘮᐯӠߞ
ൎգ࿂ЂߞদঋݑȂକᕒׄҁেྻߤݺ
ϯطᆊታᐱ֒ڎȄڰᅁϯȂᐯ୰ࠧڭ
اেறϘᖔቫᇍ᠖ߞᐯ୰ȄॊЂߞЍ
ᐯ୰ԑಧవԩĳķȂ࣏ӎสవԩ൵ߞ
Ѝᐯ୰ȄॊЂߞನᐯ୰ሃϠћߤྻॊᐯ
ᐯ୰Ӻڳգ࢝ߞవԩȄاেౕؓ׀ӡ
ᐯ୰ሃЍᐯ୰ߞ༵Ȃ་Ϙَ෩пನ
ᐯ୰ሃϠћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰ߞᗏ᠖ȄѧՂ
ሲȂاেҞѽፙൄۍգȶࡡ๕ȷ࠲ᝋߞ
ಲӠȂҁে࣊գॊثሃᇒನߞߢᝊȂ
ӺգϠћߤྻॊᐯߞᚤ൜ȂକႿ७ԑব
ߞԑϠిڈȄഺබ࣏ȶĲĮŉŌŖŔŕȷߞ
Ȅ
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HKUST bids farewell to

President Chu
“G

ently I depart, just as I gently
came.” On 28 August 2009,
former HKUST President Paul
Chu gave a farewell speech to the
University community. More than 1,000
students, staff and leading members of
the community turned up to bid the
outgoing president farewell.
Beginning his speech, President Chu
expressed his sincere gratitude to
students, staff and supporters of
HKUST. This special occasion attracted
the attendance of former Chief Executive Tung Chee-Hwa and his wife,

8

Former Chairman of the University
Grants Committee Dr Alice Lam, and
Former Permanent Secretary for
Education and Manpower Bureau Ms
Fanny Law as well as other celebrities
from town and gown.
Describing the past 8 years at HKUST
as the climax of his life, Prof Chu said it
was time for him to return to the US to
continue with his research on superconductivity and to find a solution to
the global issue of energy. Prof Chu’s
deep feelings for HKUST found expression in the lines of the famous poet

Zhi-mo Xu he quoted movingly. His
adoring audience responded with a
standing ovation.
A farewell party immediately followed
in the Atrium. With the audience
singing Auld Lang Syne, Prof Chu
expressed once again his fond memories of Hong Kong and HKUST. “I could
not possibly bring HKUST with me, but
I can certainly bring memories of the
many great friendships I have
harvested here.”
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ԧငݡਮߝ
ቅߞڕاϞȂӒՂاቅቅߞڽȄȷ
ȶሆ ĳııĺՐĹѡĳĹџȂࡈ੭ࠜզ၃ిޠ
ఱѽȶЙ௲ߞڕϘѯ༳ȷऎᛟࠑ־ט
ᆊሲȂכєϼԩॊЂਰӠ۶ߤྻϠЀҍ
ਯȄ
୵ϞྏᘁॊЂਰӠሃిᚚ৶ߞњࢺҳȂҁ
ڭપྏ־ᘁฅԨॊЂภߞຠࠜϠଃȄည
џҍਯߞᄜሼಿԺȂࡈપၭ࢙ົӽȃࡈ
ЂᐯిڈႤׄ৶ྻѹਯقޒᚘՂൾЀȃࡈ
ిڈឯ؊௱ԇ૪੩ࠜᜲ॰บࠆЃЀຈి
ڈधфࣆ၃धԩϠȂሌᗜҍਯȄ
զిఱࠑӯȂԴॊЂᑉԇ੭ࠜߞϣՐ࣏ҁ
ϠӠߞਪȂᛓԇࢢҁग़ា᠈ంڰ
ᐱᢜुٿȂჅॊثႋٙԑಧକ࿚ய
ᛟȄҁєӡ႐Ϡؠዝԩ֯Ȯԓ௵־ᑜȯߞ
႐ҮȂࠑႿᅆॊЂڶڶЙНఐȂᣍಿ૭
Ӳᄁ७ྰȄ
־טᆊሲࢢȂਰӠݺЂᗝ֖੭ࠜᡌྻȄ
զిఱࠑӯЎЙྻୃ؞শสሃॊЂȂێ
ࢢԴਰӠϘѯȶу᎖ေ࿐ȷߞᆇᗏКȂ෭
јᛓඞȄӒՂզిఱڏݙȂȶاЙ௲ߞڕ
࣏ॊЂȂ֭ᖔఀߞ࣏Ϙᣋఐ၍Ȅȷ
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Construction of Lee Shau Kee

A bigger campus for a
17

November was the coldest day in
Hong Kong since winter began. It
was also the day when two
important ceremonies took place at HKUST
in Clear Water Bay, where the temperature
plunged to about eight degrees Celsius. The
strong winds did not dampen the spirit of the
HKUST community. Rather, there was an
excitement in the air.
Lee Shau Kee Campus Groundbreaking
Ceremony
Standing on the top of the hill where the
new campus was to be built, Dr Lee Shau
Kee shared words of wisdom with our
students. “The new campus on the hillside
commands a breathtaking view of the sea. It
would have been worth over HK$5 billion had
it been used to build low-density residential
units. It is indeed a blessing from the
government.”
“HKUST is physically blessed. Students
should take full advantage of their superb
environment to equip themselves. The

10
0

University, on the other hand, should develop
even more talents and further strengthen
Hong Kong’s position as a world-class
financial center,” Dr Lee said.
Dr Lee pledged a donation of HK$400 million
to HKUST through the Lee Shau Kee
Foundation in 2007. As a token of our
appreciation, HKUST has named the new
campus after our respected donor. The Lee
Shau Kee Campus, now under construction,
will be built on the highest area in the
University.
With an area of 10 hectares, the new Lee
Shau Kee Campus boasts 15% of the entire
HKUST campus. The first phase, expected to
be completed by 2011, includes the
construction of the Lee Shau Kee Business
Building and the Institute for Advanced Study.
President Tony F Chan said, “Lee Shau Kee
Campus is the most important element in
this project. HKUST stands ready to meet

the challenge of the coming 4-year
undergraduate education system. More
importantly, the new campus turns into
reality our ‘Great Vision for New Era’ and
helps us achieve new heights.”
From barren hills to the cradle of talents, the
existing HKUST campus and the new Lee
Shau Kee Campus will continue to be the
key drivers of technological revolution.
Campus Development Kick-off
Celebration
Immediately after the Lee Shau Kee Campus
Groundbreaking Ceremony, the VIPs
returned to the Atrium where the Campus
Development Kick-off Celebration would
swing into action.
It was an occasion of festivity and solemnity
as our founding fathers, including the
founding president, members of the Court
and Council, and other officiating guests
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Campus starts

new era
congregated at the Atrium. Among them
were Dr the Hon Sir S Y Chung,
Pro-Chancellor and Honorary Chairman of the
Court, Dr John Chan, Chairman of the Court,
Dr the Hon Marvin K T Cheung, Chairman of
the Council, and Prof Chia-Wei Woo,
President Emeritus.
Escorted by international students dressed in
traditional folk fashion, the dignitaries walked
on the red carpet leading to the stage, where
the University Philharmonic Orchestra played
the piece “Brazil”. International students
chanted ”Great Vision for New Era”in unison
on stage －signaling the start of the Kick-off
Celebration.
“In the next 3 years, HKUST will complete 10
new buildings within and outside the campus
as part of our new Strategic Plan,” said Prof
Yuk-Shan Wong, Vice President for Administration and Business. Apart from buildings in
the Lee Shau Kee Campus, there will be a
library extension building, a lab building and

Dressed in traditional costumes from the Hispanic world, business student Ana Milena Cortazar Mejia (left) greeted
guests and enjoyed every moment at the Party.
ڽ৯ѧߞڲᐯ୰ᐯӠAna Milena Cortazar Mejia )ҽ*्ڗϘᡚညԳપ֒ࠜႂȂയڽ࢞ݢሼȂጄԴێКȄ

student hostels. On the Mainland, the Fok
Ying Tung Graduate School and the new
Shenzhen Industry, Education and Research
(IER) Building will round out the development
plan.
In the Atrium, President Chan tossed a
gigantic, earth-like inflatable balloon to bring
to life the slogan “Moving the World
Forward”. And holding a sparkling golden rod
with a dragon pearl, he led more than 30
staff members and students in a dance of
the dragon 75 meters in length, a glittering
golden creature symbolizing a new era. It
roused the spirits of the assembly to fever
pitch.

Partying around the world
The closing of the ceremony was followed by
something even more delicious, the
mouth-watering offerings of the international
cultural and food festival, with booths
representing different continents. With
Mediterranean tunes wafting in the air, local
and international students distributed
finger-licking snacks from different cultures,
turning the Piazza into an exotic carnival to
please every palate.
Who says that campus ceremonies have to
be dull or tepid ?

Left: Prof Chia-Wei Woo, Dr John Chan,
Dr the Hon Marvin K T Cheung, Dr Lee Shau Kee,
Dr the Hon Sir S Y Chung, President Tony F Chan and
Dr Michael Mak at the Lee Shau Kee Campus
Groundbreaking Ceremony.
ҽȈדਛ➻ిఱȃ൘ᑨൾЀȃ௺࢙ތൾЀȃ
قԏൾЀȃᘨЀЮൾЀȃ൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜф൪ઔ༯ᛁӠ
ѹࢺقԏ੭ཀྵஜϿኇՑȄ
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Ӑஅਮ༪ଢ଼πġుஜ੭ཀྵਣ
ĲĲ

ѡĲĸџ࣏ӎสϢҋѽڽ൵ධֽߞџ
ЄȄԴഺҔলېȂҪգ៷ѩϣ࢘
ߞϘчȂȶলѪֽȷߞ౻ѪᣉॊЂ੭ཀྵ
ᗝ֖Ϟ༵یЂߞۏᚃȄߞەධলڭ๑
ྫॊЂϠߞጤఐȂЂਛхփـጄԴێКȄ
Ӑஅਮ༪ଢ଼πᙄ
قԏൾЀԴӏڽ੭ཀྵߞЋ௯ϯࡂධল
ѹࢺ੭ཀྵஜϿȄҁሲȈȶॊЂഺུԳө०
Ћবઔȃᖖᄩᔹग़ȄՂӡڽᒸֲ࢙࢘
֝ՈȂኊৃჅĶıኆЮȊЫըॊЂᖔࣆ
ܹዥҍഺུϼࠛߞȺⷚԳȻȂᅁ៳
କҞȄȷ
ȶᐾգՂթᔹࡓߞԐч౧ԆȂॊЂᐯӠச
Ӆׅϧᡝ੩ȃႅ൯ЎȇॊЂӺঋد෪ᑟ
ྻȂऎশสைڈϠЖȃᏮ۽শส֯ऎࠛᓉ
КѕߞԳ֜Ȅȷ
قൾЀĳııĸՐჅقԏࠛྻԨॊث
ЂᐯᝑұኆสЮȄॊЂऎϞຍᘁقൾ
ЀߞњࢺȂدᙖ࢙ߞྲ੭ཀྵۻԩऎ
قԏ੭ཀྵȄ੭ཀྵਲ਼ၢݺॊЂ੭ཀྵ൵
ߞЋ௯ϯȂ֫ԳॗĲıгȂ࣏ᑋৎॊЂ
੭ཀྵবᒕߞĲĶĦȄϘงߞ࢙ᒝ၏Ғࣁ
قԏᐯЂጁфຈुٿ୰ЂጁȇЍ
ݺĳıĲĲՐງЍȄ
੭ࠜ൘ᗄిݾఱӺࠑӯȈȶقԏ੭ཀྵ࣏
ॊЂ੭ཀྵਣ൵দঋߞϘᖖȂҹ୨ԪЂᐯ
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ݺĳıĲĳՐᚼऎұՐۘߞቮঋȄـদঋߞȂ
࣏ҹᒕ࿂୨ԪॊЂȺϩՐᚡᄦġպՐۻڹȻ
ߞȂᕒׄاেា݀༟ڽȂைڈϠЖȄȷ
ంߞپپЋ௯ᢏҸڈϠЖߞྭឰȂقԏ
੭ཀྵሃߞॊЂ੭ཀྵϘዹȂऎॊ
ثভߞۻѫژᔝȄ
ਮ༪ีంଢ଼ቈԒ
قԏ੭ཀྵஜϿᚃৣৣຕفȂѹᚃᄜሼᔌ
ᠭژۖॊЂЂȂணҐ੭ཀྵਣᄑ
ుஜኇՑȄ
ညџȂ൹੭ࡈᏅেȃ൹੭੭ࠜȃᠪய৶
ྻф੭ၭྻ৶ຈᑉԇѹᚃᄜሼȂҁেҒ
ࣁڗॊЂᆾရфᠪய৶ྻᅷ᠖ѹ
ਯߞᘨЀЮൾЀȃᠪய৶ྻѹ
ਯ൘ᑨൾЀȃ੭ၭྻѹ
ਯ௺࢙ތൾЀȃф
ᅷԃ੭ࠜדਛ➻ి
ఱຈȄ
Դ्Ӕއႅߞ
ቫᐯӠᖭᐾ᠕ᏼ
НϭȂѹᚃᄜሼᎼ
॓Գฦ་ඞȂ
ϯഄទߞህሂȄॊЂ
ᇒܽጄᄥࡶҍఊෳߞѐ
֘ೡաȂҭϯߞቫᐯ

ӠԢᗏЂɆGreat Vision for New Eraɇߞ
ϾၳȂኇՑӒՑుஜȄ
ȶӏڽϬՐȂॊثЂᐯԴ੭ཀྵаҳ؆
࢙നĲı࢙ྲݙᒝߏȄȷ੭ࠜĩ֖ࣆĪཀӜ
Ћిఱᗾႋ੭ཀྵਣߞȶϩՐᚡᄦġպՐڹ
ۻȷࠑӯȂ୵ϞقԏᐯЂጁфຈु
ٿᐯ୰ЂጁҳȂێҁᒸ࢙ߞ࢙ᒝߏҒࣁᄦ
੩ᔡྲᗍȃᅁᢚ࢈ЂጁфᐯӠ߽ຈȄॊ
ЂڭԴаᒸ࢙ᔒॻٿुތ୰фಎสಯ
ᐯुԳȄ
൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜڭ௲ታྻಿѽϘৎወԳಧߞһ
ઈಧߕႼᕚȂһЂȶԳಧȷࡈᠭߡ݀ȂԞ
ᝋॊЂȶయஜѵधԨࡈȷߞϾၳȄҁڭᗝ
҃ࠑЂᐯߞࠛ֒ᔷȂತታĴıԺ֜ిᚚ৶
ሃᐯӠህஜĸĶռࠜߞࠛᔷȂወЂਛϘࠓ
తྲ҃Ȃඈઈ௲ॊЂُϘৎڎၢȄ
МϽҺࢺᇄछॵࣂᄇ
ుஜኇՑНࢢȂ൵ۦᐯӠᡌࠓߞћмӹࣹ
ሃቫग़ᖖြᔌਣ༟Ȅ҃ࠑԑಧԧЂ
ࣷߞग़ᡊᕫݺॊЂ་Ͼࢾශȶ༟ȷȂ
КҳᐯӠ्У឵૾ߞӔއႅԨЂਛ
ЬԧԳग़ȂϘ༡ॊЂϢϾᕟᆕϞঋ
ᄘႏྲϾۧߞਰӠেȂጤᐂࠧ௱Ȅ
ᐯ೫ȃӹࣹሃᢜᢚӠࣿȂӒ࣏ॊЂᇟ
ૠߞݙԴȄ
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Finding a cure for neurological disorders
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A marriage between a pharmaceutical giant
and the giants of science at HKUST

ॊЂሃԩዄԪुᄇתડငفಛϞސ

H

KUST inked an agreement on 8 December 2009
with GlaxoSmithKline R&D China (GSK R&D
China), a subsidiary of GSK, the world’s second
largest pharmaceutical company, to conduct collaborative
research at the newly established “GSK R&D China – HKUST
Neuroscience Laboratory”. Under this agreement, HKUST
and GSK R&D China will endeavor jointly to elucidate the
molecular mechanisms underlying the pathologies of
neurodegenerative diseases, as well as to develop drug
candidates for their treatment.
This industry-academia partnership is unique as it brings
together the pharmaceutical expertise in industry and the
biological expertise within academia to address an important
and challenging area of neuroscience. The research will be led
by Prof Nancy Ip, Chair Professor of Biochemistry. Facilitated
by sophisticated research tools at GSK and innovative
academic research at HKUST, this partnership is expected to
boost drug development in Hong Kong.
“With award-winning professors at HKUST such as Prof
Nancy Ip on board, GSK has access to some of the best
minds in neuroscience in the world today. Furthermore, our
excellent research team in molecular neuroscience has
recently been granted the prestigious “State Key Laboratory”
status by the Ministry of Science and Technology in China.
This is a strategic alliance, a marriage of excellence between
two institutions whose ultimate mission is about a better
future,” said President Tony F Chan.

From left: Dr Wenji Chen, Dr Bai Lu, Dr John Elliott, Prof Jingwu Zang,
Senior Vice President & Head of GSK R&D China; HKUST President Prof
Tony F Chan, Prof Matthew Yuen, Prof Shiu-Yuen Cheng, Prof Nancy Ip.

HKUST’s close alliance and partnership with a pharmaceutical giant highlights the eminent level of research being
undertaken at our University. The alliance also places both
HKUST and Hong Kong at the forefront of drug development and discovery, and global R&D.

ऋ ЂሃԑಧϟЂዄၩ᠋ҫֹĩňŔŌĪ៳ϭၩ᠋ҫֹ
КुКѕ(GSK R&D China) 2009Ր12ѡ8џᜪ
Ԫ֯៉Ȃ࢙Ӳȶၩ᠋ҫֹКुКѕșশสॊثЂᐯ
ૠ၃ॊᐯᅁᢚ࢈ȷȄੲᑂ៉ȂᛕўԒԢణૠ၃ଡ଼м઼
ઽߞжЄᑟۘȂ༟ԪᏋߞߏѽ֯ҍᖚȄ
ഺ༵Ԫ֯ᝯ࠼ߞᑾપНȂԴݺҹຕԪϞаߏ༟ሃ
ᐯങधԴӠߏᐯुٿϯߞᔹཕȂϘԢణૠ၃ॊᐯߞՋᇑ
ታாȄॊЂӠߏмᐯڀၧӜՂᗾਲ਼ిఱታᐱഺ༵ुٿȂ׀
ӡॊЂᚂૠ၃ॊᐯўবߞࠜ۶धߞᇟुٿЍۍȂ࠳
་শสӠߏᛁߞਣȄ
൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜࢽҍȈȶॊЂϠЖᏅҍȂၧӜՂిఱຈᐯ߰ᅇᖔ
અᅷȄ഼ჅሃॊЂߞԪ֯Ȃၩ᠋ҫֹሃԑಧૠ၃ॊᐯታ
ா൵ՋߞॊᐯਛԒԢुٿȄэৃێఀϘ෩ߞ࣏ȂॊЂߞж
Єૠ၃ॊᐯᄥ༤ৣᖔਛॊᐯثങൊፁሮऎȺਛদᙇᅁᢚ
࢈ȻȄاেሃၩ᠋ҫֹഺᇌຉರߞݑԪ֯ᝯ࠼Ȃ࣏ݙیᑟ
ᅹԒԢ൹ൄग़Հށчߞ༟ܕȄȷ
ॊЂሃၩ᠋ҫֹ࢙ӲԪ֯ᝯ࠼ȂᢖӯاেߞुٿѪӀఀۖ
ቫሮҞȄକሃഺৎԑಧታԐߞሦȶһϠȷፙຕᗑ
ဖȂ࠳ڹॊЂሃশสऎѵधՋߞߏुԳȄ

ҽȈ൘ћਐൾЀȃᐆӨൾЀȃ፼ᝨϧൾЀȃၩ᠋ҫֹԑಧૺᗁ໗
фКुКѕᗁ໗ሁྰУൾЀȃॊЂ੭ࠜ൘ᗄిݾఱȃିቛᏂిఱȃᏑ
ቈిఱȃၧӜՂిఱȄ
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A renewal of leadership

in a season of harvest

F

or three consecutive days in
mid-November, HKUST graduates
celebrated the fruitful outcome of
their years of hard work at the Seventeenth Congregation.
“May the experiences from HKUST
never be forgotten and our friendships
never be lost. Let us move forward to
serve and provide leadership in our new
roles in society,” said On-Ting Tang, the
graduate representative of the School of
Engineering.
On top of conferring degrees to our
graduates, the University conferred
honorary degrees to prominent members
of academia and the community.
Prof Gregory C Chow, professor emeritus
of Princeton University, has been awarded
the Doctor of Business Administration
honoris causa. Famous for “Chow test”

which econometrics students learn by
heart, Prof Chow had played a pivotal role
in China’s transformation from a planned
to a market economy.
Prof Daniel C Tsui, Professor of Electrical
Engineering at Princeton University and a
winner of the Nobel prize in physics for
his discovery of the Fractional Quantum
Hall (FQH) Effect, was presented the
award of Doctor of Science honoris causa.
Dr the Honorable Joseph Chi-Kwong Yam,
the founding Chief Executive of the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority, was awarded
the Doctor of Business Administration
honoris causa.
Dr John Chan, non-executive director of
Transport International Holdings Ltd and
HKUST Court Chairman and a pillar of the
Hong Kong civil service and commerce for
decades, was presented the award of

Doctor of Social Sciences honoris causa.
He was HKUST Council Chairman for six
years.
At HKUST, we celebrate hard work and
success of our members. The Michael G
Gale Medal for Distinguished Teaching was
awarded to Prof Mike K P So, Associate
Professor of Information Systems, Business
Statistics and Operations Management.
Dedicated to teaching students, Prof So is
no stranger to teaching awards as the
nine-time recipient of the Best Ten Lecturers
Award, not to mention other awards.
Chi-yung Yeung, President of the HKUST
Students’ Union 2008-09 and a third-year
student of Electronic Engineering
(Information and Communication
Engineering), was awarded Stephen
Cheong Kam-Chuen Medal for Distinguished Service to the Student Body.
Yun-Man Lau and Ghee-Keng Ooi,
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students of Civil and Structural Engineering, were
winners of the President’s Cup for their outstanding
research and innovation as undergraduate students.
“There is a time for everything, and a season for every
activity under heaven,” says the Bible. Each year, the
congregation is the time for us to recognize the outstanding performance of our graduates, students, faculty and
members of the community at large.

ĲĲ

ѡКാ᠈ϬчȂॊЂಲӠݺϩϛܨᐯ֜ჴఱ
ۏᚃϯዉૡҁেԺՐׅϧߞލȄ

ȶ֭ЂਛݺॊЂߞԒԢᐸሃاেߞу᎖ϘዹȂᑢϳ௱
ྲȃӖራЙ؞ȄබᢰاেԴߤྻϯѽԑྲߞታᐱ֒ڎȂᒕ
࿂އசϠ၏ȄȷЍᐯ୰ߞᏒՉඨ҃ࠑಲӠ७Ȃሲ
ЂਛߞᛓఐሃౕȄ
୵ϞዉૡಲӠᎼϯϠӠྲڧҳȂॊЂڭԨ൰ҍᐯ߰
фᅆߤྻգদЂឥߞϠЀჴఱᅷ᠖ᐯ֜Ȅ
ग़ޒჲЂᐯᅷԃిఱഄిఱᖔჴЍᇒನᐯ
ᅷ᠖ൾЀᐯ֜Ȃҁԩߞȶѩเႏȷُ࣏֜၃ᕻ༓
ᐯᐯӠӅ༷ጢᡝߞፑඛȂҁڭԴКӤᄑ၃ᕻَԨҾ
ඞ၃ᕻߞᚼჅКطᆊϞদঋߞ֒ڎȄ

From left: Dr John Chan, Dr the Honorable Joseph Chi-Kwong Yam,
Prof Daniel C Tsui and Prof Gregory C Chow.
ҽȈ൘ᑨൾЀȃԇৣؠൾЀȃ௫ిఱфഄిఱȄ

ᐯӠ࿅ࡌؠᖔჴ௺ᡥࣵ۞ᐯӠއசጨൢȂҁ࣏ცЄЍ
ᐯĩࠫਿф഼ୈЍĪϬՐૺᐯӠȃфॊЂĳııĹĮıĺᐯӠ
ྻྻࠜȄ
ॊЂݺڭᐯ֜ჴఱۏᚃϯჴ੭ࠜޓȂѽጨᔽۤఀ൰ҍ
ुٿߞލӎॊӠȄႍઅᅷӤኒጛћфཀ၍ᔷᄳఀȂی
֜ԢऎϿѢфຕᅹЍߞڀᐯӠȄ
ၐ၃ሲȈȶϲڰൌգܠงȃчϭေசरգܠȄȷԴُ
Րߞᐯ֜ჴఱۏᚃϯȂاেࠑෳಲӠȃᐯӠȃిᚚ৶
ሃߤྻϠЀߞᔹࠑٽȂѽфҁেԺՐߞׅϧȄ

௫ిఱᖔॊЂჴఱನᐯᅷ᠖ൾЀᐯ֜Ȃҁᐴж
ዴ༓ЄᔒᆬੜᕕऎᓚړᆬߏನᐯጨఀѹȂऎग़
ޒჲЂᐯცᑟЍిڀఱȄ
শสࠛᓉᇒನ؊ᅷԃᗁ໗ԇৣؠൾЀȂᖔჴЍᇒನᅷ
᠖ൾЀȄ
൘ᑨൾЀᖔჴߤྻॊᐯᅷ᠖ൾЀᐯ֜ȂҁჅҝĶıՐѽ
࣏ڽӎสࣆधߞњࣗȃڭᑉԇॊЂ੭ၭྻѹਯႿбՐȂ
ऎႶ഼ቫఠߵգনгҦࠧே֖ၭڰȃфॊЂᠪய
৶ྻѹਯȄ
թҳȂॊЂપ־ጨᔽ੭аᅗ࢘པᐬȃݺ൹ྲߞґϠ
ЀȄᆽѕᆽϧిᐱᐯӠߞែਛைిఱᖔჴߦఽ۞ిᐯ
އசጨȄ֯ऎႤୈȃфᖉႻᐯߞڀిఱȂែ
ిఱᖔጨ๑ዴȂฅԐࢢϝըᖔఀϩЂ൵ڸᗾਰጨ༵Ȃڭ
ᖔێҁጨ༵Ȅ
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“Those who can, teach” Alumnus Dr Ronald Lui
follows his mentors’ footsteps into teaching
By Kit-Ming Yip

“I

have been very fortunate to be
nurtured by HKUST. I owe my
success to our dedicated professors
and to President Chan, who, by happy
coincidence, was my thesis supervisor at
UCLA. They have lighted up my life. I look up
to them as role models especially as I now
become a faculty member myself.”

Dr Ronald Lok-Ming Lui, the 28-year-old
alumnus of HKUST will become an Assistant
Professor in the Department of Mathematics
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong
beginning next academic year.
In 2003, Lui graduated with First Class
Honors as a student of Mathematics at
HKUST. He then pursued Masters and PhD
at UCLA and post-doctoral studies at Harvard
University. He was the proud winner of the
Charles E and Sue K Young Graduate Student
Award by UCLA, and the SIAM Outstanding
Leadership Award by the Society of Industrial
and Applied Mathematics (SIAM).
Lui specializes in brain mapping, which is an
emerging field in Computational Biology.
“Mathematics has brought good news to
medical research by using formulae to
quantify the brain. With new technology in
Computational Conformal Geometry, we
create flat brain maps while preserving the
angles and avoiding distorted geometry. This
helps medical professionals to analyze brains
conveniently and accurately.” Preliminary
results, for instance, show that Alzheimer
patients are characterized by early contraction of hippocampus in the brain.
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Dr Lui had been given the rare opportunity to
apply Mathematics in the medical field with
the help of Prof Tony F Chan, now president
of HKUST. Upon graduation from HKUST, Lui
pursued Masters’ studies at UCLA. Learning
that Prof Chan was also from Hong Kong, Lui

was bold enough to
introduce himself to the
world’s most cited
Mathematician. “President
Chan is very kind. He
chatted with me for a
prolonged period the first
time we met. A year later,
UCLA received a huge
grant to build the Center
for Computational Biology.
Tony (President Chan)
remembered that I was
interested in Differential
Geometry and invited me
to become a researcher during summer
time. With President Chan's network in the
academia, the Center got green lights for
many major research projects involving Prof
Shing-Tung Yau and other top mathematicians. I ended up having longer-term
engagement with the Center and had found
it particularly meaningful to be able to
contribute to medical research using my
knowledge in Mathematics.”
“I certainly owe my success to President
Chan, the supervisor for my PhD thesis. Tony
takes care of students’ academic knowledge
as well as their balanced lives. He asked me
to be the coordinator of a weekly research
seminar, a task which I was most reluctant to
take on at the time. It was only later that I
understood his efforts to help me improve
my organizational and communications
skills.”
“With his encouragement, I co-founded the
Student Chapter of SIAM at UCLA and
became its first president. This had given me
plenty of opportunities to meet the most
outstanding researchers and to acquire
leadership skills. As a role model, President
Chan has demonstrated to us how to work
hard and play hard.”

Dr Lui is most grateful to
Prof Shiu-Yuen Cheng,
Dean of Science, for
helping him enter HKUST.
Lui initially entered the
University of Hong Kong to
study Actuarial Science
after A-level. Half a year
later however, he came to
the conclusion that his
passion was in
Mathematics.
“Prof Cheng did everything
he could to help me
transfer to HKUST. It was an exception and
the procedures were far from
straightforward. With Prof Cheng’s
assistance however, I did not have to worry
about the paper work and was able to focus
on catching up with schoolwork. And when
summer came, Prof Cheng even gave me
private lessons on Linear Algebra and other
introductory courses which I had missed.”
Another teacher to whom Lui feels indebted
is Prof Kin-Yin Li who put students before his
own interests. His words turned around and
widened Dr Lui’s perspectives towards
teaching and research. “I used to think that
Professors should primarily focus on their
own research. Prof Li however, said that
even the most outstanding professor could
only complete a few top-notch journal papers
in a year. A professor who was dedicated to
his students on the other hand, could nurture
many top students who could each
contribute a few journal papers to academia
every year.”
Lui met his first HKUST mentor early in his
life when he was a student at Cheung Sha
Wan Catholic Secondary School. Mr Yiu-Fai
Wong, his physics teacher, was a HKUST
alumnus. Mr Wong inspired students with
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ਮЄൢৱġġిुႮᆝᆝ!
.ണჩጄቛൾЀ
ћȈၧጒށ
stories of superb scientists including Newton
and Einstein. These stories took root in the
young mind of Lui, blossoming later into a
brilliant academic career.
Dr Lui has this advice for young students.
“Interest and passion, rather than job
opportunities, should be the most important
criterion when choosing a major field of
study. When you are doing something you
enjoy, you will have the determination to
overcome difficulties.”
Dr Lui is one scholar who practises what he
preaches.

࢝ዉܶକఀۖॊЂߞைڈȂڭપ
ȶྏ־ רᘁਾਰߞ෩៸ȂҒࣁॊЂ੭ࠜ
൘ᗄిݾఱȂҁည࣏ҐՍЂᐯःىᖧж
੭(UCLA)ߞిఱȃфࢽᐱاዤൾЀᎢћ
ߞిఱȄഺڱਾਰؼϞۻߞاႻȂ҄ا
ѕՅྏᕛȇاЫчऎϠਰȂӺঋѽҁে
ऎᅳዹȄȷ
ՐĳĹ࿐ߞ੭уჩጄቛൾЀȂݺϭৎᐯՐ
༟ܕऎКћЂᐯዴᐯׄߞڀನిఱȄ
ჩጄቛĳııĴՐѽϘૺᅷ᠖ߞڸᖻݺॊЂ
ዴᐯڀಲȂНࢢݺUCLAᡝᇇЀሃൾ
ЀȂф֢ࡣݺЂᐯᡝൾЀࢢȄҁฅۤ
ఀŖńōłჴߞCharles E and Sue K Young
Graduate Student AwardȃЍሃᕕӡዴ
ᐯᐯྻ(SIAMȟჴߞ൰ҍታഞጨຈȄ

Dr Lui (2nd left) and President
Chan (center) at UCLA and
NSF in the US.
ჩൾЀ)ҽϟ*ሃ൘੭ࠜ)К*
៷ݺग़UCLA фग़ਛॊ
ᐯࠛȄ

ҁुߞЂၝሦᄦुྲݺ៳ٿᒸߞᇖᑟӠ
ߏᐯፑȂዴᐯߞྋжව֣Ⴛӡݺၝൊ֯
ڀٿुݑȈȶዴᐯჅўՑၝൊ֯ዴ
༓мȂЂၝሦᄦـѽᅈྲߞ࠲ڎਡثങȂ
ሦᄦᡊӀߞԢȃକգᝯ࠲࢘ڎՅȃᘖ
ֺخաێව֣ᝯ࠼ȂўᛁᐯधϠЀᚎඏ
ፁԳێݺϯ་֖жޘȄȷҹգׄᛁᐯुٿȂ
៊ՂࠐَຕލᢖӯȂցϠᜡבાఈ߰ߞێК
Ϙৎወߐ࣏Ђၝߞઔൊ֜ԐڍᖺȄ

փನᐯ୰୰ࠜᏑቈిఱࡋׄჩጄቛϢ
ᡝॊЂȄ১ڽւНࢢȂჩጄቛݺสЂᇟ
ᇖ݇ڀϞҗՐȂўះЎ൵ඈᡌߞЪ๒
࣏ዴᐯȄȶᏑిఱᕒׄاᚼۖॊЂȄڼҳ
෧Ȃј᠈ϘᙇൌЙᚎඏȇܶՀఀۖᏑి
ఱߞԑϧׄȂاЖЙӡᑉѕȂҞѽԑѕ
ԑྍቁϯНࡈҗՐߞґȄۖϞกȂᏑ
ిఱᘘᓐऎاৎϠႃ೫።҃ݑዴຈϢࠝ
ॊӫȄȷ

ంुٿዴᐯۖНᕕӡݺၝൊुٿȂჩൾЀ
ߞֱጄ࣏ॊЂ੭ࠜ൘ᗄిݾఱȄჩ੭уॊЂ
ಲࢢۖŖńōł݇ᇇЀȂఀߢညݺŖńōłԇ
ిߞዴᐯधᡋࢃ൘ిఱԢ࣏ڽশสȂබࡂ
࣎Ԩഺ֜ԩዴᐯਛاЬȄȶ൘੭ࠜ࢝
ՀȂըྻবබሃاཉ᎘ډϳȄϘՐࢢȂ
ŖńōłᖔఀᜀЂߞႤࠛឯ࢙ᇖᑟӠߏᐯ
ुٿКѕȂŕŰůź ĩ൘੭ࠜĪୃఀؠߞا࣏ु
ٿྋжව֣ȂබᘛۖاႍКѕညกงु
ٿ৶Ȅ൘੭ࠜݺᐯങधϠଔ࢝ዃȂᕒႍׄК
ѕᇨᜲѸిఱຈዴᐯЂਰ་֖ധԺদᙇ
ुٿȄຕاލกНࢢា᠈ԴႍКѕȇକ
ዴᐯᕕӡݺᛁᐯुٿȂપ־գྍ၍Ȅȷ

ҩϘ֜ਾਰȂ࣏ᔵᔵைᏳᐯӠȃቅऻৎϠ
ԩقߞ׀உᎰిఱȄҁߞϘ႖ȂخᚼϞ
ჩጄቛᅆిुߞऻޱȄȶاѽࡈѽऎిఱ
ᕕႍަ་֖ЎߞुٿȂҞ࣏ిقఱࡒ
ࠑӯȈϘ֜ిఱ๑ᎢӎڗգԺኃ۞ȂϘ
ՐϵҪକࠑዴፔᔹߞٽᎢћȄҞ࣏ి
ఱՂލӡѕిᐯȃقᆕࠝȂҁిᐱߞധ
ധԺԺᐯӠڽൌକُՐࠑዴፔᔹٽ
ߞᎢћȂឥᐯങधȄȷ

ȶاપྏ־ᘁ൘੭ࠜߞ෩៸Ȃҁ࣏اൾЀᎢ
ћߞࢽᐱిఱȄ୵ϞߢᝊߞཇఱҳȂҁӺ࢝
ᝯѕᐯӠߞᓊਣȄҁપ־Չవاയ
ឯُ࣐งߞᐯങुྻȂညاЙЂྍȂ
ԴЖߢႽҁᕒׄᐯӠ෩ೡᚐф഼କϧ
ߞॴѕȄȷ
ȶԴ൘੭ࠜߞᄁᔽϭȂاሃێҁԢႽКϠݺ
UCLAऎSIAM൹ᓱϞᐯӠжྻȂڭऎܨ
ྻࠜȂգᑟྻతៈ൰ҍߞुٿ৶фؼ་ৎϠ
ታᐱثҼȄం൘੭ࠜڗϯȂاᐯ೫ݺЍ֯ሃ
ጄН༡ۤఀӀᓊȄȷ

ێᅁ՝ْࠜݺᣉчѹిКᐯබᡝߞȂ
ჩ੭уබჃϯҁϘ֜ॊЂਾਰȄҁߞК
ᐯցਰཀឹᏂ࣏ॊЂߏನڀಲӠȂཀց
ਰԨᐯӠЬѱჲȃྑਾ܃ຈ൰ҍॊᐯ
ਛߞࣇڰȂԴညՐ॔ЈЈߞჩጄቛѕК
ϭϞಎಎߞԞୃȂຈ࢞ڽ༟ࠅຕލȄ
ჩൾЀሬێҁՐቅϠȈȶᓴᑄѹॊӫᕕ
ႍѽᒸᎷऎӎȂЙᕕҪѽرЍ֯ऎӫዾȄر
ְۖྏۖգᒸᎷߞᐯॊȂබྻգٙѕֹקއ
Ȅȷ
ࠐऎϠਰߞჩిఱϘྻܠᄊҁߞਾਰϘዹȂ
ऎـԺᐯЄߞށᑶȄ
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HKUST lecture halls become
hot and crowded as
world’s top journalist gives inaugural lecture

L

ecture halls at HKUST were
particularly hot and crowded on 7
Jan 2010 when Thomas Friedman,
three-time Pulitzer Prize winner, and Sir
Harold Kroto, Nobel Laureate in
Chemistry, came to give lectures on the
same afternoon.
IAS Distinguished Lecture
Thomas Friedman, the author of Hot, Flat,
and Crowded: Why We Need a Green
Revolution – And How It Can Renew
America, gave an inaugural lecture on
‘Reflections on Our Hot, Flat, and Crowded
World’ as HKUST launched the Division of
Environment. The foreign affairs columnist at
New York Times and one of the world's most
influential journalists shared his insights on
energy technology, which he said would
mean the next industrial revolution. According
to him, whoever took the lead in clean energy
would become the global leader.
Drawing a parallel between the economic
crisis and the ecological crisis, Friedman said
the crises were warnings by the market and
Mother Nature to us to stop growing the way
we had been growing. As our financial
system melts and the species on earth go
extinct, we are now living in the age of Noah
and we have the responsibility to embark on
the Green Revolution to save the future
generations. He urged that we work our best
to prepare for climate change to prevent it
from worsening.
Friedman also has interesting views on
China. He said that 2009 was an important
year globally as China decided to go green.
According to him, China and the US had
been “hiding behind each other” and if one
took green initiatives seriously, the other
would do likewise.
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Friedman's inspiring speech was followed
by panel discussions led by President Tony F
Chan. Panelists included The Secretary for
the Environment the Hon Edward Yau,
Nobel Laureate in Chemistry Sir Harold
Kroto, Hang Lung Properties Chairman Mr
Ronnie Chan, Civic Exchange CEO Dr
Christine Loh, and Acting Head of the
Division of Environment Prof Chak Chan.
The lecture hall was packed to the rafters,
with overflow Friedman fans directed to an
adjoining hall with a video link.
Inaugural Ceremony of the Division
of Environment
Earlier on, the officiating guests attended the
inaugural ceremony of the Division of
Environment at HKUST. Established in Fall
2009 and headed by Prof Chak Chan, the
Division is an interdisciplinary academic unit
which strives to foster collaboration among
students and faculty members to address
relevant science, technology and policy issues
in environmental education. Currently, the
Division is running three postgraduate
programs, namely MSc / Graduate Diploma in
Environmental Science, MPhil / PhD in
Atmospheric Environmental Science and
MPhil / PhD in Marine Environmental Science.

IAS Nobel Lecture-Loads of Wisdom,
Tons of Laughter
Prior to Friedman’s lecture, the HKUST
community had the opportunity to hear words
of wisdom from another guru, Nobel Laureate
in Chemistry Sir Harold Kroto. The Francis
Eppes Professor of Chemistry at the Florida
State University received the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1996 for his co-discovery of
buckminsterfullerene, a form of pure carbon
better known as “buckyballs”.A native of UK
and an ardent advocate for science education,
Sir Harold launched the Vega Science Trust to
create television and Internet programs with
the aim to improve public awareness and
understanding of science and engineering.
His lecture at HKUST on "Science, Society and
Sustainability" – a timely topic that concerns
us all at HKUST as we continue to contribute
to the community and to sustainable causes
with our expertise, is a distillation of Sir
Harold’s decades of experience and expertise
as a tip-top scientist. Delivered with generous
doses of humor and the broad sweep of his
intellect and vision, his words were lapped up
by an eager and adoring audience. Some who
attended claim that it was the most
unlecture-like lecture they have ever attended.

In Fall 2010, the Division will be launching an
undergraduate program - BSc in
Environmental Management and Technology.
The program, catering to corporate needs
and targeted towards the green job market,
has been ranked the second most
competitive and third most popular at HKUST
among JUPAS applicants. A BSc in
Environmental Science will be launched in
2012. Currently, the Division is staffed by 10
faculty members cross-appointed from
various schools at HKUST.
Mr Thomas
Friedman
֢ڧதԐӠ

ලҳ૭ዩέ۩ுкᅋᖿ
ॊЂᗾᢏఀȶϫጤϫᕟȷ
Officiating at the Inaugural Ceremony of the Division
of Environment are (from left) Dr Christine Loh, The
Hon Edward Yau, Mr Thomas Friedman, President
Tony F Chan, Sir Harold Kroto, Mr Ronnie Chan, and
Prof Chak Chan.
ᖖᄩᐯൊӲۏᚃѹᚃᄜሼȈ)ҽ*൙ᒼൾЀȃ
࠘១ົ؊ࠜȃ֢ڧதԐӠȃ൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜȃ
ֹᜲ՛ᖑЀȃ൘ుܟԐӠȃ൘ᑨిఱȄ

ĲѡĸџȂॊЂߞᗾᢖఀપ־
ĳıĲı ጤȃપ־ᕟȄϬ࢘ᖔఀӲବ
ጨߞ֯ਛȆ֢ڧதԐӠȃфᓚړᆬ
мᐯጨఀѹࡣᜲȆֹᜲ՛ᖑЀԢџሌᗜ
ॊЂᆊᗾȄ

ᅆݺКȂ֢ڧதԐӠӺжڳϞϠಎष
ߞڍȄҁࠑӯȂĳııĺՐᅆݺԑಧਣ࿂
ێদঋȂԯऎКླྀݺႻНࢢٙڕܠϯ
ᇥ֒ߞႽႮȄҁሮऎКग़یӒȶТह
ႴȃТऎᠩȷȂϘӌێϘሮૌᅆ࢞ᖖ
࠲ȂҩϘਛӅܠӲӼੜȄ

ऋσଽ้ंـറюᖿ৴
ॊЂᗝ֖ᖖᄩᐯൊӲۏᚃညџȂȮѵध
ϫጤϫӀϫᕟȯߞ֢֯߰ڧதԐӠබȶх
ࢥاেྷмȃԑಧм۶ϠϾᒶຫߞѵधȷ
ऎᛟࠑᆊሲȄ֢ڧத࣏Ȯॗඡȯߞ
ઔҳڰச֯ਛȂജ᠖ऎԑಧ൵ۍᠩ
ϧߞྲᇷం৶НϘȄҁሮऎକ࿚ॊث
షϭϘඞЍভۻȂփݺਣጒಐକ࿚
ўবۤఀታᐱԳ֜ߞਛऎԑಧߞታ
ഞȄ
֢ڧதԐӠપ־ѧႵࠛᓉԟᑟሃᖖᄩԟ
ᑟȂࠑӯ߰یж࣏־Ҿඞሃ๒धᅆاে
ҍߞ់ၳȂ࠳اেஃѤា᠈ᙖ௺Ȅব
ᅆࠛᓉᢜڀӞႋȃӠߏᜓᗜທᇌȂاেබ
ᄊўϯߞڲϘዹȂգയԇჅஜᇥ
֒ভాࣀۻѽࢢߞѵ҃Ȅҁ࠳اেᆽϧ
ऎઈᢏмஇՀ൯Ȃѽᘖֺఐា᠈ᚼ
Ȅ

ᆊሲࢢȂॊЂ੭ࠜ൘ᗄిݾఱತታᄜሼ་
֖ЈೡᎢȂҁেҒࣁֹᜲ՛ᖑЀȃࢮ༩
༰ᄥѹਯ൘ుܟԐӠȃࢥབྷࣆຉुࣆ֖ݙٿ
ᗁᆾ൙ᒼൾЀȃᖖᄩ؊؊ࠜ࠘១ົԐӠȃ
фॊЂᖖᄩᐯൊ၌ನѹԇ൘ᑨిఱȄᗾ
ᕟఀѪЙ഼ȂॊЂપ־Ґ༟ҩϘৎᗾȂ
Ⴥᄊᆕڧ֢ږதԐӠߞᐾ៑Ȅ
ᕗცᏰഋԙҳڐᙄ
Ⴕ՝ȂѹᚃᄜሼҍਯॊЂᖖᄩᐯൊߞ
ӲۏᚃȄႭᐯॊߞᖖᄩᐯൊĳııĺՐौܞ
ӲȂ՞ԴҐᐯӠሃి৶Н༡ᅆᖖᄩిڈ
КգᝯॊᐯȃثങሃहᝯࣆຉߞӹࣹȄ
ȂႍᐯൊЏ༟നϬৎुٿ୰ȂҒࣁ
ನᐯᇇЀİಎൄћᐴȞᖖᄩॊᐯȟȃৰᐯᇇ
ЀİৰᐯൾЀȞЂઈᖖᄩॊᐯȟȃфৰᐯᇇ
ЀİৰᐯൾЀȞઔࣶᖖᄩॊᐯȟȄ

թҳȂᖖᄩᐯൊݺĳıĲıՐौܞయҍԑྲߞ
ᐯЀɯನᐯЀȞᖖᄩᇒನфॊثȟȂ
ऎᗑݢᐯӠН༡ȶឮߋ൵ᑬધߞӎॊӠ
ȷϟ֜фȶ൵ۦᡌࠓߞӎॊӠȷ
Ϭ֜ȄႍᐯൊڭݺĳıĲĳՐ༟നᖖᄩॊ
ᐯನᐯЀȄȂᐯൊԒգĲı֜ڽॊЂ
ԧৎᐯ୰ߞిुϠ৶Ȅ

ᒛٔᅭᖿ৴.සኋϞِ
ԢџȂॊЂਰӠڭգᑟྻᡘۤᓚړᆬмᐯ
ጨఀѹࡣᜲȆֹᜲ՛ᖑЀߞขዊНڏȄֹ
ᜲ ՛ ᖑ Ѐ ࣏ ֢ ᜲ  ڧႿ Ս Ӳ Ђ ᐯ ߞ Francis
Eppes мᐯిఱȂݺĲĺĺķՐԯϫԩѐ
ಧߞȶනஙಛȷփऎᓚړᆬмᐯጨԒԢ
ఀѹȄҁӠॻݺȂጤѕయዃॊᐯిڈȂ
൹ᓱVegaॊᐯࠛȂჅცфТᗑᇨ
ᄑ෩гಿᅆݺॊᐯሃЍߞሮᝊȄҁ
ѽȶॊᐯȃߤྻфҞࢺ᠈ݑȷऎᛟݺॊЂ
ᆊᗾȂжڳዴϩՐ֯ڽऎՋॊᐯਛߞ၃
ᢚȂ୨ԪॊЂѽߢᝊऎӎȂឥߤྻфҞ
ࢺ᠈ਣߞӫዾȄᆊᗾ҇ᆕᔵߞᇁขȂ
҄ᣍಿᡘఀϢૠȄЙьਰӠࠑӯȂഺ࣏
൵Йၢ࠸ਇߞᗾਲ਼Ȅ
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HKUST professor
takes his place
at the Pantheon of Science in China
ॊЂిఱϯКॊᐯ൵࿒
rof Benzhong Tang, Chair Professor of Chemistry
at HKUST, has a reputation as a habitual winner of
academic honors. His latest is his election as an
academician to the Chinese Academy of Sciences. This is
the highest honor the nation can bestow in recognition of
achievements in science and technology.

P

ऋ Ђмᐯڀᗾਲ਼
ిఱ৫ӎ݅ᅇ

Prof Tang earned his BSc from South China University of
Technology and his MSc and PhD degrees from Kyoto
University. He joined HKUST as an Assistant Professor in
1994, rising to the rank of Chair Professor in 2008. HKUST
is particularly proud that he has conducted his academic
research and made his scientific discoveries at our
University.

৫ిఱಲݺК
ົࡑನЍЂᐯȂݺџӎڴൌЂᐯۤఀᇇЀфൾЀᐯ֜Ȅҁ
1994年ҐϢॊЂऎׄನిఱȂ2008Րᅷпᗾਲ਼ిఱȄ৫
ిఱԴॊЂЍ֯ง༡ۤఀߞुٿލ۶ॊᐯ҄ҁညᓴ
Кॊ୰୰ЀȂॊЂऎթྏۖᡭཆȄ

His research interest is in Polymer Chemistry and
Materials Science. In recent years, he has thrown himself
into the exploration of new catalyst systems, the
establishment of new polymerization reactions, the
development of new functional materials, discovery of
new natural phenomena, and the creation of new
scientific knowledge.
Prof Tang has made a habit of collecting prizes. Among his
many awards are the Distinguished Young Scholar
Grant from the National Science Foundation of
China (2002), the State Natural Science Award
(2007) and the Croucher Senior Research
Fellowship Award (2007). He has published
over 300 journal articles and his research has
been cited by his peers over 3,000 times,
making him the most cited scientist, most
cited chemist, and most cited materials
scientist.
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Prof Benzhong Tang
৫ӎ݅ిఱ

ᖔઅᅷȂ൵ࠕညᓴ
ऎКॊᐯ୰୰ЀȄ
ഺ࣏ਛ ఱ П ॊ ᐯ
ਛߞ൵ᅷ᠖Ȅ

৫ిఱ࣏жЄмᐯфلਫ਼ॊᐯਛȂ७ϧुሦྲཊм
ᐗȃ࢙ӲྲᇸԪхᕕȃ༟Ԑ་ґକلਫ਼Ȃྲ๒
ሃ൹ൄྲॊߢثᝊȄ
ҁฅᖔԺ༵ॊثጨȂҒࣁਛ൰ҍࠦՐࠛ(2002)ȃ
ਛ๒ॊᐯϟຈጨ(2007)фႄ⧟ࠛྻૺुٿබጨġ
(2007)ຈȄҁࠑᎢћ300ԺፔȂٿुێᖔێҁᐯ߰єӡ
3,000ԺըȂജग़ॊثႤୈुݙٿԕऎ൵௱ᖔєӡߞॊ
ᐯਛȃмᐯਛфلਫ਼ᐯਛȄġ

Forging new ties
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with government and universities
in southern China
ऋσᇄࠒࢇۺЅσᏰፙຕᗑဖ

H

KUST and Nansha government
signed collaborative agreements
on 18 June 2009 to foster
technological innovation and introduce new
technology to Nansha and Pearl River Delta.
The HKUST Fok Ying Tung Graduate School
(FYTGS) and State Key Laboratory of
Marine Environmental Science at Xiamen
University joined hands to establish the
Joint Laboratory for Coastal Observations
and Modeling. The Joint Lab aims to
conduct research on the effects of
economic and social activities on the
marine environment and carbon recycling at
the Pearl River Estuary and adjacent shelf to
provide support to environmental policies.
The School will also work with the College
of Environmental Science and Engineering
at the South China University of
Technology to jointly establish the Joint
Laboratory for Atmospheric Environmental
Research and develop policies for
environmental protection.
In addition, the Sun Yat-Sen University and
the South China University of Technology,
both leading universities in the Pearl River
Delta, signed agreements to collaborate

with HKUST, via FYTGS, to nurture
postgraduate talents in Computer Science
and Electronic Technology. Students are
expected to be recruited in Fall 2010. They
will study in the Nansha campus during the
Fall and Spring semesters, and at the Clear
Water Bay campus of HKUST during the
summer months.
Prof Tongxi Yu, Dean of the HKUST Fok Ying
Tung Graduate School, said, “Our project to
nurture postgraduate talents together helps
HKUST connect with major Mainland
universities. Students will acquire the
experience to learn and conduct research in
Hong Kong and on the Mainland. This
innovative and unique model will help
nurture a new generation of talents in the
Pearl River Delta to contribute to the
economy and the society.”
The School also launched the Digital Life
Research Center RF Technology
Application and Testing Laboratory. It will
be a new hub for exchange of
technological expertise. The laboratory
plays the roles of acquiring and
transferring innovative technologies and
bringing together parties and institutes
with a stake in RF benchmark testing.

ऋ ЂሃዃՍҾࡑْࣆܹݺĳııĺՐķѡ
ĲĹџᜪॊث൹ྲԪ֯៉੩Ȃయஜ
ॊЂـԺྲثങєϢࡑْфϬڎԳ
Ȅ
ॊЂᔒॻٿुތ୰ሃ྇ࠝЂᐯߞઔࣶᖖᄩ
ॊᐯਛদᙇᅁᢚ࢈ᜪܠȂӲȶࠕ
ઔᣍเሃጀᕢᗑԪᅁᢚ࢈ȷȂुٿ၃ᕻф
ߤྻࣿஜᅆկϾфێᏐࠕઔࣶӠᅗᖖᄩ
фᇆᖖ௲ߞڽᠩȂऎாᖖᄩᇒನຉ
ರ෩ڻॊᐯڶᑂȄ
ᔒॻٿुތ୰ӺሃົࡑನЍЂᐯᖖᄩॊᐯ
ሃЍᐯ୰ԒԢӲȶϬڎЂઈᖖᄩᗑ
Ԫᅁᢚ࢈ȷȂԒԢऎϬߞڎᖖᄩ࠲᠕ҍ
ᓖᄑຉȄҩҳȂॊЂѽुٿ୰ऎӀҭȂж
־ሃКЋЂᐯфົࡑನЍЂᐯیਛߢԩЂ
ᐯᜪ៉ȂԒԢ༟ਣᛕᇇЀᐯ֜ुٿӠ
ߞᗑԪைᏳȄᄑݺĳıĲıՐݢӠߞॊӫҒ
ࣁᇖᑟॊᐯሃثങ۶ცЄॊثᐯȂौܞ
۶࣋یܞৎᐯงԴࡑْ੭ཀྵᐯ೫Ȃกی
ৎҗѡࡋԴশสॊЂ౻Ѫᣉ੭ཀྵᐯ೫Ȅ
ᔒॻٿुތ୰୰ִࠜԢؓిఱࠑӯȈȶഺ
ٿुڱӠᗑԪைᏳ੯ȂশสॊЂሃ
аߢԩЂᐯߞ၃ᢚ۶༵ຕԪڽȂڹᐯ
ӠᖔఀԴа۶শสیԳᐯ೫ሃुߞٿ၃
ᢚȇഺ࣏Ϙᇌ൹ྲߞȃᑾգߞᛕᇇЀைᏳ
ጀՑȂऎկϬࣷڎ၃ᕻ۶ߤྻߞਣ
ைڈ൹ྲϠЖȄȷ
ҩҳȂᔒॻٿुތ୰аߞȶዴՄӠࣿुٿК
ѕਡᔛثങᕕӡфเႏᅁᢚ࢈ȷӒՑ෬ᅌȂ
ዾራϘৎྲߞثങӹࣹዽߞ࢙ӲȄഺݙ
ᅁᢚ࢈ᑉכ՜۶ᚼмԐ་ثങߞԇ
சȂᗑဖаԧ৶ѽфᅆਡᔛเႏ
ثങྏᒸᎷߞێҁुٿᑟᅹ۶ԋᇦᗑ
ᜭԴϘȂԒԢయஜثങਣȄ

HKUST and Nansha government sign collaborative agreements. From left: Vice Commander of Nansha Sun Lei,
Commander of Nansha Luo Zhaoci, CEO of Fok Ying Tung Group Ian Fok, Vice Mayor of Guangzhou Xu Zhibiao, Deputy
Director General Lin Difu, former President Paul Chu, Prof Yuk-Shan Wong and Prof Roland Chin.
ॊЂሃࡑْࣆܹᜪ၌៉Ȅ)ҽ*ࡑْࠜਗჩȃࡑْࠜᜲԏྎȃᔒॻތ༰ᄥၭڰᗁ၃ನᔒᏩᐰȃዃՍҾ
Ҿࠜѵഎȃषสᑫᓱڟ৶ޒচшȃࡈԇ੭ࠜզ၃ిޠఱȃ੭ࠜ)֖ࣆ*ཀӜЋిఱ۶ਯ੭ࠜᓿЂ௵ిఱȄ
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Teaching at rural schools

in Shaoguan

ѕΰሲᜰᢜᢚႺిمᐯ

“C

ockroaches were everywhere in the sleeping
rooms. And we had to get
used to squatting toilets…Despite all
these, staying with the farmers’ families
and star-gazing at night was fabulous.
The simple and joyous life in the rural
areas helped me reflect on our own
urban lives. And of course it was a new
experience to dine with the head of the
village!” said an HKUST student after
participating in a teaching tour to the
rural schools in northern Guangdong
Province.
For the second consecutive year, the
Education Development Program (EDP)
of the School of Science and the South
China Research Center jointly organized
the HKUST Northern Guangdong
Popular Science Education Project
consisting of two six-day trips
sponsored by Exxon Mobil Hong Kong
Limited. Over 40 students visited more
than 400 pupils from primary three to
five at four local schools. They had the
opportunity to stay overnight with
farmers’ families for a taste of the rustic
life.
Prof Shiu-Yuen Cheng, Prof Tai-Kai Ng,
Prof Yik-Man Chiang, Prof Tik-Sang Liu
and Prof Siu-Woo Cheung at HKUST
lent their ardent support to the project
and even engaged in rural teaching
together with the students. From
arithmetics, mechanics, lever principles,
aerodynamics to production of hot-air
balloons and parachutes, the HKUST
team taught scientific theories to
cultivate interest in science and nurture
scientific minds among the primary
pupils.
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A participating student said “I had a
great sense of satisfaction as I
cultivated in the pupils the passion for
science. The pupils were so sweet that
they gave us their rubber erasers as
souvenirs - something which meant a
lot to them. We were immensely
touched.”
“Shaoguan is less advanced and
hygienic than I imagined. The village
houses are rather dilapidated, but the
school buildings are decently furbished,
a sign of the villagers’ respect for
education. Sadly, villagers who used to
work as tour guides at the nearby
historical sites are losing the opportunities to earn a few more bucks as the
government has now taken over
tourism.”
“Whereas the rural residents lead
simple lives and help each other, we in
Hong Kong lead affluent lives but have
little joy and gratitude. Now I am eager
to share housework with my mom,” said
an appreciative student.

ȶ ܘ༡㡯գ࢝ԺᗬᎃȂෂӺ҄اះఀ
࢝Й೫ᅚȄᘵ๒ՂթȂକሃႺم
ਛਲԢԫԢ֝ȂԴঠൎߞϯऻ࣐࣐Ȃᓐ
ڗᢜྻႺمႆᚎᑓ֭أጄߞӠࣿȂا҄
েᖔૈډԺȂᅆߞڗӠࣿӺգݙхषȄ
କሃࠜمԢԫ༺ȂӺ࣏Ϙըԑྲᢜ
ᢚȊȷணҐ၂ҔॊిࣿڈஜߞϘ֜ॊ
ЂԢᐯࠑӯȄ
ġ
ॊЂನᐯ୰ిڈਣೡា᠈ሃົࡑुٿК
ѕԪᓱȶশสॊثЂᐯϟܨ၂Ҕॊి
ࣿڈஜȷȂԐࢢیըᗝᓱऎงбчߞణണ
ւᅅࣿஜȂࣿஜఀֹۖฑग़শสգন
гҦߞᝒׄȄॊЂԒұϩԺ֜ᐯӠࡈዃ

ތҔൊȂԨұਛЈᐯԒұպԺԩЈϬЈ
УᐯӠᗾఱॊᐯߢᝊȂݺڭႺӔਛਲ࢘
ϘਞȄ
ॊЂߞᏑቈిఱȃדЂిఱȃ፼ᗍᘙ
ిఱȃᅐচӠిఱф௺ԏ۶ిఱȂሃԢ
ᐯেϘԢᑉႺిمᐯߞদԇȄంұࡋ
Ⴛᇖȃϧᐯሃᅸ১ನȃ֖১ನۖሦ֯
ጤઈಧሃফၢ൳ຈȂॊЂਰӠ༰ನᎢሃᕕ
ӡݺϘڗȂைᏳЈވуᅆዴನߞᒸᎷфࢥ
ւўޱȄ
ȶକைᏳЈᐯӠᅆॊᐯߞᒸᎷȂ҄ا
ྏۖ൵ऎᆕږȄᗜ֖ȂЈᐯӠҁে
൵डփদНߞᕡ፱ຜاেည֯ᚃߏȇ
ҁেߞѕྍ൵҄اেྏஜȄȷϘ֜ॊЂ
ᐯӠࠑӯȄ
ԢȂԢᐯেӺᅆఐգᓐڗᢜྻȈȶቱ
ᝯѧྐاᄊКၢࢢ۶ቻᡯȂمӔߞࠧݗ
௱รȂ੭߽ࡒहᅆᖭྲȂх࣍Ђਛൌށ
ӨిߞڈদঋݑȄҩϘўবȂمӔంࡈݺ
ࠢࠕߞᑢҫᓷႫ҇ညᙏᐱᘇۤҳأȇԴ
ႼӤࣆܹతᇒȂمӔхփьϞϘৎؼ
ຠӠࣿߞਸ਼Ȅȷ
ᐯӠӺࠑӯȈȶ༏ܧمӔӠࣿᚎᑓȂЂਛ
ՇౕहׄȄশสϠߏᎳᚳႈȂࡒЙڍఀ༟
ѕȄاӀџӠࣿັᏋȂԴգϘߵᎏஜঋ
ԺᕒཽཽׄஇਛசȄȷᕒׄ־ϠȂӺ
କхषЎߞӠࣿȂᅁԴۍգᛕদྍ၍Ȅ

A modern-day journey
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to the West
ཱིՙၽ

A

team of IEMBA alumni has
completed their own Journey to
the West, trekking across the
Gobi Desert in honor of the legendary
expedition that inspired the classic Chinese
novel Journey to the West. The much-loved
tale is a fictionalized account of the trials
and tribulations of the Buddhist monk
Xuanzang’s pilgrimage to India in the Tang
dynasty.
The trek of our alumni on the other hand,
was not a journey to obtain rare religious
scriptures. It was an inter-business school
competition between IEMBA students and
alumni of Asia’s top ten business schools.
Fourteen HKUST IEMBA alumni, together
with Prof Hilton Chan and Office Head of
the EMBA Beijing and Shanghai offices Yuen
Ye, joined the Gobi Desert Challenge earlier
in 2009, walking 110 kilometers over four
days. Ms Kate Chan, Associate Dean,
together with staff and alumni went along
as support team members.
In the original Journey of the West, three
brave disciples fended off attacks on their
master and teacher, Xuanzang from various
monsters and warded off calamities, but
fortunately no monsters and calamities

were encountered on this journey. Instead,
this modern-day trek was an excellent
bonding exercise among participants and an
opportunity to show their “true grit” in the
face of a daunting physical challenge.
Prof Leonard K Cheng, Dean of Business
and Management, praised the team’s
efforts. “As a child I was fascinated by the
story and I truly admired the bravery of the
characters. I was thus particularly impressed
by this group of IEMBA alumni,” he said,
referring to the exploits of the pious monk,
insatiable pigsy and naughty monkey.
Like the original Journey to the West, this
trek worked on multiple levels: as an
adventure, a way of gaining personal insight,
and an extended metaphor for a group with
a common goal to achieve enlightenment.
In this case the enlightenment is all about
the competitive business environment!

ॊЂ੭уਣ༟ྲ֘ႼୃȂࡒࠧڭऎϞۖ
֘ўۤ၃Ȅྲ֘Ⴜୃ࣏Ϙඞ੭ቫᐯ୰ߞᘈ
ڰȂணҐ߰ҒࣁࣷڲϩЂᐯ୰ߞŊņŎŃłᐯ
Ӡф੭уȄ
ĲĵԩॊЂŊņŎŃł੭уȃ൘༯ిఱфņŎŃłҔ
ڴфϯઔᓱڰѹԇିּ2009ՐКணҐϞ
ȶіᐨࣄᐼᘈȷȂԴऎงұчߞѧᘈႆڕಲ
ĲĲıгߞڧႮȄᐯ୰୰ࠜ൘ዊЃЀ
ـሃᚚ৶ф੭уೡњ෯༤ԁȂᔌ֖ӇઈȄ
ԴȮ֘Ⴜୃȯ১КȂӛਈߞϬৎਵؙऎਰ
൮వ୵ေȂࡌᕝଡ଼ᠲݎȄԴ҃ߞ
ቈ݁㡯ȂԓϵٟգतኃݎȄहхȂഺඞᘈ
ڰգׄ༤৶࢙Ӳᝯ࠼ȂԢӺ෩ڻϘৎທڸ
ߞᑟྻȂᢰ༤৶Դবᅆᢜϧࣄᐼᢖӯҁে
ૌӒߞᗙ֒Ȅ
Ѝᇒನᐯ୰୰ࠜᏑᆔిఱᅆ҃ࠑ༤֯ݙ
ߞׅϧȂࠑӯାѕᣙᎫȈȶاЈᅆȮ֘Ⴜ
ୃȯЙЏȂપޟ־ᎫਗੁߩȃᎩϣئф
ْᄃࠑࡌॻߞ֒ڎሃԪ֯ᇟૠȄӒԯՂ
թȂاᅆഺњŊņŎŃł੭у༤ߞԞӺҳ
ಎےȄȷ

њӤॊЂቫ֖ࣆϠ৶ЍᇒನᇇЀ

Ι ĩŊņŎŃłĪġ੭уೡߞ༤ԁȂࠜઘ

ᑖอіᐨْᆐȂ؆Ϟҁেߞȶ֘ႼୃȷȂ
ԨКҟۏЈሲȮ֘ႼୃȯфుЈሲӠ
ߞ७ྰȄਛཇїᑍߞȮ֘ႼୃȯȂ敍গ
৫ӛਈޱਰࡈч߫จၐфۤ၃ง༡ߞཇ܈
ࣇڰȄ

ӒՂȮ֘Ⴜୃȯ১ϘዹȂഺըቈ݁ۍգ
Ժদྍ၍Ȉҹ࣏࣊ϘඞᑢᔍȃϫҞኧዃڍ
ᇷȂԢӺҞє֩ऎᄥ༤ԒԢᐬߞ
ወȄȮ֘ႼୃȯᘈڰᢰҁেታੁۖȂԴ҇ᆕ
ឮߋߞᖖᄩӅ༷ׅϧЙᐻȃྍؠிٙȂ
ўҞِർȊ
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R a is ing th e Bar
Ιቹዂ

A shower of awards
for our first PhD
ऋσॶ՝ിρҡԓᖔઅᅷ

D

r Jack Lau, the first PhD graduate at
HKUST and the Chairman and CEO
of Perception Digital Group, was
recently showered with multiple awards. He
was bestowed the World Chinese Youth
Entrepreneurs Award by Asiaweek and World
Federation of Chinese Entrepreneurs
Organization, in addition to the Emerging
Entrepreneur of the Year - Ernst & Young 2009
Entrepreneur of the Year award.

Judge Prof P K Alex Wai led the judges to
directly question the finalists at their booths in
the Fair. The criteria included design, creativity,
quality, environmental friendliness, functions
and market value. The judges then voted to
determine the recipients of the gold, silver
and bronze awards in the categories of
Consumer Electronics, Portable Electronics,
and Industrial Electronics. Finally, Perception
Digital won the Grand Prize and a Gold Award.

With its Jog and Heartrate Headphone,
Perception Digital of which Dr Lau is a
founder was awarded the 2009 HKEIA
Innovation and Technology Award Grand Prize
(all categories) and Gold Award (Consumer
Electronics) at the Hong Kong Electronics Fair.
The Award recognizes corporations with
outstanding performance in product designs
and technology innovation. It was jointly
organized by the Hong Kong Electronic
Industries Association (HKEIA) and the Hong
Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC),
with the judging panel comprised of industry
professionals. They first selected 14 finalists
out of nearly 100 entries, after which Chief

Back in 1994, Dr Lau became the first PhD
graduate at HKUST, where he later became
an Adjunct Associate Professor. In 1999, he
and two other HKUST professors founded
Perception Digital, the first and largest
company in terms of revenue and number of
staff which participated in the HKUST Faculty
Entrepreneurship Programme. The company
began humbly in a village house close to the
University with a venture capital of just
HK$500,000. By 2008, its annual turnover
had reached HK$500 million. The company
has been focusing on developing multimedia
and health-related technologies with
exceptional results.
Dr Lau has a passion for nurturing the new
generation which has not waned despite his
booming business career. He is currently a
part-time Adjunct Associate Professor at
HKUST. There are over 230 employees at
Perception Digital in its Hong Kong and
Shenzhen offices. Tellingly, over half of the
employees in Hong Kong are HKUST
graduates. Most are engaged in research and
development. In addition, he has set up a
scholarship to fully fund Mainland Chinese
students to study in Hong Kong.

Dr Lau is presented the World Chinese Youth
Entrepreneurs Award by the Chief Executive of Macau
SAR, Mr Edmund Ho Hau Wah in October 2009.
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ᅐൾЀĳııĺՐĲıѡݺᑫࠝᗝ֖ߞȶѵध൰ҍࠦՐົ
ȷჴጨۏᚃϯȂతۦᑫࠝપ֣ࠜࡓ㕹ԐӠჴ
ఱጨਲ਼фጨߐȄ

This year is not the first year Dr Lau has won
awards and social recognition. He was
awarded the Ten Outstanding Young Persons
Award and the Young Industrialist Award in
2000 and 2005 respectively.

Ђ֜ൾЀಲӠȃёরዴፅ
ऋ (Perception
Digital)ѹਯ֖ࣆᗁ໗ᅐਛ
࠷ൾЀ൵ࠕԓࡌᄳԺৎጨ༵ȄᅐൾЀ୵Ϟ
ᖔȮࣷڲ༉ҏȯфѵधົೡᚐᗑဖჴ
ȶѵध൰ҍࠦՐົĳııĺЂጨȷҳȂـᖔȶ
ՉӖԋਛጨКĳııĺᅷ᠖ȷჴȶྲᒸ֖
ԋਛጨȷȄ
ӤᅐൾЀᑉԇ൹ᓱϠНϘߞёরዴፅգনг
ҦȂࡋᐴुȶَ֖ѕႯօᑟȷݺȶশ
สौܞცЄਣȷϯᖔఀȶϩϘܨ൹ྲॊ
ثጨȷჴԑඞЂጨȶ൹ྲॊثጨಯࡡጨЂ
ጨȷфȶઐცЄಯࡡೡࠛጨȷȄ൹ྲॊث
ጨ՞ԴጨᔽԴಯࡡനфثങգॎҍࠑߞ
гҦȂঋِទȄҹӤশสცЄྻѹ
ᓱȃݽਣ؊ᓱȂӤаϠЀೡߞ
ໞֿᄥԐంϘպԺԆಯࡡКᓴҍϩԺ༵Ϣ
ඛಯࡡȂԓӤਯໞֿᎎएկిఱತታໞֿ
ᄥᓐۖணᘈߞਣ᠓ඏ֜аുϘुٿಯ
ࡡȂබێനȃ൹ྍȃࡡᎳȃᖖ࠲࿄݇ȃ
ґକфҾඞኊৃຈ֯ҍໞȂ൵ࢢԓظೈ
ٙܠઐცЄȃј෩ცЄȃЍცЄϬೡ
ُೡߞࠛȃфቚጨȄԑඞҪჴϩৎጨ
༵ȂёরዴፅᅷᖔԑඞЂጨфࠛጨȂᅁ
ԩᙩȄ
ᅐਛ࠷ൾЀĲĺĺĵՐऎॊЂ֜ൾЀಲ
ӠȂࢢฅԇႍ੭ცЄЍᐯڀిఱȄҁ
ĲĺĺĺՐሃҩ֜یॊЂిఱӲёরዴፅȂѽ
՜Ϣфᚚ৶Ϡዴփ࣏ڏॊЂ൹ᄑϭ൵
ЂߞгҦȂӺ࣏زᖔૼϢႍᄑߞгҦ
НϘȄညՐгҦݺॊЂࠢࠕߞمӲȂ൹
ࠛᛝऎॗĶıေЮȇĳııĹՐȂᖉ
ᛝЏჅĶኆЮȄгҦࠕՐަ༟Ժණᢜ
ф࠲உॊثȂᅇ൹ڸᖻȄ
ంࢢȂᅐൾЀᅆைࢢڈߞጤ႕ڭٟգิ
ଡ଼ȄҁЪ๒࣏ॊЂᚚిఱȇێгҦ
শสфಎԲᓱг࢈ԒգĳĴıԺ֜৶ЍȂশส
ᓱг࢈җ৶ЍऎॊЂಲӠȂЂൊжంڰ
ुٿЍ֯ȄᅐൾЀڭӲጨᐯࠛȂԑႤׄ
аᐯӠڽสಎൄȄ
ᅐൾЀჅ݀ӺᅇᖔઅᅷȂĳıııՐфĳııĶՐж
־ᖔఀȶϩЂ൰ҍࠦՐȷфȶশสࠦՐЍ
ਛȷጨȄ

HKUST students shine

at MIT competition
ऋσᏰҡݺMITѧᘈКۤכ၃ᢚ

H

KUST students won Silver award in
the International Genetically
Engineered Machine competition
(iGEM), a Synthetic Biology competition
organized by prestigious Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The students were led
by Prof King-Lau Chow, Professor at the
Department of Biology and Associate Dean of
Undergraduate Education.
Joining the Competition the second time this
year, the HKUST team makes a new type of
bio-pesticide to kill insects in a way which is
environmentally friendly and low-cost. It aims
to provide an alternative to pesticides and
synthetic chemicals used in the past decades
which had caused severe environmental
problems.
“The 20-member team is mostly made up of
first and second year students of Biology,
Biochemistry, Chemistry, Physics, Molecular
Biomedical Sciences and Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering. The three
sub-teams were responsible respectively for
odorant sensing, coupled production of
chemical attractant, and production of
pest-killing toxin which was not harmful to
human bodies or to the environment,” said
Tony Wai-Pang Ho, a postgraduate student of
Computer Science and Engineering who was
an advisor and coordinator to the students.
“We worked for nine months before our
student representatives went to MIT to
present our ideas for five days in November
2009. The students demonstrated superb
skills in organization, presentation and most
important of all, great scientific minds,” said
Prof Chow.

“During the nine months, we had encountered many failures and dead ends. It was
these mistakes that helped us improve our
critical and analytical thinking, as well as our
ability to troubleshoot and find alternative
solutions. As the Fall semester came, we all
faced the challenge of managing time amidst
all the assignments and tests. But it was
precisely this kind of challenge that enabled
me to learn the most,” said Helen Wan-Ting
Zhong.
“I have acquired a deeper understanding of
synthetic biology and how it can be used to
solve problems. I have gained a new way of
thinking to understand organisms, biology and
nature,” said Jessica Chuchu Zhang, one of
the participants.
“I have learned from Prof Chow that science
is not just about laboratory techniques.
Scientific ways of thinking are the most
important,” said Kelvin Kai-Kei Miu, a member
of the winning team.

ऋЂᐯӠݺቫԯЍᑟᐡѧᘈ(iGEM)
Кᄳఀ๕Ȅႍѧᘈ࣏Ӥग़൫षನ
Ѝᐯ୰ᗝᓱգᝯԪӠߏᐯߞѧᘈȂॊЂᐯ
ӠݺӠߏిڀఱфӎॊӠిசࠜ۹ྰࣹి
ఱߞታᐱϭணᘈȄ

ॊЂЫՐϜϟըணᘈȂணᘈ༤ԁߞӫዾ࣏
ुሦԑྲфԪᖖ࠲১ࡋߞӠߏݑ౭ᚪᐗȂ
சِ࠲ݺ᠕ᖖᄩߞࡈ෩ϭ౭ਚݿᚪȂѽۤ҃
Ⴥ݀ዴϩՐൄᖖᄩ٭ਚߞ౭ᚪᐗфԪм
ᐯࡡȄ
༤ԁߞᓙ႙фឯϠȃᇖᑟॊᐯфЍᐯ
ᇇЀᐯӠ֣ஈឈࠑӯȈȶЫՐࠕϟϩϠߞ༤
ԁѹঋӤӠߏȃӠмȃмᐯȃߏನȃжЄӠ
ߏᛁᐯфмᐯжЄЍᐯߞϘфϟՐૺᐯӠ
ೡȂاেжऎϬೡȂԧയ༵ӫߞϘൊж
ȂҒࣁሮܠգᝯݿᚪфێᅆઈۧߞៈះȃሦ
ൄכєݿᚪߞмᐯᐗȂфНؼൄᅆݿᚪ
գࣲȃփЙྻྫਚϠᢜݕᖖᄩߞ౭ᚪᐗȄȷ
۹ྰࣹిఱᇍȈȶ་֖ुٿԒϝৎѡНࢢȂ
ᐯӠ҃ࠑݺĳııĺՐĲĲѡࡈ݀൫षನЍ་֖ऎ
งУчߞᚎඡȄᐯӠݺჅКࠑҍ۞ߞ
ೡᚐфඡטକϧȃфॊᐯߞࢥᇯўޱȄȷ
ȶᘵ๒اেჅҝϝৎѡ၃ᑢԺըҵీȂഺڱ
ీࡒᕒׄاেؼຠֿزфжࢥޘᇯȂవႋ
ᆷфඵرႋٙў੯ȄҩҳంྲᐯՐݺ
ौܞ༟ࢢܕȂاেൌঋবᅆᗄদߞґሃ
เᢚȇփӒ࣏ഺࣄڱᐼȂ൵҄اেᖔૈډ
ԺȄȷᐯӠᘨ்ඨࠑӯȄ
ணᘈᐯӠ௺྾྾ሲȈȶاჅѧᘈҐಎሮᝊ
ԪӠߏᐯȃфҹՂ֣ႋٙயᛟȄഺڱ၃ᢚ
ᕒׄاѽԑྲߞࢥᇯϞႋӠߏሃЂ๒Ȅȷ
ᐯӠᖼుࠑӯȈȶुٿॊᐯڭЙনݺᅁ
ᢚ࢈аߞᐯ೫ȇاం۹ిఱڗϯᐯ೫ۖॊᐯ
ࢥᇯߞদঋݑȄȷ

Prof King-Lau Chow (3rd left) leads HKUST
students to participate in iGEM.

۹ྰࣹిఱĩҽϬĪ௲ታᐯӠணᘈȄ
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Victors of 200-team

turn tech entrepreneurs
੭ᄰ֡ᄑࡄক༤ԁ!!

F

our fresh graduates of HKUST are
awarded Championship of the 2009
Young Entrepreneurs Development
Council Entrepreneurs' Challenge (YDC
E-Challenge) jointly organized by Young
Entrepreneurs Development Council and
Stanford University. Consisting of Mingyu
Wang, Shucheng Zhu, Daijun Zhou of the
School of Engineering, and Cong Xie of the
Business School, the team "Tech4Enviro"
presented the award-winning entry "GPS
Robotic Water Analyzer" which aimed at
providing an economical, versatile, efficient
and environmentally-friendly way of testing
water quality.
In the summer of 2008, Mingyu Wang, then
a second year student preparing for final
year project the year later, discovered with
his roommate Shucheng Zhu the
deficiencies of the water monitoring system
on the Mainland. Determined to find
solutions, they embarked on an aggressive
project and made their dormitory a real
laboratory where they literally 'ate, slept and
breathed' their project day and night.
They were quick to realize that they needed
to marry technological expertise with
entrepreneurial spirit. They constructed a
thorough and refined business plan in the
model of a real-life venture capital.
Later joined by Daijun Zhou and Cong Xie,
the students consulted with engineering
and business professors, attended
entrepreneurial classes and exchanged
ideas with finance students.

26

After a year of hard work, they discovered
an exciting solution to testing water quality.
It involves building a 1-meter long robotic
boat with chemical sensors that can
automatically navigate using GPS (Global
Positioning System) to monitor water quality

in target areas, and to transmit data back to
the control station.
The project was truly born in HKUST as their
roboboat had been tested numerous times
at the HKUST Jetty at Clear Water Bay.
As contestants of the YDC E-Challenge,
they had to submit an executive summary,
an investment teaser with a power-point
presentation and video, and a final business
plan between early to mid 2009. It was the
same half-year period when they were busy
preparing for graduation. As finalists, they
also had to give their presentations in front
of the judging panel consisting of business
leaders.
“We had to emphasize the business
potentials of the technology to demonstrate
its appeal to investors. To make an
impression on the panel of judges, we also
deployed cutting-edge software and
computing skills to create fascinating
interactive effects.”
The team became the champion after
beating 200 teams including seven elite
teams that made it to the final round.
Looking back,
k, Wang said, "It was not an
easy task. I have learned to write a
successful business plan and to make a
convincing presentation. Most importantly, I
learned how
w to lead a team."
"We owe ourr success to the good training in
n
engineering provided by HKUST. Our vision
also plays a part." The team expressed thei
their
ir
sincerest gratitude
atitude to Prof Zexiang Li, Prof
Mitchell Tseng
ng and other members of the
School of Engineering,
ngineering, in addition to Prof
Roger King of Finance and Prof Jeroen
Kuilman of Management. "Every step we
we
made depends
nds heavily on their support
supporrt and
guidance," said
aid Zhou.

The four students have now gone their
“separate ways” after finishing their
undergraduate studies. Having said that,
Wang, Zhu and Zhou (now postgraduate
students at HKUST, Princeton and Columbia
universities respectively), have been joined
by Engineering student Zuo Zhang and
HKUST professors Zexiang Li and Xiaoyuan
Li to found the Hong Kong Lang Li
Roboboat Technology Ltd.
Much of the initial capital was, in fact, part
of the HK$100,000 cash prize from winning
four awards including the YDC E-challenge,
the HKUST – Hang Seng Green Challenge
(1st Runner Up), the HKUST President’s
Cup 2009 (Gold Award), and the JEC
Outstanding Engineering Project Award (2nd
Runner Up) in the past academic year.
“We have already made roboboats
successfully for water sampling, and water
monitoring systems based on roboboat
technology. We are now exploring
underwater flying saucers.”
Sharing their experience with other
students, they said, “We learn from the
success of other people. However, it is
replicate
their
success
impossible to replic
cat
ate
e th
thei
eirr su
succ
cces
esss
create
stories. To cr
crea
eate
te yyour own success story,
must
you mu
ust ‘Be Yourself’.” The outstanding
students
promising
stude
ents are trulyy p
pro
romi
mising
g yyoung
oung
ou
ng
entrepreneurs!
en
ntrepreneur
urss!

E-Challenge
ԙ࣏ߧԑӌཾড়
֜ॊЂᐯӠ၃ჅϘՐԺߞׅϧȂݺ
Ѳ ࠦՐԋਛਣ؊фҫМᇊЂᐯԪ
ᓱߞĳııĺࠦՐԋਛਣ؊ȶ੭ᄰ֡
ᄑȷ(YDC E-Challenge) КᄳቾȄӤৣݺก
ಲߞЍᐯ୰ᐯӠѳቛ⣳ȃզ੩ȃ۹
࠷ܮȃфЍᐯ୰ᐯӠᘁᗐೡߞ
Tech4Enviroᄥ༤Ȃѽԑಧڀ֜ܠĩňőŔĪġ
ᑟౠѪᎳжޘᐡ༵ӫணᘈȂ៏ఀࡄকȄ
ĳııĹՐกȂညпᡝϬՐૺߞѳቛ
⣳ӒऎڽՐߞಲ֯இ൯Ѝ֯Ȅҁሃ
߽࢈уզ੩аԳѪᎳᆾᅅڀգ
ЙږНȂ࣏ݺϭܠٙѕඵرႋٙў੯Ȃ
د߽ݗ༡ည֯ᅁᢚ࢈Ȃ్܆๑༡Գ་֖
ᅁᢚȄ
ѳզیϠ࢝أබះਣॊثሃ༟ݤҾඞ
Ӆ༷Ԣ་֖Ȃ׀࣏ݺӡૌᅁѵधႆߞ൹
ጀՑȂ࢙ᅹ۹ႎߞᄑȄ
ҁেԢᘛԢᐯ۹࠷ܮфᘁᗐҐϢȂڭ
ిᇟ഼ЍሃᇒನߞిఱȂணҐգᝯ൹
ߞȂфԨुசߞԢᐯেۤ၃Ȅ
၃ჅࠕϘՐߞॴ྅ȂҁেೣۖرݺเႏѪᎳ
ߞႋٙў੯ȄҁেሦൄϞϘᒹࠜॗϘռȃ๑
ϠᏼᏺߞȄഺᒹ๑Ϡ൯գྏᕕᐡȂକ
ஜڹӡԑಧڀ֜ܠᐱଝѽᆾᅅӫዾԳ
ߞѪᎳȂԢႤਫ਼ࠔఠۘҭȄ

൵ࢢȂҁেݺĳııԺњ༤ԁȂҒࣁڗ
ٙᘈߞϛ༤ࡏНКೲᒖփҍȂऎࡄক
༤ԁȄ
ऻഺࣱџЄȂѳቛ⣳ࠑӯȈȶକ؆
ഺৎ༵ӫȂϘᙇൌЙਟݽȄاంКᐯ೫ۖ
ዤᄑф་֖ᚎඡኧҐሲއϧߞ
ᚈࠝȄ൵দঋߞȂ࣏اᐯ೫ۖታᐱϘৎᄥ
༤ߞثҼȄȷ
ȶاেକۤർȂ࣏ԯऎॊЂЍڀ෩ڻ
ߞፚȂѽфاেߞዃᘮൎȄȷ۹࠷ܮ
ࠑӯȄԢᐯে൵ྏᑬఉѕࢽᐱҁেߞॊЂ
ిఱেȂҒࣁقᑨึిఱȃฅށৰిఱф
ێҁЍᐯ୰ߞ৶Ȃசᐯࠛߞڀጄి
ఱфᇒನߞڀോћిఱຈຈȄȶاেڕჅ
ߞُϘَȂൌգҁেߞњࢺሃ௲ታȄȷ
ԴȂұ֜ಲӠЏ၃ȶԧࡈ܋ȷȂ๒փ
ݺॊЂпᡝुٿߞѳቛ⣳ȃж־ւϢ
ग़ޒჲф৯ѧڲЂᐯߞզ੩ሃ
۹࠷ܮȂԓҐϯЍᐯुٿӠ௺ૣȂሃقᑨ
ึфقᑍ১֜یॊЂిఱȂЏ၃Ԫೡশส
ႆ๑ϠॊثգনгҦȂॊثӡݺӡ
Ȅ՝ݺҝՐԴᐯง༡Ȃҁেߞ๑Ϡॊ
ثϘԒ៏ఀұৎѧᘈߞጨ༵Į੭ᄰ֡
ᄑȃHKUST-Hang Seng Green Challenge
ȞڲকȟȃॊЂ੭ࠜޓឮᘈĩࠛጨĪȃфŋņń൰

ҍЍ༵ӫጨĩܞকĪȄҁেႻӡॗสᅋϩေ
ЮߞጨࠛȂ֯ऎឯೡгҦߞ၃Ȅ
ȶاেЏुѪব๑ϠᏼᏺѪᎳళዹȂ
фݺ๑ϠߞѪᎳᆾเڀȄԴȂا
েـԑϧुѪϭᇄՑᑟᐡϠȄȷ
ҁেഺዹឍࡍЫчߞᐯӠȈȶЙঋጀӼ־
ϠȂঋஇЎȂತݑփ֖ȄഺዹȂўҞᛐ
ҍЎߞႮȄȷව֜Ж࠷࣊କໍѕِిȂ
ӺକඵႮԨȂߞፁ࣏ԩێᅁߞࠦՐԋ
ਛȊ

ਣ༵ӫӺૌૌӒӒఀۖॊЂѪϿߞไᏳȇ
ԢᐯেԺըᅁᢚݸߞԳўȂӒ࣏֜ݺ౻
ѪᣉߞॊثЂᐯፅᔝȄ
ऎϞணҐȶ੭ᄰ֡ᄑȷȂұϠӅ༷ݺ
ĳııĺՐࠐ༟ߞܕҗՐаȂӺԧϠՓݺ
ᕕѾಲґߞȂቍӹᄑȃᚎ
ඡȃᔂȂڭԴӤधೡߞໞֿᄥবࡈ
֯ඡטȄȶЬ༵ӫȂاেӅ༷Ꭰഺ
ᇌॊߞثᘇᓿጕକȂѽҎᢖҹᅆظႤ߰ߞ
כєϧȄऎϞॎඛփҍȂاেݺሦ֯ცၝ
ёᑶѯႻӡϞ࢝ȺቖȻߞഹԆȄȷ
Cong Xie, Mingyu Wang, Daijun Zhou and Shucheng Zhu (3rd to 6th from left) won the YDC E-Challenge.
ᘁᗐȃѳቛ⣳ȃ۹࠷ܮфզ੩)ҽϬб*៏ఀࠦՐԋਛਣ؊ȶ੭ᄰ֡ᄑȷȄ
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HKUST-led Hong Kong team going gold
and more at Physics Olympiad
ॊЂತታส༤!පࡄሬސ౩༹ݓϾպ

T

he Hong Kong Physics Olympiad
team, led by Prof Tian-Wen Chen,
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Physics at HKUST, achieved the best results
ever at the 40th International Physics
Olympiad.
Five form six students, trainees of the
Physics Enhancement Programme of the
Exceptionally Gifted Students Scheme, won
a gold, two silver and two bronze medals at
the International Physics Olympiad held in
Mexico in Summer 2009. The elite students,
selected from the Hong Kong Physics
Olympiad and Pan-PRD plus Chinese Elite
Schools Physics Olympiad last year, were
sent for training at HKUST in collaboration
with the Academy for Gifted Education.
The students started their three-phase
training program in July 2008. In the first
phase, they had lectures and tutorials at
HKUST every other Saturday for nine
months. Starting from March 2009, they had
advanced training every Saturday. In the two
weeks leading to the Physics Olympiad in
July 2009, they lived on the campus of
HKUST for final preparations. They had to
study physics at freshman and sophomore
level within a short period of time.

children flown to Mexico for the challenge
during the epidemic. Fortunately, Merida,
where the Olympiad was held, was not
severely affected.
The Olympiad attracted more than 400
contestants from 100 countries this time.
The winners from Hong Kong were Gold
medalist Lik-Hang Yu of SKH Lam Woo
Memorial Secondary School, silver medalists
Jeffrey Ting-Fung Poon and Kin Lam of Sing
Yin Secondary School, and bronze medalists
Wing-Ki Yeung of STFA Leung Kau Kui
College and Tak-Yan Lee of SKH Lam Woo
Memorial Secondary School.

สߏನླྀޒнֹ༤ԁ൶ొᙩڽȂԴ

ॷॊЂߏನࢉڀਲ਼ׄನిఱ൘чயి
ఱߞತታϭȂส༤ݺĵıܨቫߏನླྀޒ
нֹЂᘈК൹ҍᑢڽ൵ڸᖻȄ
У֜КбᐯӠᇟॻҝՐ၃Ⴥশสߏನླྀޒ
нֹȃϬڎሃКົԩ੭ߏನླྀޒнֹ
ឮᘈߞᓴݥȂфతۦȶપ־ႤᔹᐯӠைڈ
њ෯ᄑȷߞߏನைࢢȂԓ၃Ⴥॊ
ЂሃশสႤᔹిڈᐯ୰ߞፚȂ൵ೣԴ
ĳııĺՐਆݺܞᐍ֘৯ᗝ֖ߞቫߏನླྀޒ
нֹЂᘈКᄳఀϘࠛȃیфیቚߞᔹٽ
ᖻȄ

ᐯӠĳııĹՐĸѡ༟ۦܕȄԴϘ༥ࣱȂ
ᐯӠُუیৎ࣐งߞ༉ӐۖॊЂϯфᐱ
ȂऎงϝৎѡȄంĳııĺՐĴѡ༟ܕȂҁ
েؼऎُৎ༉Ӑతۦ་༥ߞፚȄߏನླྀ
ޒнֹĳııĺՐĸѡᗝ֖ࡈߞیৎ࣐งȂᐯ
ӠԴॊЂ੭ཀྵȂ֯൵ࢢ൯ሃᎏەȂ
Դ༡аᐯ೫ЂᐯϘфϟՐૺ࢘ߞߏ
ನȄ
ЫՐȂჅĳıı֜КᐯӠӦணҐȶપ־
ႤᔹᐯӠைڈњ෯ᄑȷߏನைȂ
ێК൵ՐӁߞҪգĲı࿐Ȃҩգұ֜Ĳĳ࿐ߞ
ணҐ߰ȂൌԴु೫Ђᐯ࢘ߞߏನȄ
୵ϞݺѧᘈКᐼᖻഎएҳȂӤॊЂತታߞ
শส༤ـᐼർӥࣹྏߞࢃȗҁে௲
൯Ђ༓Ͼ၊ሃઐࣲӡࡡȂሃઽࣲ֯ᐼȄ੭
ўڭఀۖਛࠜߞԢྍȂЯധЄЃࡈ݀पఐ
ߞࢧטᐍ֘৯ҍᘈȗܶՀȂѧᘈԳᙇ
ڧႿڭٟգۖۦদЂᠩȄ
ഺըߞቫߏನླྀޒнֹЂᘈԒכєڽ
Ĳııৎਛߞĵıı֜ᐯӠணҐȄশส༤ߞУ
֜ఀጨ߰ऎȈࠛ๕ఀѹִϧࢮĩၐгྻޒ᠕
॔݇КᐯĪȃیԩ๕ఀѹጝਪфޒிĩ
ၐڏКᐯĪȂфቚ๕ఀѹ࿅Ӗီĩ༶ᗑ᎖
ᗁྻౖⶳ┵КᐯĪфقਾĩၐгྻޒ᠕॔
݇КᐯĪȄ

This time, more than 200 secondary school
students applied for the Physics Enhancement Programme. The youngest student
was only 10; four others were 12-year-olds
who were studying university-level physics.
Apart from meeting the intellectual
challenge, the HKUST-led team also survived
health challenges posed by H1N1 flu in
Mexico – this time not by intensive training
but by bringing loads of masks and disinfectants. The University had consulted with
parents, who consented to have their
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Prof K Y Wong (1st left),
Tak-Yan Lee (3rd left),
Ting-Fung Jeffrey Poon (4th left),
Lik-Hang Yu (5th left),
Kin Lam (6th left),
Wing-Ki Yeung (7th left),
Prof T W Chen (8th left).
ѳᙓిఱ)ҽϘ*ȃقਾ)ҽϬ*ȃ
ጝਪ)ҽұ*ȃִϧࢮ)ҽУ*ȃ
ޒி)ҽб*ȃ࿅Ӗီ)ҽϛ*
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Breakthrough discovery of “magic switch” in motor protein
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A cure for blindness,
deafness and cancer ?
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Prof Mingjie Zhang, Chair Professor
of Biochemistry at HKUST, and his
team of researchers, including Dr
Cong Yu, Dr Wei Feng and Dr Zhiyi Wei, have
made a breakthrough discovery on how
motor proteins such as myosin VI behave.
Myosin VI protein is essential to the well
being of cells in general. Its mutation is
known to cause hereditary blindness and
deafness as well as cancers, which is why
Prof Zhang's groundbreaking discovery is
expected to have far-reaching impact on
improving medical conditions of human
beings.
“Our study on myosin proteins started eight
years ago, but for the first three years we did
not make any significant progress. In 2004, a
new team of researchers was formed to
continue with the research. The team
performed over 10,000 experiments but
again encountered numerous failures. In
November 2008, we finally made a major
discovery on how motor proteins move in
human cells,” said Prof Zhang. Results of the
study were published in the 7 August 2009
issue of Cell, one of the most prestigious
journals in life science.
Motor proteins are “molecular
machines” that convert
chemical energy from
ATP hydrolysis into

mechanical work, which powers cell motile
processes. These fascinating enzymes
power much of the movement performed by
living organisms.
Myosin VI is an unconventional myosin with
remarkable properties: it can “walk on two
legs with a defined direction.” Not only is
myosin VI a “cargo transportation” vehicle, it
is also an “anchor” to maintain proper
cellular structures. When it is in its
transportation mode, it travels on
cytoskeletons called actin-filaments. To do
this, it has to form a “dimer” (i.e. have “two
legs”).
How myosin VI, as well as other myosins,
switches from a walking motion to an
anchoring motion has fascinated scientists
for decades. Understanding this switching
mechanism is also important for
understanding why mutations in this protein
lead to disease.
A ground-breaking study by Prof Zhang and
his team finally led to the discovery of this
“magic switch.”
The HKUST community is extremely
encouraged by this groundbreaking
discovery which is expected to
have a far-reaching impact on
medical science.

ЂӠߏмᐯڀᗾਲ਼ిఱ௺ށ൰ిఱ
ऋ ሃҁߞुٿᄥ༤ȂҒࣁִᗐൾЀȃ༾
៴ൾЀ۶᛬ؠጋൾЀԺՐڽ་֖Ϡᢜ४
аȶ։ஜകӨķȷႻஜጀՑߞुٿġȂ൵ࠕۤ
ఀদЂॎȄ
ȶ։ஜകӨķȷ࣏ᇯࢺ४உ௵ߞদঋЮ
Ȃێॎᢏྻᐱ७ᓷཇݑҵށȃҵᗐत
ᖛાȄԯթȂॊЂഺ༵ჰਫ਼ᅆᛁᖚ
ॊᐯߞਣȂ௲ڽಎቈփӒবߞᠩȄ
௺ిఱࠑӯȈȶاেݺϣՐࡈ༟ܕ་֖࣏
༵ुٿȂϬՐ་ਣӏՂನྐȄġĳııĵġՐȂ
اেೡᚐϞྲߞᄥ༤Ȃា᠈ᘥփЙԳ་
֖ϞϘေԺըᅁᢚȂೣݺԴĳııĹՐĲĲѡգ
দЂȄȷ
ुٿލЏݺĳııĺՐĹѡĸџҍߍߞȮ४ȯ
ᐯങงҏКҏȄȮ४ȯ࣏Ӡۻॊᐯध
ૺߞᡋࢃᛔራȄ
։ஜകӨ࣏४ᑟᐡȂକѪႋłŕőߞм
ᐯକ༓ᚼмᑟౠକȂంփऎ४ߞೊஜ
෩ڻକ༓ȄഺڱЙҞࢥ៉ߞകӨ㤧Ȃ࣏
४ԧᇌႻஜߞѹঋᠭஜϧȄȶ։ஜകӨķȷ
࣏Ϙᇌࠧߞۏ։ஜകӨȂգѽȶی౧ᇿ
ڕႮȷߞપઅݑକȄҹЙ֭କȶྦྷႻറ
ߏȷȂـକ෭ȶᘢȷߞґକȂᇯࢺ४
ᕕգߞຕᅹȄညҹݺႻᓮߞጀՑȂҹ
ྻݺᇍऎ։ஜകӨບߞ४ࣛϯೊஜȄ
֯ऎϘৎႻᓮᐡȂȶ։ஜകӨķȷӅቮ؛
գی౧ᇿߞᛕᇸᢜȄ
ȶ։ஜകӨķȷంَ֖ஜ֯ᚼऎᘢஜ֯ߞླྀ
૪ȂዴϩՐڽϘߡ࣏ॊᐯਛ൵գᒸᎷߢႽ
ߞȄକႋ༟ҹেᚼмНᗻȂᅆನႋ։ஜ
കӨॎᢏᅹ઼ઽߞ১ԯϩжদঋȄ௺ి
ఱሃҁߞुٿ༤ԁ၃ჅԺՐߞुٿȂೣرݺ
ۖഺৎȶᠲങࢷ༕ȷߞᚈࠝȄॊЂᅆഺ༵କ
ऎᛁᖚॊᐯਣ௲ڽಎቈᠩߞȂྏۖ
ϩжᄁህȄ

Prof Mingjie Zhang (2nd left) and his team.
௺ށ൰ిఱ)ҽϟ*ሃुٿᄥ༤Ȅ
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HKUST unmanned helicopter
p

soars to the roof of the world
๑Ϡᏼᏺߡпᑟ
๑Ϡᏼ
ᏼᏺߡпᑟ ॴູжࣨࡐ

A

n unmanned miniature
helicopter developed by HKUST
has made the world’s first solo
flight to Mount Everest, setting a
milestone both in the history of
unmanned aviation and the surveying of
high altitude environments.

signals simultaneously to the ground
control station. The helicopter can also
carry atmospheric data monitoring
equipment. When powered by electric
battery, it can fly over 50 km in one go,
and if propelled by diesel, its flight route
can cover over 200 km.

The flight was part of a series carried out
over a 10-day period earlier this year by
Prof Zexiang Li of HKUST’s Electronic and
Computer Engineering Department and
his postgraduate student Mr Frank Wang.

It outperforms fixed-wing aircraft in that it
does not require a runway to take off or
land. It can also remain stationary in the
air for the taking of pictures or videos, or
for performing surveillance duties.

It hugs and soars above Mount Everest. The
terrain traversed included the Tibetan
Highland, lakes, a glacier, and a virgin forest.

The HKUST team is one of China’s top
research teams on unmanned helicopters,
and the first team to use such a helicopter
to carry out surveillance and damage
assessment in Sichuan immediately after
the massive earthquake in May 2008.
“We are proud to be able to benefit China
and the world. This technology has a wide
range of applications, and readily lends
itself to commercialization,” said Prof Li.

“The biggest challenge is the extreme
climatic conditions in high altitudes,
particularly the thin air and the strong and
gusty winds. Our success will pave the
way for the further use of unmanned
helicopters in the surveying and
monitoring of high altitude environments,
facilitating the protection of highland
ecology,” said Prof Li.
The helicopter, measuring two meters in
length and weighing about 10 kilograms,
has a global positioning system (GPS) and
on-board inertia measurement units. It is
capable of flying on a pre-programmed
flight path. During its flight, it can take
photographs and videos and send the

This small helicopter perfectly formed by
Prof Li and his team may be small, but its
impact will be big.

ҥ ॊЂुሦߞ๑Ϡᏼᏺְߡпᑟ
ըᑾ֖ᒗ੬ᆳਪȂߩݺ
་֖ణȂऎ๑Ϡᏼᏺߞ֖ᑢҫϯྲ
ߞϘȄ

ცЄфᇖᑟЍᐯقߞڀᑨึిఱሃु
ٿӠ٘Ȃ࣏ഺըଝߞᅌࢢґ֊Ȅऎง
ϩчߞଝЫՐႵ՝ࡈਣ༟Ȃێҁ༵ӫ൙
᠈་֖Ȅߡпᑟ୵Ϟࠕᛓణᒗ੬ᆳ
ਪҳȂـ֘১ȃุȃԔЌȃф๑
ϠᎼߞږฑޒȄ
ిقఱࠑӯȈȶߡпᑟႏবᅆߞ൵Ђࣄ
ᐼȂ࣏ቮঋݺ࿂ߞԳாۦݯ࿂ᇑԚߞ
чઈȃຂᗠߞߩઈфߞېධলȄ࣏ըଝ
ߞґȂգׄاেڽѽ๑Ϡᏼᏺߞߡпᑟ
เ༓фᆾᅅ১ᖖᄩȂᅆ࠲᠕১Ӡᅗգদ
ঋߞ֯ӡȄȷ
ߡਸ਼یռȃদϩгѝߞߡпᑟ൯գᖖಧܠ
ԨڀĩňőŔĪȂᑟϯڭന༓࢘ᅚڀߞݑȂ
କჰԐ፠ՀՑߞଝႽມȄ
ມง༡ȂߡпᑟҞѽ֖ݮȃᔂȃфԢ
ԨԳবߞఠۘҭݸୈၳȇԢႅႶЂઈ
ዴᑂᆾᅅኇᐡȄႅϯცհࢢȂߡпᑟُըҞ
֖ჅĶıгڧȄॶڹӡȂࡋҞ֖
ჅĳııгڧȄहႵܠ۽ݺᑟᗍߞᑟȂߡпᑟ
ـർϘឯȄְߡпᑟ๑༷ڹӡႽ་֖
ݕফၢȂڭକߩݺઈК࠲ࢺᜦܠᔖѤȂԯ
փҞѽـգੜԳ་֖ݮȃᔂȃфڟᢑߞ
Ѝ֯Ȅ
ॊЂुሦ๑Ϡᏼᏺߡпᑟߞ༤ԁȂ࣏ԑК
൵Ջߞुٿ༤ԁНϘȄႍ༤ԁӺ࣏ĳııĹՐĶ
ѡұЌԳᏩࢢȂ༤ڹӡഺߡпᑟ་֖ڟ
ᢑԇசȃфໞ֤٭ఐߞ༤ԁȄ
ిقఱࠑӯȈȶاেߞ༤ԁᅆݺକڹӡॊ
ЂਣߞՋᇑॊثឥКфԑѵधȂྏۖ
પ־ሹȄഺ༵ॊߞثᕕӡፑඛዃȃਣ
ጕϧᔹࡓȂڭᔌҞѽਣӡȄȷ
ిقఱሃ༤৶ुሦߞߡпᑟᢜᒕᘵЈȂ֯ӡ
НЂࡒ࣏๑Ҟ֤༓Ȅ
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Prof Zexiang Li (right) and student Frank Wang
قᑨึిఱ!)Ҡ*!ሃᐯӠ٘
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Cultural immersion of a different kind -

the Blue House experience
ᙢࡐ.ᢜᢚߤћм
1

by Ross Lai

E

ducation takes place not just in the
lecture rooms – but further afield in
the wider community and among
the folks. The Center for Cultural Studies at
HKUST has been co-organizing a number of
events to sharpen the students’ sensitivity
to social issues.
“We hope our students will adopt a holistic
outlook on society and life,” said Prof
Yun-Chung Chen of the Social Science
Division, who is also the Associate Director
of the Center for Cultural Studies.
One of the activities was the Blue House
Community Fun Day held earlier this year.
Blue House consists of three Hong Kong
style tenement houses (Tong-Lau) built in
the 1920s and 1950s, located at a quiet
corner of busy Wan Chai. It is called Blue
House because of its unique color. Many
inhabitants have been living there for
several generations. In recent years, it has
been under the pressure of demolition to
make way for urban redevelopment.
Further to advocacy efforts by residents
and conservationists, the government
finally agreed to Blue House being
preserved and its residents staying behind
according to their wishes. The Fun Day
was organized to give the 100 participants, including many HKUST students, a
feel of the characteristic culture.

The visitors literally had a good taste of
the life in Blue House. A resident –
fondly called “Fourth Sister” – who
occupied a tiny cubicle in a partitioned
room there, treated the guests to her
famous Chiu-Chow style “little bowl
pudding”, while Sister Wah – a thirdgeneration inhabitant in Blue House,
delighted the guests with her soya
sauce chicken wings. The guests even
had the chance to cook vegetarian
meals in Blue House style. Culinary
delights were blended with participatory drumming by residents and guests.
A famous local poet Chan Mit recited
poems and essays of local writers
about Wan Chai. Meanwhile, another
Wan Chai resident Sister May hosted a
workshop on decorative beaded
strings. A documentary was shown to
demonstrate how residents fought for
their rights.
“What is unique to the Fun Day is that
the participants have a holistic appreciation of the cultural heritage that Blue
House represents. A lot of our Mainland and exchange students were
keenly interested. Local students may
also find new perspectives in our
indigenous social setting,” said Prof
Chen.

ᖿ ࢈ڭЙ࣏றϘҞѽ་֖ిᐯߞԳўȄ
ԴߤаȃԴϠ၏НКȂاেᔌᔌ
ԳൌҞѽᐯ೫ȄॊЂћмुٿКѕѽ෩
ᐯӠߞгӔྍᝊфᅆߤྻڰԆߞూྏ࢘ऎ
ܟ՞Ȃࠜ൘ЯКిఱࠑӯȈȶاেؓ
ౕᐯӠକᅆߤྻ៉ᛟфћмգـಎـዃ
ߞሮᝊȂᅆྻߤݺфϠӠକգـಎߞےᢜ
ᢚȄȷ
ЫՐႵ՝ࡈȂКѕᗝᓱᚡߤԢጄџȂᢰ
ᐯӠᅆᚡф۹Ꮞߞߤ໖תգ་Ϙَߞሮ
ᝊȄᚡਲ਼ၢݺᣉѿϘৎኈᔖߞڎၢȂӤϬ
ฏĲĺĳıфĲĺĶıՐ҃ߞสՑ৫ጁೡȂڭԯҳ
ᖒϯᑾપߞᚡ֒փఀԩȄЙьᚡߞ֝ࢉ
ዴ҃हཇȂԴഺ֝ܧۊȄࠕՐদ࢙ߞᗏ
রЙທݺօȂᚡӺবᅆҞକᏎۻߞۢݵႻ
Ȅ൵ࢢ၃ჅܧӔሃ࠲ڈϠЀߞߋۤȂࣆܹೣ
ݺຍᕕ࠲ᚡȂܧӔӺҞᓴᑄϭڽȄᚡ
ߤԢጄџߞᗝ֖ȂӒ࣏ऎϞᢰணҐ߰ᅆ
ഺৎഢጀЈȃϠఐۧᑧࡓߞߤȂфশส
ৎȶϠȷߞࣿ࠲ڈᄑգـಎϢߞ
ሮᝊȄպԺԩணҐ߰НКȂգЙь࣏ڽॊ
ثЂᐯߞਰӠȄ
ညџȂЂਛᅆᚡߞӠࣿࡡۧൌգϘᢜ
ྻȄޕݺܧ༡ݗϘৎબტڎၢߞұȂᘛ
ЂਛᓐᕀՁߞይјಮࡡՍ₈ѿᒣȄϬ҃
ൌݺܧᚡߞົܓȂࡋЂਛԫബऱᛗᗍ
ȄڽሼেϵգᑟྻϘਣڗјȂணሃሦ֯Ϙჲ
գᚡપ֒ߞ້ȄணҐ߰ᘘϘᕝᄁ֯ጄ
фߕႼᕚȂڭգܶޟᎫӎԳ႐Ϡ൘ऎЂਛ
Ьশส֯ਛዤᝯݺᣉѿߤߞ႐֯ሃЈ
ሲȄᣉѿ໖תŎŢźࡋܓညඞӯፑ֚ᜰሦ
֯ȂऎЂਛኧ౹ᎷۧȄᔠНࢢȂඞያݸ
ᚡܧӔߋۤȶϠȷߞ॔ᔂѯȄ
൘ЯКిఱሲȈȶاেౕؓჅഺ༵પ־
ߞࣿஜȂᢰُ֜ணҐ߰ᅆᚡߞћмᓷಯ
գـԑবߞሮᝊȄ࣏ըࣿஜх࣍ᓨ᠙Ȃа
ԳфӹᐯӠэێᒕ࿂ȂӎԳᐯӠӺҞѽ
ᅆاেߞߤգԑྲᢜྻȄȷ

2

1

Drumming in unison ᕝᄁኅኀ

2

Beading workshopġ्ᝥЍ֯ת
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A man for all seasons—

A profile of Prof Matthew Yuen
by Philip Yeung

P

rof Matthew
Yuen is a
man who
can square a circle.
Most academic
scientists seldom
venture beyond
their classrooms or
labs. Many would
be lost in the
heady world of commerce and industry.
But Prof Yuen shuttles with equal ease
between academia and commerce. As
a scientist, he is at the top of his game.
As a veteran administrator of
technology transfer, he speaks the
language of business with fluency.
Prof Yuen enjoys such a zone of comfort
in industry that he has been providing
consultancy services to academic
researchers who may find the business
world difficult to negotiate. As he
rightly says: “Professors are not
businessmen. They need trusted
middlemen to engage industrial
partners.” With his modest manners, it
may not be easy to imagine this
academic star as the high-powered
go-between for research and industry.
Yet, this is a role he relishes, sparing
academics the headaches of
negotiations or the perplexing
complexities of industry partnership.
Now acting Vice-President for Research
and Development at our University, Prof
Yuen brings to the post his enormous
wealth of experience in industrial
research, including nine years of
dealing with industrial partners as
Director of our Technology Transfer
Center. He magically juggles multiple

32

roles, keeping many balls in the air and
doing it with panache. He is professor
of Mechanical Engineering, Head of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering
and CEO of the HKUST R & D
Corporation, with managerial
responsibility for its subsidiaries in
Guangzhou and Shenzhen as their
director. With all the activities swirling
around him, he still found time to
publish or present some 150 papers in
journals or at conferences.
But what distinguishes him from others
is not merely the multiplicity of roles he
plays, but the clarity of his vision about
the role of R & D in strategically
capitalizing on the opportunities on the
Mainland. He has made it his mission
to develop a platform that overcomes
the hurdles posed by the unique
“one-country-two systems”, dovetailing
our research efforts with the growing
needs of Mainland industries. In
concert with President Tony F Chan,
Prof Yuen is devising a China strategy in
our research infrastructure and mission,
piggybacking on Hong Kong’s special
strengths with our sound legal system
and protection of intellectual property.
Prof Yuen is a pivotal figure in design
and manufacturing. He received the
1987 Edwin Walker Prize from the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers in
the UK where, for four years, he cut his
teeth as a professional engineer. He is
now the oracle on Computer-Aided
Design and Computer-Aided
Manufacturing.

But for all his achievements in industrial
research and collaboration, Prof Yuen
says that he is happiest when he is
teaching — the chance to build his
students’ confidence and ability to
analyze and synthesize. He sets the bar
high for his students in problem-solving
and communication of ideas. For him
their success is his most important
mission.
Beguilingly unassuming, Prof Yuen’s
boyish cowlick belies a razor-sharp
intellect. He is a good explainer of
things, capable of slicing through the
complexity of an issue or idea even for
the uninitiated. His common touch
hides an uncommon ability to
conveyor-belt research results to
industry. Despite his overscheduled life,
he always manages to find time for
students. He is like a duck on a
pond — calm on the surface, but
pedaling furiously beneath the water.
Part of his magic is his ability to inspire
the students who flock to his
classroom or his lab. To students, he is
5 feet 9 inches of kindness. In our short
interview, it was suddenly brought
home to me that here is the
quintessential HKUST scholar: caring,
curious and commercially attractive. He
is one reason among many why HKUST
has come so far so fast.
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ሜᎃఀ௲
ԺЖԺԺবј
σ ൊжంڰᐯങुߞٿॊᐯਛȂࠜ
งᏸՇ࢈фᅁᢚ࢈ȂЙጢఉध
фێҁ֖ߞႻ֯Ȅିిఱࡋକݺᐯങध
ሃधН༡ᗂᑖჺᘽȄҁ࣏࣊Ϙࣹߞॊᐯ
ਛȂӺ࣏ᇒನॊثᚼೊߞ֖ࣆՀјȂᅆ
Ⴛ֯ᖢՂࢽȄ
ିిఱᅆ֖ߞఐᕕѾՂȂऎᐯങु
ٿ৶෩ڻᠪயއசȂׄҁে෪ѵ
धߞ᎘ֿثҼȄҁࠑӯȈȶిఱڭЙ࣏
ϠȂҁেቮঋҞࠫߞКЬϠ्୫є።Ȃሃ
֖аߞᄰ഼֡Ԫ֯Ȅȷഺ֜ᐯങधߞ
ՋϠߏऎϠᗽቊȂࡒକٿुݺधሃ֖
Н༡ࠜഞຠህȄڰᅁϯȂҁԴׄᐯ߰ጿ
фನ࢙Ӳᄰ֡ᝯ࠼ߞᚬܢڰϯȂࠑ
ҍ֒Ȅ

ିిఱ࣏നфሦൄፑᗝদቅদߞϠߏȄ
ҁฅॻݺᑉԇЍਰұՐȂĲĺĹĸ
Ր ᖔ ॻ  ᑟ ౠ Ѝ  ਰ ᐯ ྻ ჴ  ņ ť Ÿ Ū ůġ
ŘŢŭŬŦųġ ጨȄҁ࣏ᇖᑟቃׄനф
ᇖᑟቃׄሦൄፑߞᡋࢃȄ
ିిఱԴЍुٿўবබ۞Ȃ๒փ൵
҄ҁأዐߞംჅిݺᐯЍ֯Ȃҁ൵দ࢙
ӲᐯӠߞࠫфжޘକϧȂфᕒׄᐯӠۤ
ఀލȄҁᅆݺᐯӠႋٙயᛟфࠑႿྍ݇
ߞକϧўবȂգ࢝ߞঋِȄ

ିిఱசᅁߞ֯ল०ࢢȂգಎᚿߞขዊȄ
ҁᐽݺಎϢ౺ҍԳжޘϘৎ࿄݇ȂѽჅϠ
ߞ௱ᝊфขዊႋٙаुߞٿᛟȄгச
ᗄՓߞҁȂЪକߩݩሃᐯӠႎ᎘Ȅҁᅗ࢘
Ӏ۶Ȃࡒ࣏Ϙׅ֜ϧЙᐻߞᐯ߰Ȅ൵҄ҁ
єѽऎཆߞබȂЂ࿄࣏କుᐯӠၻ
ᐾփȂϯҁߞݕᅁᢚȄᗽໍࡓႽ
ߞҁȂԴߞണயКЏᆽᢖॊЂᐯ߰ߞ
লፑȈᝯᠪᐯӠߞቮঋȃգધߞՀ܈ѕ
ሃ౻ߞᔝၝȄҁທᅆ࣏ፙൄॊЂ
ґཇߞ܈দঋϠߏНϘȄ

֯ऎॊثЂᐯߞ၌ನ੭ࠜĩुٿфਣĪȂ
ିిఱᚳනߞुٿ၃ᢚЂँӡඞȄҁฅᑉ
ԇॊЂثങᚼೊКѕѹԇႿϝՐȂକࢫՂ
ێжԳطᆊԺৎ֒ڎȂԢᑉԇᑟౠЍ
ᐯిఱȃᑟౠЍᐯڀڀѹԇȃॊЂुٿ
ሃ༟гҦ֖ࣆᗁ໗ȂѽфႍгҦߞዃՍ
ሃಎԲࠢ៳гҦѹਯȄҁԢࣿ᠙ݺᐯങ
धȂฅԴᐯങงҏфᐯങྻ៉ϯࠑ֯
ႿĲĶıġըНԺȄ
ҩҳȂିిఱգ౻ߞൎȂକد෪аԳ
ुٿሃ༟ߞཀࠛᑟྻȄҁ७ϧऎӎสߞ
ुٿधሃаԳߞЍधਣुٿӀҭȂ
ֹׄیއԳਮಳൄߞቪᜣȂ࠳་߰یТ
ह୨ԪȄҁӒሃ൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜԪ֯ȂႻӡশ
สߞࢠޱᢜۘфᅆߢᝊಯᡋߞ࠲ቪȂऎॊ
ЂۘаԳຉರȂ࢙Ӳुߞٿӎࣛᅹф
ᅁᎹۻڹȄ
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“HKUST Connect”
Provides for university-wide community engagement

ȶऋσٸᏰȷ࠳་ЂᐯਰӠணሃߤྻڰச

“H

KUST Connect” – the name
for HKUST’s university-wide
community engagement
program involving students as well as
faculty and staff members – was officially
launched on 8 December 2009.
Dr Rosanna Wong Yick-Ming, Executive
Director of The Hong Kong Federation of
Youth Groups and also advisor to the
HKUST Connect program, said, “I find
HKUST Connect a very exciting and
relevant process which nurtures in
students a desire to engage in the
community through responsible and civic
endeavors.”
President Tony F Chan pointed out that
HKUST Connect is significant in three
dimensions – Conscience, Consolidation,
and Commitment.
“First, HKUST Connect represents a
united conscience for advancing justice,
hope and basic goodness. Second, it is a
consolidation of efforts from different
levels of the University for one common
purpose – to promote the well-being of
self and others through an integration of
service and learning. Finally, it signifies
the University’s continued commitment to
community engagement involving lasting
relationships,” President Chan said.

“One of the most life-changing experiences for me was taking part in the
Sichuan Social Service Program in June
2009 with 40 other HKUST students and
staff members – to provide service to the
victims of the Sichuan Earthquake in May
2008. After the trip, I realized that it is not
a matter of whether we can contribute to
society, but how we would like to
contribute. Being a Service Learning
Co-ordinator is, I think, the best way I can
make a contribution,” she said.
The Launching Ceremony on 8 December
also included the presentation of the first
Roy To Community Service Award to Mr
Yuheng He.

ȶऋ

Ђڷᐯ֖ȷݺĳııĺՐĲĳѡĹџయҍ
Ȃ࣏ॊЂԑ੭ਰӠணሃߤڰச
ߞӀҭȄġ
শสࠦՐྻᗁ྅ڰȶॊЂڷᐯ֖ȷᠪய
ѳ㥍ኀൾЀԴ༟ᅌᚃϯ७ሲȈȶȺॊЂڷ
ᐯ֖Ȼ࣏Ϙ༵ϩжգྍ၍фԺࡻԺࠚߞࣿ
ஜȇҹჅຜПᐯӠއசߤྻߞᑟྻȂ෩
ҁেணሃߤྻڰசߞጤ႕Ȅȷ

ॊЂ੭ࠜ൘ᗄిݾఱࢽҍȈȶॊЂڷᐯ֖ȷ
෩্Ϭৎѹঋನ݇ġȗġߢډȃᐖᇸфݚᑉȄ
ȶԐȂҹ҃ࠑϞॊЂԢୠِгӀȃನ
ྐфډຠߞ১ࡋȄێըȂҹབྷ༰ЂᐯЙԢ
༥ኸߞϧ༓ȂჅϘԢއச۶ᐯ೫Ȃؼຠ
ЎфҁϠߞӠࣿȄ൵ࢢȂҹᢜϞॊЂ
ϘԨᅆއசߤྻߞݚᓚȂڭᎠࠜቈᝯ࠼
ߞদঋݑȄȷġ
ჅഺৎጀՑȂॊЂၑӡϞϘ၏ĳııĺՐߞ
ॊЂಲӠ֯ऎߤ၏އசु೫ឯ৶Ȃ
യຉᄑфே֖༵ӫȄ
ߏನڀಲӠౖᄜޟЈێ࣏ܓКϘ֜ߤ၏
އசु೫ឯ৶ȇՁҝՐணሃߤྻЍ֯ߞ
၃ᢚȂుՁணҐഺৎᄑȄ
ȶاĳııĺՐķѡሃĵı֜Ԣᐯ۶ॊЂ৶Ѝண
ሃұЌߤྻއசᄑȂഺ༵ᄑؼᢏϞا
ਣڰߞўԨȄᄑѹঋऎĳııĹՐұЌ
ЂԳᏩߞ٭ۦԢ४އசȇاంКታರۖا
েُϠൌҞѽऎߤྻ֯ҍឥȂᝯᘣ࣏ӡ
तኃўՑփЏȄاሮऎ֯ऎߤ၏އசु೫
ឯ৶Ȃ࣏֯اҍឥߞ൵ڸўՑȄȷ
ԴĲĳѡĹџߞుஜኇՑϯȂॊЂܨ൜
ࢥሪߤྻއசጨჴຜ֣ՆࢮԢᐯȄ

In putting this model into practice, a group
of 2009 HKUST graduates have been
hired to join HKUST Connect as Service
Learning Co-ordinators responsible for
project planning and implementation.
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Miss Ren Leung is one of the Service
Learning Co-ordinators. A Physics
graduate, she was inspired to take up this
post by her own experience in social
service.

At the launching ceremony are (from left) Dr Rosanna Wong, President Tony F Chan, and Service Learning
Coordinator Mr Lufi Liu.ġ
ĩҽĪѳ㥍ኀൾЀȃ൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜфߤ၏އசु೫ឯ৶ᅐஈށȄ
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The heart to serve
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A profile in service : the first recipient of
the Roy To Service Award
ᅾЖᅾཎ!݈Ρတ.ണ൜ࢥሪߤྻއசጨܨఀѹ
Mr Yuheng He (middle) receives the Roy To
Community Service Award from
President Tony F Chan (left) and Dean of Science
Prof Shiu Yuen Cheng.
൘ᗄݾ੭ࠜĩҽĪфನᐯ୰୰ࠜᏑቈిఱĩҠĪ
ȶ൜ࢥሪߤྻއசጨȷჴП֣ՆࢮԢᐯȄ

T

he story of Yuheng He is one that
illustrates the happy coexistence of
a great heart and a great mind.
Having just received his first class honors
and Academic Achievement Award from the
School of Science at the recent Congregation, he goes on to receive the first Roy To
Service Award.
Himself a student from Guangzhou in the
Mainland, Yuheng’s heart has long been with
compatriots less fortunate than himself. In
the summer of 2006, he joined a field trip to
the Pearl River Delta co-organized by the
School of Science and the School of
Humanities and Social Science. They visited
factories and workers, many of whom were
from other parts of China. They also helped
the youngsters by giving them tuition in
English.
Inspired by this experience, Yuheng He, as a
founder of HKUST’s China Studies Society,
organized for his society weeklong service
trips to various parts of the Pearl River Delta
in the summer of 2007 and 2008.

experienced the more sordid side of the
prosperous region that the Pearl River Delta
is,” he added.
After the Sichuan earthquake in May 2008,
Yuheng and two other fellow students from
the School of Science made a special trip to
various affected areas to acquire first hand
information on the state of restoration and
what the victims needed. They organized an
exhibition at the Atrium to share with the
HKUST community what they have learnt.
Another service trip, in which Yuheng was a
key player, was organized for more students
in June 2009.
Yuheng is now pursuing his MPhil in Physics
at HKUST.
֣
። ሲᐯങබሃއசጤ႕ЙҞԒՅȉġ
Նࢮබ࣏Ϙৎ߰ی൯ߞՀڼЄȄԴ
൵ࠕϘܨಲᚃϯȂҁᖔఀϘૺᅷ᠖ѽфನ
ᐯ୰ߞᐯങබጨȇփЙږϘৎѡࢢȂҁϫ
ऎ൜ࢥሪߤྻއசጨܨఀѹȄġ

“We were utterly surprised at the enthusiastic response from the grassroots. They were
very receptive to our offer for assistance, and
this warmed our hearts,” said Yuheng.

֣ՆࢮڽዃՍȂԺՐڽϘߡᝯᜃڱڤЙф
ҁڤኃܶႻߞԢ४ȄĳııķՐਆчȂҁணҐϞ
Ӥನᐯ୰фϠћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰Ԫᓱߞկ
ϬࣷڎւᅅࣿஜȄҁেࢵണϞԺਛЍዄߞ
ЍуȂێКЙьڽаԳێҁषԊȄԢȂ
ԢᐯেӺऎՐࠦᐯӠిॻћȄġ

“On the other hand, the trips were a great
learning experience for us – both the
organizers and the participants. We visited
the ‘villages within the city’ where we

֯ऎॊЂ࣏ᐯྻߞ൹ᓱϠНϘȂ֣ՆࢮԴ
ĳııĸфĳııĹՐਆܞऎᐯྻᗝᓱϞԺৎऎง
Ϙ࣐งߞއசࣿஜȂږႫᎼկϬࣷڎ
ЙԢԳᙇȄ

ҁሲȈȶاেߞއசȂఀۖኸϠӔߞጤધ
ᕕȂ҄اেྏۖᢘത۶ඈȄȷ
ȶاে֯ऎѹᓱ߰۶ணҐ߰ȂӺఀۖ࢝ភ
ߞᐯ೫၃ᢚȄاেւᅅϞЙьȺࡱКمȻȂ
ऻۖϬڎᗄᅷࡱᛉ०ࢢ൚ླߞϘবȄȷ
ĳııĹՐĶѡұЌЂԳᏩࢢȂ֣Նࢮ۶ҩҳ
֜یನᐯ୰ߞԢᐯۖჅұЌԺৎۦԳᏩᓩ
ᣠߞԳўȂᖢႋদ࢙ߞఐѽф٭Ӕߞૌ
ӒቮঋȄࢢڰȂҁেԴॊЂЂᗝ֖ਣ᠓Ȃ
ሃॊЂਰӠжڳႤਫ਼۶ᢜᢚȄĳııĺՐķѡȂ
֣Նࢮϫᒕ࿂ऎـԺԢᐯՉవϞҩϘըއ
சࣿஜȄ
֣ՆࢮݺॊЂᡝᇇЀȂា᠈ᣢु
ߏನᐯȄ

About the Roy To Service Award
ᜰܻഝࡦᇫོ݈ޥዩ
The Roy To Service Award is an annual
award set up in 2008 to recognize HKUST
students who have made exceptional
contributions to community service. It
was named after HKUST alumni Roy To
who passed away in May 2008 on a
service trip to Inner Mongolia organized
by World Emergency Relief. Roy To was a
graduate in civil engineering and achieved
enviable results in the insurance industry.
He spent his best days to helping the
underprivileged, not only in Hong Kong,
but also on the Mainland and in other
parts of the world.

൜ࢥሪߤྻއசጨݺĳııĹՐӲȂѽࠑෳ
Դߤྻއசўবգ൰ҍឥߞॊЂᐯӠȄ
൜ࢥሪ࣏ॊЂϿѢЍᐯڀಲӠȂĳııĹ
ՐĶѡԴаላҟϘըއசКჃϯӹ഼
ྍҳҝѵȄ൜ࢥሪӠࡈऎᖻഎएߞ࠲ᔍ
ం৶ȂԢᒕ࿂އசশสȃаԳфێ
ҁਛߞཕߤ၏Ȅ
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A French-American Shaolin apprentice

makes HKUST home
ҳឱьؙޒЄဣИऋσ
“The year at Shaolin changed my life
entirely. Life was hard – we had to get up
everyday at 6 am and do a lot of chores.”
It was a simple life without mobile phones
or television. There he learnt to focus on a
goal and never give up.
Though he later returned to Paris, the
travel bug continued to bite. He took
part in an exchange program to HKUST
to undertake more academic pursuits.

P

ierre George Poth, an international
student who has a Chinese name,
has fully immersed himself in the
Chinese culture. The former Shaolin
apprentice first came to HKUST as an
exchange student. He loved HKUST so
much that he decided to stay to complete
his studies.
Pierre, 23, was born to American parents
and raised in France. He was not the best
student in high school. After completing
high school at 17, he went to Beijing to
study at the Affiliated Secondary School
No.2 of Beijing Normal University, where
he started learning Chinese.
Wishing to immerse himself further in
Chinese culture, he set off to Shaolin
Monastery in Henan Province, known
worldwide as the cradle of Chinese
martial arts. For one year the bald-headed
monks drilled into him the finer points of
ancient fighting techniques.
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“Thanks to the Shaolin experience, I
turned from the worst student to the
best student at university. At HKUST I
realized what a real university and a
vibrant cultural life are about. So I did
everything I could to stay here.” Back at
European Business School, there were
no student clubs, no hostels, and no
Chinese people. He had to come back.
Pierre enjoys all that HKUST has to offer.
“The academic standard here is very
high, and my teachers inspire me to
explore my interests and potential. I
have joined clubs related to Chinese
culture. I have even been accepted as
an honorary guest of the Mainland
Student and Scholar Society.”
“At HKUST, I am taking two courses in
Finance, one course in Management,
and one course in Marketing. So far I
have been doing very well, with an
average grade of A-.” But the best grade
Pierre will get is making the most of his
life in Hong Kong.

ࡈഺ֜॓ᡰᇥೀߞቫᐯӠPierre
ಁ George
PothЙ֭գϘৎКћԩՄ˕
ᛞЈᔷȂـฅ၃ۖьޒՊ೫ޠȄᛞЈᔷ১ӎ
ѽӹӠߞڗԊۖڽॊثЂᐯȂӤݺᅆॊЂ
ϘڍᘨఐȂ࣏ݺٙܠԴഺႆ؆ᐯȄ
ՐĳĴ࿐ߞᛞЈᔷӠݺग़ȃԴޱࠜЂȂ
Кᐯ҃ࠑӀӀȄĲĸ࿐؆КᐯࢢȂ
ۖҔڴਰፑЂᐯϟࠢ៳КᐯබᡝȂڭᐯ
೫ᆔሬȄᅆКћмߞጤྑȂᠭڹҁាփࡈ
݀Кޠങߞྭឰ˕ᗝѵߢԩȃ֜ࡑޫݺ
षߞьޒՊ೫ޠȄԴᄃ࠴ߞទӒࢽᐱϭȂҁ
ໍѕిۦȂѕᣢुޠങȄ
ȶԴьޒՊߞϘՐȂЂЂԳؼᢏϞߞاϠ
ӠᣍȄڤႆߞӠࣿࠧ௱ا˕ॴےে՝ϯб
ؖȂ྅࢝ԺೖࣿȄȷᛞЈᔷـঋݸౢ
ࡱҾӠࣿȂാԢјᑟфŪőũŰůŦġຈઐࡡൌঋ
ϘϘӈఫȄഺϘՐȂҁᐯྻϞѕ७ؠȃӖ
ЙݸౢߞႽನȄ
ᛞЈᔷНࢢۖѐᐌា᠈ᐯȂ֭ҍҳႼᑢ
ߞѕࡒᗁ࣏ឧឧߞȄҁ࣏ݺணҐӹӠ
ᄑȂۖশสॊثЂᐯា᠈ᐯȄ
ȶьޒՊߞᘪᘤȂ҄اం൵ਮࡏߞᐯӠȂၺ
ᢏऎᔹߞٽЂᐯӠȄॊЂᢰاሮᝊۖȂૌӒ
ߞЂᐯӅ༷ۍ൯ᚳනԺࡻߞ੭ཀྵћмȄȷ
ۖገࣷᐯ୰ȂԓٟգᐯӠᐯྻȃуሃ
ጢఉߞКবыȄҁѕႆգߵધߞᗏরȂ
۲ඓҁڽȄ
ۖॊЂȂᛞЈᔷԓ࢘ۦڳЂᐯӠ౾ߞُϘ
ےȄȶഺႆߞᐯങѪ࢝Ȃցਰেᄁᔽا
ణЎߞጕକȄاணҐϞКӔ༡ങת
ຈሃКћмգᝯߞᐯྻȂᘘऎаԳᐯӠ
ᐯ߰ᗑ᎖ྻߞપ־ᄜሼྻ৶۸Ȅȷ
ȶاԴॊثЂᐯᡝࠛᓉфᇒನیৎȂ
ӀᖻऎłĮȄȷփᛞЈᔷໞኊЎԴশส
ߞӠࣿሃ၃ᢚȂࡋທᅆ࣏൵ߞȶӥȷຈȊ
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Pursuing Ideals, Not Dollars
އசӒӠߞॊЂ੭у!ᐅھஈ

U

sually, a high salary is a sign that
you have “made it.” But satisfaction cannot be measured by
money alone.
Upon graduation from HKUST in 2004 with
an MPhil in Mathematics, Cheng Wing-kin
took up a teaching post at Christian Zheng
Sheng College in Chi Ma Wan on Lantau
Island for a lower-than-market salary. The
school is so isolated that visitors have to take
small motorboats from Cheung Chau,
another outlying island, to reach it.
He went there to pursue an ideal, helping
those who many in society have given up
on: the young drug abusers.
“Shortly before graduation, I paid a visit to
Zheng Sheng’s Principal Dr Alman Chan,
who suggested that I start as a volunteer
before deciding to join as a teacher.”

In June 2004, Cheng spent three nights a
week at Zheng Sheng. His tasks included
cleaning the campus and carrying heavy
loads. Being attracted to Zheng Sheng’s
focus on “whole-person” education to
rehabilitate those who have fallen foul of
mainstream society, he made up his mind to
stay there.
To accommodate students’ different
standards, self-paced learning and targetoriented teaching is practiced at the school.
Forms 4 and 5 have classes all day, and the
syllabi are more in line with the HKCEE
syllabus. Practical skills taught include
fast-food catering, audio-visual services,
photography, laser sculpture and T-shirt
printing, which help students prepare for
jobs later.
Mentoring and fostering self-esteem are the
keys to turning these youths’ lives around.
“First you have to establish a good

relationship with them by doing things and
solving problems together. They need to feel
that they are making a contribution.”
Since the goal is reintegration into society,
the students have organized school trips and
parents can also visit, usually on the last
Sunday of the month.
“All teachers are Christians and we share a
common goal. We are willing to forgo
material benefits.” Single teachers have to
stay at the school four nights a week, while
married ones must stay at least three nights.
“We can save up more living in this remote
environment as there are fewer
opportunities to spend. If I got married, one
of the main conditions would be that I
continue working here.”
Witnessing young people change and
improve pays much better than a minimum
wage for Cheng Wing-kin.
ѵ࠸ߞೀԍКȂᐾգᗟࡓᚚȃԩ
ӵ׀බЖ࣏ԍឹܟȃຜϠȶऻఀȷ
ߞڰఐȄҞ࣏ᅆݺഺ֜ॊЂᇇЀߞಲӠڽ
ሲȂЍ֯ᆕڭྏږЙକඏѽࠛᓿڽᓊ༓Ȅ
ᏑᒖஉĳııĵՐݺॊЂۤఀዴᐯڀᇇЀࢢȂᔌ
ҐϢЂᕎЋ߿൫ᣉߞရిӒӠ੩୰Ȃѽ
ֲݺѪӀߞᗟᑉԇిᐯЍ֯Ȅഺݙ
ᐯ੭֜ஐኈȂణണ߰Ӆ༷ంࠜࣷষྥ໖
อȂўକۖႿ੩୰ȄҁҐϢӒӠ࣏ऎϞୠ
ِನྐȂᕒׄജߤྻᓷ؞तᓷౢߞϘ၏
˕˕ฅ၃ࣲٕઔߞࠦՐȄ
ȶಲߞȂاપԳࡈ݀ӒӠࢵണ൘
ԏ┐੭ࠜȂ൘੭࢙ࠜ៉اԐѽ၍Ѝڗжண
ሃȂўԓٙܠЎ࣏ྍҐϢ੩୰ऎԑ
ᚚి৶Ȅȷ
ంĳııĵՐķѡ༟ܕȂҁُ࣐งԴӒӠ੩୰
ϬȂం౻ጒ੭߽ȃȶᑉᑉݶݶȷᇌᇌೖ
ࣿ༟ܕȄӒӠ੩୰ȶԑϠిڈȷߞӫዾಎಎ
כєᏑᒖஉȂҁٙܠϭȄ

ऎϞ୨ԪԢᐯԴᐯ೫࢘ϯߞਮಳȂᐯ੭ళ
ӡӫዾऎӎߞిᐯўޱȂࢷৎ־Ԣᐯߞ་࢘
ԯిࣉلȄКұфКУߞᐯӠԑџϯȂి
ᐯፑඛሃКᐯྻւहॶȄᐯ੭ைᏳߞᚚث
କҒࣁأᔠއசȃরȃ៷ȃਡȃᔎے
фŕࢳԞሦຈȂᢰᐯӠգϘثНࠜȂўබ
Ȅ
ຠስȃᕒׄࠦՐদࣂࠫȂ࣏ᕒׄҁে
দᖔྲӠ൵দঋߞϘᖖȄȶԐȂاেঋሃ
Ԣᐯ࢙ӲډՀߞᝯ࠼Ȅ୵ϞϘԢஇڰҳȂا
েӺྻϘԢႋٙயᛟȄᢰᐯӠះఀЎକ
֯ҍឥȂᅆҁেڽሲપ־գྍ၍Ȅȷ
ऎϞᢰᐯӠদྲᓉϢߤྻȃЙྻೲြȂԢᐯ
ে၃௱ۖێҁᑟᅹТണȇਛࠜࡋ഼௱Դُѡ
ߞ൵ࢢϘৎ࣐งчࡈڽణണȄ
ȶԢڰেൌ࣏ရਵȂգԒԢߞӫዾሃݚ
ᑉȄЂਛൌྍ᠁गߏᎳۦڳȄȷඏߞڗ
ցਰُ༷࣐งұȂЏߞࡋ൵ь
ϬȄԴഺݙஐቈߞᐯ੭֝ܧȂاেٟգ
ᑟྻࠅᓿȂхփգׄᔼሊȄراຕᅆߞ
౧ԆНϘȂ࣏Ձକᢰاា᠈ԴӒӠЍ֯Ȅȷ
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A foreign language guru with local roots-

Dr Arthur McNeill
นੲশสߞѴᇭᙙཿഫᙄဎിρ
by Philip Yeung

T

hey say that locally grown ginger
lacks bite. They also say that foreign
transplants seldom take root on local
soil. But Dr Arthur McNeill, Director of the
Language Center, is an exception. He is a
foreign language expert whose tentacles
have reached into various universities and
schools in Hong Kong, and growing.
He knows first hand the issues regarding
language teaching and learning in our city. He
began here as a senior lecturer with the
English Department at the City University.
This was followed by six years at the
University of Hong Kong as an assistant
professor in the faculty of education. He later
became director of the English Language
Teaching Unit at the Chinese University.
Between 2007 and 2008, he took up a
teaching post at the Department of Education
Studies with the Hong Kong Baptist University as an associate professor.
Our new language director comes with a
broad international perspective shaped by
years of teaching in the UK—with stints at the
University of Edinburgh, University of
Dundee, University of Sussex, and University
of Surrey. He lectured in Moscow, Russia and
Frankfurt, Germany, and was the Deputy
Director of the British Council in Qatar. He
was Head of the Education Department at
the Asian University in Thailand immediately
before joining HKUST. If anyone knows how
English is taught internationally, Dr McNeill
does.
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While he was at a local university, Dr McNeill
was invited by the then Education and
Manpower Bureau to lead a three-year project
to develop an English vocabulary curriculum
for the twelve years of free education in Hong
Kong. The EMB invitation came after his
research had found that many first-year
undergraduates have a word power of less
than 3,000 word families. It is said that to

function adequately as a university student, a
minimum of 5,000 word families is needed.
According to Dr McNeill, Hong Kong lacks an
English vocabulary curriculum. Word-building
is largely left to the teachers who are
inordinately concerned with coaching
students on exam skills. His vocabulary
curriculum project involved teachers from
some 140 primary and 140 secondary
schools. The new word list for primary
students together with related teaching
resources was released recently. A separate
list for secondary schools will soon be ready.
School textbooks in future will be screened
for vocabulary content. Dr McNeill also
identifies the tendency of teachers to teach
form rather than function in our schools,
leaving many students unable to apply their
language knowledge effectively.
Dr McNeill is arriving at HKUST at the critical
time as we ready ourselves for the expanded
undergraduate curriculum. At the heart of the
four-year university degree is a boost in
English language teaching and learning, in
which students, regardless of discipline, will
share a common core program in English
during their first year. In subsequent years,
the focus will be on discipline-related English.
Plans are also afoot to introduce a special
English certificate for graduating students
who have successfully completed all their
required credit-bearing courses and
participated in extracurricular English
activities.
In Dr McNeill, we not only have a diagnostician, but also a doctor who has just the right
prescription for what ails our English learning
system.

ல ڏႽȈӎԳᗣЙቇȃೊนߞนߏЙݽၢ
ԳӠੲȇ൪ᚃ၍ൾЀࡒ៳ڼҳȄ֯ऎҳ
ሬЖȂҁЙ֭ԐࢢއசӎสԺ༡ЂᐯȂڭ
ЙᙝऎӎสߞКЈᐯॻሬి֯ڈҍឥȄ

൪ᚃ၍ൾЀᅆӎสߞॻሬిڈᖢՂࢽȂ՝
ՐऎশสࡱҾЂᐯॻћૺڀᗾਰȃশสЂ
ᐯిڈᐯ୰ిఱфশสКћЂᐯॻሬిᐯ
ඏ֜ѹԇȂݺڭĳııĸĳııĹՐ༡ᑉԇઓྻЂ
ᐯిڀڈిఱȄ
୵ϞԴӎสЍ֯ҳȂҁـฅॻݺԺݙԩ
ЂᐯȂҒࣁྑϚජЂᐯȃᏒচЂᐯȃែཫֹ
ЂᐯȃᚠڧЂᐯຈԇిȂϫᜲ࠻ݺം
ॊфֹ᠋ޱᇊᗾᐯȂڭฅᑉԇҙᆬॻ
ћмྻѹԇȄҐϢॊЂНࡈȂҁ࣏ઍ
ࣷڲЂᐯిڀڀڈѹԇȄঋሲᅆѵधԧԳ
ॻሬిᐯఐߞϞႋȂ൪ᚃ၍ൾЀညऎێК
ᚘ྾Ȅ
൪ᚃ၍ൾЀݺӎสЂᐯЍ֯Ȃᖔఀిڈ
ឯ؊ᘛታϘ༵ऎงϬՐߞᄑȂऎӎส
ϩϟՐֺిڈਣϘਇॻሬྉȄҁ
ߞुٿധԺӎԳЂᐯϘՐૺӠҪକ෪
ϬϼৎྉȂփϘଠሮऎᐯӠ༷෪Уϼৎ
ྉўକᕕѾЂᐯȄ
ҁഺৎᙩݺۼӎสॻሬനߞᆒ
ࣽȂߞ݆ϞྉߞদঋݑȂփి
ਰϫ݀݀ՓݺᑆፚᐯӠߞւႏثҼȂٟգԺ
ߞ༡ᕒׄᐯӠᙖЂྉ༓ȄҁӒሃ
Ĳĵı༡ЈᐯфĲĵı༡КᐯߞցਰԪ֯Ȃయ֖
ྉᄑȄҁऎЈᐯӠ࢙Ӳߞԑྲྉ
фգᝯిلЏҍߍȂփऎКᐯӠ࢙Ӳߞ
ྉӺবѵȄڽȂిॊ੩ަـদ
ྉߞిሃᐯȄ൪ᚃ၍ൾЀࢽҍȂᐯ੭Ⴥ
жަদሬћ؛ՑȂ݆ರሬћᕕӡȂѽ७ᐯӠ
Йକգੜ෪ሬћᕕӡߞثҼȄ
ॊЂӒऎұՐۘӎॊӠᣤᇦᄁԳ་֖
ឯ൯Ѝ֯ȂҁڽఀӒ࣏ȄԴྲߞұՐۘ
КȂݙգϘՐૺᐯӠᡝԢϘ੮ѕॻ
ሬȂփϟұՐૺߞॻሬࡋࢷԧᐯ
ॊߞቮঋփനȄթҳȂЏ؆Ӆॻሬ
ߞԢᐯـҞჅᒕ࿂ணሃҳࣿஜւۤಲ
ॻሬᝋ੩ȂѽᝋށҁেߞሬћକϧȄ
൪ᚃ၍ൾЀЙ࣏Ϙ֜ሬڏᙝਛȂ࣏ـ
Ϙ֜କऎاেߞॻሬిڈ෩ڻգੜўߞЂ
шȄ
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HKUST scholars in Shanghai
for the Fung Scholars Leadership Conference
ዩᏰߜுкϯઔணҐ༾ѩᐯ߰ታഞुྻ

H

KUST alumni and students
who received the Li & Fung
Scholarships were invited to
join the Fung Scholars Leadership
Conference in Shanghai in October
2009. The Conference, organized by
the Victor and William Fung Foundation,
aimed to foster further academic and
career development.
With the theme “Entrepreneurs, Our
Hope for Economic Recovery. True?”,
the conference this year featured
distinguished keynote speakers
including Dr Victor Fung, Chairman of
the Li & Fung Group and Chairman of
the Foundation, Mr Po Chung,
Co-founder and Chairman Emeritus of
DHL, and Ms Mary Ma, Partner and
Managing Director of TPG Capital
Limited and former CFO and Executive
Director of the Lenovo Group. The
successful entrepreneurs shared how
they overcame obstacles and contributed to society.

ෆ ᖔ׀ᚳጨᐯࠛߞॊЂ੭уфᐯӠȂ
ĳııĺՐĲıѡᖔᘛணҐݺϯઔᗝ֖ߞ
༾ѩᐯ߰ታഞुྻȄྻ៉Ӥ༾၃ᇮྎຠ
ࠛգনгҦᗝᓱȂѽ་Ϙَ࠳་ᐯങф
ڰਣऎܟ՞Ȅ
ЫՐࣿஜߞѹᛟऎȶԋਛϜ၃ᕻߞؓ
ౕȉȷȂᗾ৶жڳணሃߤྻڰசߞѕఀȂҁ
েҒࣁ׀ᚳ༰ᄥѹਯф༾၃ᇮྎຠࠛѹ
ਯ༾၃ൾЀȃሹڲщԒԢ൹ᓱϠ
ᅷԃѹਯᘨࣶԐӠȃфग़щظႤг
ҦߞԪᄰϠၭڰᗁ၃ನሃᗑྐ༰ᄥࡈ
சᗁᆾфே֖ၭڰൠ݁ЃЀຈȄ

ྻ៉כєჅķı֜ጨᐯࠛఀѹணҐȂҒࣁ
ॊЂ੭уށؠقĩĳııĹЍᐯЀĪфॊЂᐯ
୰ᐯӠᚎีᗐĩᐯЀĪȄ
׀ᚳጨᐯࠛӤ༾၃ᇮྎຠࠛᝒׄȂऎЂ
ᐯӠ෩ڻћмӹࣹߞᑟྻȄႍࠛݺĳııķ
Րऎዉૡ׀ᚳ༰ᄥĲıı۹Ր॔݇փӲȂ
ڭԨॊЂᝑĹııေสЮȄ

The Conference attracted more than 60
Fung Scholars, among them alumnus
Chi-Ming Lee (BEng 2008) and student
Cham-Chung Kan (BBA). Both are
recipients of The Li & Fung Scholarships.
The Li & Fung Scholarships, sponsored
by the Foundation, aim to provide
university students with opportunities
to exchange experience in other
cultures. The Foundation, established in
2006 to commemorate the centenary
of the Li & Fung Group, had donated
HK$8 million to HKUST.

HKUST alumnus Chi-Ming Lee (right) and student Cham-Chung Kan (left) with Mr and Mrs Po Chung.
ॊЂ੭уށؠقĩҠĪȃᐯӠᚎีᗐĩҽĪȃሃᘨࣶӽ៷ݺ༾ѩᐯ߰ታഞुྻȄ
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Prof Khaled Ben Letaief
the new Dean of Engineering
Ѝᐯ୰ྲ୰ࠜኈ൲ఀ௲

P

rof Khaled Ben Letaief, formerly
Chair Professor of Electronic and
Computer Engineering, has been
appointed Dean of Engineering with
effect from 1 September 2009.
Prof Ben Letaief joined HKUST as
Assistant Professor in 1993. He is the
1998 Michael G Gale Medalist for
Distinguished Teaching, the highest
teaching award given at this university.
He also received four Teaching Excellence Appreciation Awards from the
School of Engineering between 1995
and 1999. He served as Head of the
Department of Electronic and
Computer Engineering from July 2003
to June 2009. He also concurrently
serves as Director of the Wireless IC
System Design Center in Nansha,
Guangdong Province and Director of
the Hong Kong Telecom Institute of
Information Technology.
As an internationally renowned
researcher in wireless communication,
Prof Ben Letaief was recently elected
Vice-President of the IEEE Communications Society. He is the founding
Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Transactions on
Wireless Communications, and
Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Journal on
Selected Areas in Communications –
Wireless Series. He is a Fellow of IEEE
and has received numerous awards
including the very prestigious 2009
IEEE Marconi Prize Paper Award.
Prof Ben Letaief received his BS, MS
and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University in the US.
Prior to joining HKUST in 1993, he was
a faculty member at the University of
Melbourne for three years.
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ЂԇقනిఱऎЍᐯ୰୰ࠜȂԇ
ऋ งӤĳııĺՐĺѡĲџ༟ܕȇقනిఱ
НࡈऎცЄфᇖᑟЍᐯڀᗾਲ਼ిఱȄ
قනిఱĲĺĺĴՐҐϢॊЂԇׄನిఱȂ
ฅᖔჴߦఽ۞ిᐯއசጨൢȇႍጨൢ࣏
ॊЂ൵અᅷߞిᐯጨȂُՐҪჴПϘ
֜൵൰ҍߞిᐯϠ৶ȄĲĺĺĶՐĲĺĺĺՐง
༡ȂҁڭᖔॊЂЍᐯ୰ჴ൰ҍిᐯጨႿ
ұըНԺȄĳııĴՐĸѡĳııĺՐķѡง༡Ȃ
ҁᑉԇცЄфᇖᑟЍᐯڀڀѹԇȂڭ
ԢᑉԇዃْࡑތশสॊثЂᐯᔒॻٿुތ
୰ߞ๑።഼ୈᒕᢜცႮനКѕയϠȂѽ
фশสცୈႤୈثങुݙٿѹԇȄ
قනిఱ࣏๑።഼ୈўবߞቫᡋࢃȂ൵
ࠕᖔᓴऎĳııĺՐცᑟфცЄЍᐯྻ(IEEE）
഼ୈྻྻࠜȄҁԢ࣏Ŋņņņ๑።഼ୈᇨ
Ⴎᐯඡ (IEEE Transaction on Wireless
Communications)ߞ൹ҏᗁ፠ᓭфŊņņņ๑።
഼ୈงҏ (IEEE Journal on Selected Areas

in Communications – Wireless Series) ߞѹ
፠Ȅҁ࣏Ŋņņņ୰ЀȂฅᖔԺৎጨ༵ȂҒࣁ
দঋጨ༵2009 IEEE Marconi Prize Paper
AwardȄ
قනిఱݺग़อЂᐯᖔჴᐯЀȃᇇ
ЀфൾЀᐯ֜ȂѹცᑟЍȄҁฅݺᑫ
ࣷᐍᆬӎЂᐯԇిϬՐȂݺࢢێĲĺĺĴՐҐ
ϢॊЂȄ

O ur Green, Green Campus
Ι
Π
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Looking Ahead by Looking Back
ӱᇄᔮଆϛఖҐپ
ऋ ЂЙ֭ᒕ࿂ਣౕӏڽȂѷԢᠪሃ
ᕭჅҝߞЍ֯Ȅ
ĳııĺՐȂॊЂᐯ୰ԴྲұՐۘు
ஜНࡈබӎॊӠ་֖ৎቫаໞ
ȄໞຕލᢖӯॊЂӫࡈߞϬՐۘ
Ꮃ࿂ȂڭᖔໞᄥϘ७ՀໞȄॊЂߞ
ӎॊሃێҁӎԳЂᐯϘዹȂݺĳıĲĳ
ՐᚼऎұՐۘȄ

B

eing a forward-thinking university,
HKUST sometimes has to look
back.

It was no wonder then that the university
received high praise in the first International Peer Review of its business
undergraduate programs, carried out in
advance of the new four-year curriculum.
The review was also a quality-check on its
current three-year programs. All universities in Hong Kong will switch to four-year
undergraduate curricula in 2012.
“The undergraduate business program at
the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology is in terrific shape,” declared
the review panel.
The panel consisted of Prof Georgette
Phillips of the University of Pennsylvania,
Prof Paula Murray of the University of
Texas at Austin and Prof Scott Moore of
the University of Michigan, who visited
HKUST in July 2009.
The reviewers met alumni, student
representatives and recruiters, and spoke
with individual departments on issues
such as external benchmarking, competitiveness and curriculum differentiation.
In-depth talks were held on career

services, outcome-based education,
admissions and student affairs as well as
undergraduate recruitment programs.
Further efforts were needed in engaging
with students and lessening their stress.
Other areas with room for improvement
included the diffusion of degree paths,
faculty concerns about committee work
and the change to a four-year curriculum.
But these were only considered minor
hiccups. “Given the strengths that you
have however, we expect you will be able
to effectively address them,” opined the
panel.
Prof Angela Ng, the Undergraduate
Program Director, said the reviewers all
came from universities with four-year
curricula and thus their insights were
especially useful.
“The reviewers also gave us good advice
about communicating with prospective
students better － even before the
students applied. They shared their views
on areas that needed to be covered by
business education in the near future.
Since the first graduates of the four-year
program will complete their studies in
2016, we need to look ahead,” said Prof
Ng.

ฅݺĳııĺՐࠐۖണॊЂᐯ୰ߞໞᄥ
৶Ғࣁȋग़ሼЁޱҺڲЂᐯňŦŰųŨŦŵŵŦġ
ő ũ Ū ŭ ŭ Ū ű Ŵ ి ఱ ȃ  Ս Ђ ᐯ ླྀ  Ә ж ੭ ő Ţ Ŷ ŭ Ţġ
ŎŶųųŢźిఱф࿏ੲЂᐯŔŤŰŵŵġ ŎŰŰųŦిఱȄ
ҁেϘ७ࠑӯȈȶॊثЂᐯߞӎॊӠᐯ
तऎҍ֒Ȅȷġ
ໞჅहညទᚰȂໞᄥж־ሃ੭уȃ
ᐯӠ҃ࠑфݢၑгҦ҃ࠑྻবȂـሃৎ
־ൊࠝබێҁᐯ୰ߞȃឮߋϧфՂ
֣ᅓᢖᐯ୰ᔹཕຈܢڰ་֖ᎢȄ
թҳȂᐯ୰Ӻԯᕕබቃᐱއசȃӫዾ
ऎӎిڈನ݇ȃӎॊӠϢᐯڰசȃᐯӠڰச
фӎॊӠݢ՜ࣿஜຈፑᗝ֖ਲ਼᎘ྻȂ࠳་
ྍڍӹࣹ۶၃ᢚжڳȄ
ᐯ୰Ⴥӹࣹ၃ᢚȂ་Ϙَؼຠѽϭፑ
Ȉᒕ࿂ᄁᔽᐯӠணሃᄑڰசȃิቅ
ᐯӠᐯ೫ᕅϧȃԨᐯӠ៚៖ᐯ୰аߞᐯ
ЀሃನᐯЀߞж־ȃᓊ༓ిᚚ৶ணሃԧ
ৎ৶ྻНЍ֯༓ȃфྍԯұՐۘݙ
௲ؼߞڽᢏȂఘഺڱ៳ըঋ༵ڰȄໞ
ᄥሮऎȈȶӤݺॊЂЏۍգहည၃ᢚфᅁ
ϧȂໞᄥहࠫҁেକգੜԳನԧў
বߞயᛟȄȷ
ӎॊӠѹԇדដຶిఱࠑӯȂӤݺண
ሃߞໞ৶ڽұՐۘߞЂᐯȂݙѽҁে
ߞྍ࣏ـڍᕓږडȄȶໞ৶බՂ֣Ґ
ሃӎॊӠ഼ў੯෩ҍۍᢜ࢙៉Ȃգ
ׄᐯ୰ሃᐯӠݺϢᐯࡈටϭډՀߞ഼
ᚂȄໞᄥӺබӏڽᐯిڈݙӅ
༷ಉሏߞፑȂжڳϞភߞྍڍȄӤݺ
زұՐۘӎॊӠݺĳıĲķՐಲȂاে
ᒕ࿂ᄑڭᐐأၢᅁӏڽў੯Ȅȷ
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A new dean,
new ideas and new energy
at Humanities and Social Science

A

lready well known for its
international collaboration, the
School of Humanities and
Social Science will augment its
reputation by forming ties with the
University of California at Los Angeles
(UCLA), the University of Virginia, and
six top universities in Beijing. This was
outlined by Prof James Lee, new Dean
of Humanities and Social Science, an
eminent scholar in Chinese history,
sociology and economy.
The HKUST-UCLA program will provide
seven joint faculty projects. For each
project, an international workshop will
be held at UCLA, followed by a public
conference at HKUST and several
graduate student exchanges. The first
two projects will be on education in
China, and on new archival materials for
the study of post-1949 Chinese political
economy and society. The projects are
expected to become exemplars of how
to build collaborations on China Studies
between institutions in China and the
US.
In Beijing, HKUST will collaborate with
six top institutions of learning, namely
Peking University, Tsinghua University,
Beijing Normal University, Renmin
University, the Chinese Central
Academy of Fine Arts, and the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences. The
University of Virginia will participate in
the Beijing-based activities, including a
three-way student exchange program
jointly organized by HKUST, Peking
University and the University of Virginia.
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A new program in music education is
being planned under the direction of
Bright Sheng, a well-known
contemporary composer. Under this

program, several composers and
performers will visit HKUST to organize
workshops and teach a series of music
appreciation classes. The goal is to
create by 2010 a three-year program and
by 2012 a four-year program that enables
every HKUST undergraduate student at
least one semester of fine arts before
graduation.
In the meantime, a new undergraduate
major program called “BSc in Global
China Studies: Humanities and Social
Science” will be introduced in 2011.
A “service curriculum” will also be
launched to raise social consciousness
and social engagement among students.
This will be worked out in coordination
with the other schools – Science,
Engineering, and Business and
Management within HKUST.
The School of Humanities and Social
Science is also working with the School
of Science and the Business School to
introduce a new inter-disciplinary
program on Energy and Environment
Policy. A Center for China Environment
and Energy Policy is being planned at
HKUST to provide a forum for discussion
on China’s major environmental and
energy issues and a sustainable way to
overcome them.
Broadway Musical
Prof Oliver Lo of the Division of
Humanities directed the first Broadway
musical "The Wedding Singers" in the
HKUST campus, a part of the Summer
Musical Camp presented by the Center
for the Arts of the Student Affairs Office
and supported by the Division of
Humanities. 68 members of the HKUST

community including students, alumni,
staff and family members underwent
three weeks of intensive training on
singing, dancing and acting. The
musical, choreographed by Ms
Stephanie Young, received enthusiastic
response. The 600 tickets were gone in
merely a few hours and even the
tropical storm did not stop the audience
from showing their ardent support.
“It is the most unforgettable experience
I have ever had. I truly look forward to
another chance to be under the
spotlight! ” said Grace Luk, a third-year
business student.
“I had never imagined that I could make
friends with so many people who were
passionate about music in HKUST. The
camp has enriched my life,” said Yu Yu, a
graduate student in Bioengineering.
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Ϡћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰!ߝᐭีཱིࡦᆰ!
ऋ ЂϠћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰ϘߡѽێᜀЂ
ߞቫԪ֯ᇨປڍᇍȂڽՐـሃ
ग़ҐՍЂᐯःىᖧж੭ĩŖńōłĪȃӄԠҺ
ڲЂᐯфҔڴбݙՋЂᐯຕဖȂ་Ϙَ
෩пᐯ୰ߞቫᗏౕȄġ

ࣿஜȂҒࣁӤॊЂȃҔЂфӄЂᗑԪᗝᓱ
ߞϬԳᐯӠӹࣹᄑȄġ

ԢȂᐯ୰ߞӎॊӠӺྻయ൘ҍྲȂ
ҒࣁྲኧߞরጄޟᎫຈᐯॊȂф༟ᓱᖖಧ
КुٿȄթҳȂᐯ୰ྻـਣ༟գᝯ
କ࿚фᖖᄩߞిᐯфुٿЍ֯Ȅġġ

ҩҳȂᐯ୰ᕢᓱরጄిڈȂӤည҃ߢ
ԩ֯աਛಽࠪܟԇిȂᘛԺ֜֯աਛф
ᆊࡶਛۖॊЂᗝ֖Ѝ֯תфిఱϘڀԕর
ጄޟᎫȂசِԴĳıĲıՐĩϬՐۘĪфĳıĲĳ
ՐĩұՐۘĪНࡈനϘ༵Ȃᢰُ֜ॊ
ЂᐯӠԴಲНࡈьతۦϘৎᐯงߞ
ങᚤ൜Ȅġ

Ϡћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰ྲԇ୰ࠜقК౻ిఱȂऎ
ᐯ୰кᄑᅈྲᚡᄦȄిقఱ࣏ᗝѵߢԩߞᐯ
߰ȂुКᑢҫȃߤྻᐯф၃ᕻᐯȄġ

ԢȂϠ ћ ߤ ྻ ॊ ᐯ ᐯ ୰   ݺĳ ı Ĳ Ĳ Ր ྲ
ኧԩऎȶᖖಧКुٿȈϠћфߤྻॊ
ᐯĩನᐯЀĪȷߞӎॊӠѹȄġ

ॊЂĮŖńōłᗑᓱбৎᐯ୰ߞᗑԪᄑȄ
ُ༵ᄑҒࣁԴŖńōłᗝ֖ߞቫЍ
֯תȂាփԴॊЂᗝᓱг༟ྻ៉Ȃф་֖
ಲӠӹࣹࣿஜȄیৎᄑж־ѽК
ిڈȃфĲĺĵĺՐѽࢢКࣆ၃фߤྻुٿ
ߞྲᕫ੯Ⴄਫ਼֯ऎѹᛟȄഺڱᄑჰง
ྻऎྲۏፑȂ࠳་Кȃग़ᐯܹᗑј࢙Ӳ
КुٿᄑȄ

ऎ෩пᐯӠߞߤྻྍᝊфᕒׄҁেᒕ࿂ண
ሃߤྻȂϠћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰ሃॊЂನᐯ
୰ȃЍᐯ୰фЍᇒನᐯ୰៸јయҍއச
ॊȄġ

թҳȂॊЂሃҔڴбݙՋߞᐯܹԪ֯Ȃ
ҒࣁҔڴЂᐯȃ౻ົЂᐯȃҔڴਰፑЂᐯȃ
ϠӔЂᐯȃКҴग़ങᐯ୰фКߤྻॊᐯ
୰ȄӄԠҺڲЂᐯࡋணሃԴҔڴᗝ֖ߞ

Ϡћߤྻॊᐯᐯ୰Ӓሃನᐯ୰фЍᇒ
ನᐯ୰ुٿయҍϘ༵ᅈྲߞႭᐯॊᄑȂ
ѽକ࿚фᖖᄩࣆຉऎѹᛟȄҩҳȂॊЂӒ
ᄑനӲКᖖᄩфକ࿚ࣆຉКѕȂѽ
෩ڻӹࣹߞӀҭȂ࠳་գᝯКᖖᄩфକ
࿚ߞܢڰᎢȂфణႋٙயᛟߞҞࢺ᠈
ў੯Ȅ
ԻՂ༘ॱዅቑ
Ϡћᐯൊߞᒊࢥ࢜ిఱݺॊЂըϯᆊ
ߞպցབྷরጄነȮᚃᆇјȯКᑉԇᐱ
ᆊȂႍᆊҍ࣏রጄነਆ҄ᖉߞϘൊжȂ
ӤᐯӠڰசങКѕᗝᓱȃϠћᐯൊ
ᓱȄॊЂķĹԩᐯӠȃ੭уȃిᚚ৶ф
ਛਲ৶తۦऎงϬৎ࣐งգᝯᆇث
ҼȃህᘏфᆊߞثፚȄႍᆊҍӤ࿅ჵ
㕇ᑉԇህᘏࢽᐱȂԑൊķııġ ௺ࠝೈݺዴৎ
Јаँ؆ಲȂᆊҍညџᣍಿـ๑៵
ᘻলȂጤધњࢺȄ
ᐯ୰ϬՐૺᐯӠ൙ዊూࠑӯȈȶഺৎ၃ᢚ
൵ऎ؞Ȃاጤзง࢞ҩϘըߞᆊҍȊȷġ
ӠߏЍٿुڀӠִโᇍȈȶ࢝اᒸକ
ຕӹಿԺᅆরጄ҇ᆕጤ႕ߞԢᐯȂഺৎ
ਆ҄ᖉᚳනϞߞاӠۻȄȷ

Prof James Lee
قК౻ిఱ

Prof Oliver Lo (left) ᒊࢥ࢜ిఱ)ҽ*
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Putting their

Best (Carbon) Foot Forward
юശछޟȞᆇȟٗӟ
(From left) Class members of
Kellogg-HKUST EMBA
2008-09 Mr NiQ Lai, Mr Brian
Brenner, Mr James Lewis
together with Prof Steven
DeKrey.
)ҽ*!൶ःɯॊЂEMBA
2008-09Ր࢘ᐯ৶NiQ Lai、
Brian Brenner、James Lewis
ሃᕛుࢥిఱȄ

T

he Kellogg-HKUST EMBA Class of
2008-09 is now as green as the hills
surrounding our campus – after
creating what is thought to be Asia’s first
carbon-neutral EMBA.
Students and faculty “offset” the CO2
generated for the course by organizing a
carbon offset project to “purchase” carbon
credits for a hydroelectric project in
Chongqing, China.
Like all good business practitioners, they
followed the latest practice by using credits
certified under the VER+ Standard, a carbon
offset standard that is closely aligned with
the Kyoto Protocol.
Students and faculty got together and
calculated the carbon footprint created by
the program. They found that each person
needed to offset a whopping 30 tons of
carbon dioxide equivalents for the program
to achieve carbon neutrality.
The Business School stepped in and
donated some of their own CO2 equivalents
to offset emissions from faculty and staff.
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Mr James Lewis, a class member and
Director of Offset HKG Ltd, a non-profit
group that supported the project with
RESET Hong Kong, said: “We felt it was
important to be proactive in working out
responsible and sustainability-driven
solutions that benefit the environment.”
“We hope this example of corporate
responsibility towards the environment can
be extended to the alumni network,” Senior
Associate Dean and founding director of the
program, Prof Steven DeKrey said.

ҁেӼੜێҁയԇߞᖉ߰Ȃڶ൵
ྲߞஇޱȂళӡᖔఀิݑవĩŗņœĬĪዾ
ᢚᝋߞࠫӡᛝ࢘ȄŗņœĬዾሃȮڴൌ
៉੩ȯߞᇆႃᔺዾϘ७Ȅ
ᐯӠфిᚚ৶Ⴥ༓࢘ݙಯӠߞᇆږ
ԞȂُϠ༷ऎႃᔺĴıᐟϟઉмᇆ
Ԣຈ༓ȂўକႿ७ᇆК۶Ȅ
Ѝᇒನᐯ୰Й֭ᒕ࿂ணሃȂـᝑԢຈ
༓ߞϟઉмᇆȂѽႃᔺిᚚ৶фᐯӠݙಯ
ӠߞᇆవݸȄ

Now all that remains is for the rest of
HKUST to attempt to fill the carbon-neutral
shoes of the Kellogg-HKUST EMBA
program.

ႍᐯӠф Offset HKG Ltd ၭڰJames
LewisࠑӯȈȶاেሮऎѹஜۘയԇ
фࢺ᠈ਣߞў੯ȂంփфᖖᄩȂ࣏ϩ
жদঋߞȄȷOffset HKG Ltd ࣏ࠧո׀ᄥ
ᢜȂЂϧњࢺRESET Hong KongᄑȄġ

ĳııĹ ĮıĺՐ࢘ߞ൶ःġĮġॊЂ֖ࣆϠ
৶ЍᇒನᇇЀĩņŎŃłĪȂ

ȶഺ࣏࠲᠕ᖖᄩфݚᑉԋയԇߞ൵ڼڸ
ЄȂاেౕؓକᄁᔽـԺ੭у参ҐȄȷႤ
ಎ୰ࠜфܕ൹ѹԇᕛుࢥిఱሲȄ

౻ྲఀգՂᖖݱ੭ཀྵߞ၏ЋȂԯऎҹӲ
ϞࣷڲϘৎȶᇆК۶ȷߞņŎŃłȄ
ᐯӠфిᚚ৶ᇆႃᔺᄑȂჅȶᘉ
ȷᇆࠫӡᛝȂҁেҞњࢺКদዉϘ
༵ѪϧცЍȂѽȶႃᔺȷݙಯӠ
ߞϟઉмᇆȄġ

ԴঋஇߞЍ֯Ȃබ࣏ᄘႏᢰێҁॊЂ
ߞȶᛕږȷȂࢫညԳਇԴ൶ः Į ॊЂEMBA
ߞᇆК۶ȶᏭЄȷႆȄ

AIESEC spurs students
to bridge Digital Divide
AIESECணҐ߰ऎዴ֜ၢਮ෩ڻႋٙў੯

I

nterChallenge
(www.interchallenge.asia),
organized by AIESEC and Internet
Socety Hong Kong, is a case competition aimed at challenging tertiary
students around the world concerning
the problems and opportunities
presented by the Internet. Participants
will propose creative solutions to
Digital Divide, the problem of the
poorest children in developing countries
having only limited access to computers and the information superhighway.

knowledge and skills. The judging
committee is formed by a group of IT
professionals, namely Mr Anthony
Wong, President of OLPC APAC , Mr
Charles Mok, Chairman of Internet
Society Hong Kong , Dr John Fung,
Director of Information Technology
Resource Centre, The Hong Kong
Council of Social Service, and Mr
Edmon Chung, CEO of DotAsia
Organisation, and Mr Ken Ngai,
Website Director, The Hong Kong
Federation of Youth Groups.

The competition encourages the
exchange of ideas, experience and
cultures across borders. It aims to
facilitate real-life operation and to
acquire insights from talents around
the world.

The winning team will have the
opportunity to work for OLPC APAC as
summer interns and the winning
proposal will be adopted and implemented by OLPC APAC. Students will
have the opportunity to attend
Internet-related international conferences, where they will develop
collaborative and problem-solving skills
and widen their international exposure.

In Hong Kong, participants took part in
a training camp to familiarize themselves with OLPC (One Laptop Per
Child) APAC and acquire up-to-date IT

łŊņŔņńфশสТᗑᇨྻᗝᓱߞ
ҥ ŊůŵŦųńũŢŭŭŦůŨŦġĩŸŸŸįŪůŵŦųŤũŢŭŭŦůŨŦįŢŴŪŢĪġ
ৎ੯ѧᘈȂᘛԑಧЂᐯӠణТᗑᇨ
௲ߞڽயᛟሃᑟྻȄணҐ߰ुዴ֜ၢ
ਮߞயᛟȂਣКਛ൵ളፎߞۊຆӏ
କڹӡცၝфϯТᗑᇨߞயᛟȂڭබթ
ۘႋٙў੯Ȅ
ѧᘈᄁᔽணᘈ߰ӹࣹྍڍሃћмȂჅૌ
ᅁѵधႆߞႻ֯ጀՑȂ࠳་ԧԳϠЖࠑႿ
ૌߢ٬ڍȄ
শสߞணᘈ߰ჅணҐፚᖉኧҐᅆȶُ
ຆϘცၝȷڲщњൊߞሮᝊȂф෩ᅆ
ႤୈॊߞثሮᝊȄҁেతۦӤаϠЀ
ೡߞໞֿᄥ৶෩ߞڻፚȂ৶Ғ
ࣁȶُຆϘცၝȷڲщњൊѹਯѳᔁ
ԐӠȃশสТᗑᇨྻѹਯംϜԍԐӠȃ
শสߤྻއசᗑྻႤୈॊثႤ࿚Кѕᗁᆾ
༾ϘࣗൾЀȃŅŰŵłŴŪŢġŐųŨŢůŪŴŢŵŪŰů֖ࣆᗁ໗
ᘨ؈ՉԐӠȃфশสࠦՐྻᇨ૭ᗁᆾ᛬
ቈԐӠȄ
ർҍ༤ԁߞ৶գᑟྻݺȶُຆϘცၝȷ
ڲщњൊᑉԇกงڍ೫ӠȂർҍߞ࢙៉
੩ڭᖔُຆϘცၝġșġڲщᄑళӡȄ
ᐯӠҞணҐѽТᗑᇨऎѹᛟߞቫྻ៉Ȃ
ைᏳሃϠԪ֯фႋٙயᛟߞثҼȂڭᙖᘮ
ቫൎȄ

Participants take part in a training camp. ணᘈ߰ணҐፚᖉȄ
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HKUST among first
to experience mobile campus guide – m.HKUST

m.HKUST

ࢺଢ଼ਮ༪ၥଉ!ऋσӑᡝᡛ

m.HKUST – The mobile university guide – is the first
of its kind outside the US and Europe, and a “must
have” for all tech-savvy students, faculty and friends of
UST. Developed by the Publishing Technology Center
(PTC) in the form of an iPhone app, m.HKUST gives
users mobile access to all information they need at the
sweep of a finger, and is available for free download
through Apple's iTunes Store.
m.HKUST explores the potentials of mobile learning in
HKUST. The application enables access to University
news and events, course information, semester
calendar, photos and videos through Apple's iPhone or
iPod Touch. More functions will be added to the
application, including mobile library catalog SmartCat, a
campus lift locater, and more.

iPhoneᕕӡഹԆm.HKUSTӤॊЂҍߍثങКѕ༟Ȃ
࣏ገग़ѽҳৎԢЂᐯႤୈഹԆȄϘಿᇦॊ
ثࣹߞॊЂᐯӠȃిᚚ৶фњࢺॊЂߞވуည๒
ЙྻᓾჅȄm.HKUSTҞݺេލცၝiTunes Storeֺϭ
ႶȂϘࢷϘబȂॊЂ൵ྲႤୈϘӫϞ๒Ȅ
m.HKUST՞Դణయ֖ॊЂࣹஜᐯ೫ߞҞ֖ݑȄӡ
їҞჅm.HKUSTݺŪőũŰůŦݕiPod Touchత՜ॊЂྲ
ᇷфࣿஜႤୈȃࣤᏦႤਫ਼фᗝ֖џงȂѽфᙱ
᠓ॊЂѯ۶ᇨϯѯȄԴЙϳߞڽȂഹԆྻҐ
ϢԺ༵ྲґକȂҒࣁࣹஜᄦ੩ᔡӫᔂSmartCat۶੭
ཀྵпফᑟྩඵᐡȄ
ঋϞႋـԺm.HKUSTႎఐȂۖ
http://mobileguide.ust.hkȄऎўขକც႖ӡїȂ
m.HKUSTӺ൯գᚎмߞјᑟᇨϯߍhttp://m.ust.hkȄ

Details of m.HKUST are available at
http://mobileguide.ust.hk. A simplified version for
smartphones is also available through a mobile web –
http://m.ust.hk.

a mobile campus guide

What’s New
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A heartening win
in Poster Competition
ऋσൢෳࢃѵधݑᗜؖмᐯൾ᠓ྻ!

A

poster produced by a group of scientists, led
by HKUST Chemistry PhD student Kirsten
Wai-sze Ip, won over the hearts of the judges
at the American Association of Clinical Chemistry
AGM and Clinical Lab Expo 2009.

мᐯڀൾЀӠၧዊ႐ತ
ऋ Ђታව֜ᐯ߰ሦ֯ᐯങઔඡȂ
Դग़ᗜؖмᐯᐯྻ（American
Association of Clinical Chemistry）
ĳııĺ۹ՐЂྻᅱᗜؖᅁᢚ࢈ൾ᠓
ྻКᖔఀઅᅷȄįġ

The poster, sedately entitled “A Point of Care Test for
Diagnosis of Early Acute Myocardial Infarction”, easily
won the Outstanding Research Award in the “Critical
and Point-of-Care Testing” category of the poster
competition featuring a total of 835 posters.

ઔඡᛟӫऎȶᙝ՝งࢧݑѕ։
ཫߞබԳเႏȷȇҹԴȶԟࢧ
බԳเႏȷߞೡ־К៏ఀ൰ҍु
ٿጨȄႍઔඡਣԒਣҍĹĴĶԊᐯങઔඡȄġ

This international event, held in Chicago, is the largest
clinical lab exposition in the world, featuring over
2,000 exhibitors.

ഺቫಽྻԴग़߿Ґ৯ᗝ֖Ȃ࣏ѵधϯഢጀ൵Ђߞᗜ
ؖᅁᢚ࢈ൾ᠓ྻȂĳııĺՐԒգჅĳĭıııৎڽѵधԧԳ
ߞணਣඏ֜ணҐȄ

Kirsten’s team comprised not only her PhD supervisor
Prof Reinhard Renneberg and her fellow researcher Dr
Cangel Pui-Yee Chan, but also heart disease experts
from Beijing and the Netherlands. It featured a ground
breaking product developed by Prof Renneberg, called
CardioDetect, which enables early detection of acute
myocardial infarction.

ணሃߞᐯ߰ڭҒࣁၧዊ႐ߞߞൾЀᐱਰԇକൾిఱ۶Ԣ
ٿुߞڀ৶൘ۊۂൾЀȂѽфڽҔڴ۶ഈ᠋ߞѕᡙॊ
ਛȄഺ௺ᖔጨઔඡЬԇକൾిఱुߞಯࡡ
CardioDetectȂҹҞѽᕒׄᛁ᠕Ϡ৶ф՝ᙝ՝งࢧݑѕ
։ཫȄġġ

Chemistry PhD
student Kirsten
Wai-Sze Ip
мᐯڀൾЀӠ
ၧዊ႐

Prof Reinhard
Renneberg (center)
and students
ԇକൾిఱ)К*ሃ
ᐯӠ
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What can you do
with one fallen tree ?
by Environmental Sustainability Steering Committee

over 4m3 of mulch for use by local secondary
schools, the Housing Society, community
estates and parks throughout Hong Kong.
Even our HKUST Facilities Management
Office has been able to utilize this resource.
We estimate that this program has diverted
over 10m3 of solid waste that is otherwise
destined to the landfills in Hong Kong.

W

hat can you do with one fallen
tree? How about one hundred
and seventy-seven? In
September 2009, in support of our campus
long range development plan, CLP Power
(CLPP) began construction of a new power
substation on the western side of our
campus near the wind tunnel. One of the
early challenges of this project was what to
do with the 177 trees that had to be cleared
for the site formation. Typically, trees felled
during construction projects are disposed of
in landfills. This action, aside from further
taxing Hong Kong’s near capacity landfills, is
also clearly a waste of natural resources.
Being environmentally conscious and leading
the charge for sustainability, HKUST and CLP
sought to break away from common practice
and instead, find new approaches to
addressing the problem. The goal was that
no tree cut down as a result of the construction project would be disposed of in a landfill.
The solution? The HKUST / CLP Tree
Recycling Project.
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Trees cut down during the site formation
process were separated into leaves,
branches and tree trunks. Some trunks were
donated to the Hong Kong Housing Society
who will use the materials in a variety of
ways including constructing outdoor furniture
and pathway aesthetics. The remaining tree
trunks, branches and leaves were chipped
and turned into mulch and soil conditioner. In
mid-October, HKUST and CLPP delivered

However, waste minimization has not been
the only product of this program. With the
help of the HKUST Green Ambassadors, Hip
Hing Construction and the Green Collar
Social Enterprise – an organization started by
one of HKUST’s very own students - we
have developed a unique education and
community outreach component. Since
early October, over 240 secondary and
primary students from seven different
schools have made field trips out to HKUST
to witness the entire tree recycling process.
During the event the students not only
learned about the importance of seeking
innovative solutions to solve environmental
and sustainability challenges, but were also
able to participate in environmental activities
including organic farming and plant potting.
The education component has been well
received, and we anticipate expanding it to
include presentations on other sustainability
topics such as renewable energy, energy
conservation and green rooftops.
Closer to home, HKUST has also been a
beneficiary of this project. A series of
typhoons in the fall left large numbers of
fallen trees, branches and organic debris, all
of which were transported to the tree
recycling site as opposed to being disposed
in landfills. Enrichment programs for our own
university students have also sprouted from
the project. CLPP, using the soon to be
constructed power substation as the focus,
will be leading a six week industrial training
program for our Civil and Environmental
Engineering students. Students in Biology

will have the opportunity
to investigate the impact of
native tree and plant species as part of a
compensatory tree replanting scheme.
Chemistry students have been involved with
testing the quality of soil conditioner
produced. Business school students, as a
final year project, have looked into how to
market and economically sustain the tree
recycling project.
Given the virtually non-stop development
occurring in Hong Kong (as well as on our
own campus!), the potential impact of the
HKUST / CLP Tree Recycling Project is farreaching. Already, an unrelated construction
operation at the Tseung Kwan O Hospital has
shown interest in our program, and is keen
to develop it further to include recycling
construction materials such as wood
moulding and framing.
So, the answer to the question “what can
you do with one hundred and seventy-seven
fallen trees?” A lot.
For further inquiries about the HKUST / CLP
Tree Recycling Program or about our
Environmental and Sustainability Community
Outreach Program please contact Calvin Lee
Kwan, HKUST Sustainability Coordinator.
A special thanks goes out to CLP, HKUST’s
Green Ambassadors, Hip Hing Construction
and the Green Collar Social Enterprise for
their valuable input in this
program.
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project milestones –
University Information Systems Transformation

past, present
and future
by teamust

T

he teamust project, kicked off
in January 2009, aims to
deliver the core information
systems on three fronts – students,
financial operation, and human
resources – for the 3-3-4 academic
structure in 2012 and beyond.
In the current phase, fit / gap analyses
aim to identify the gaps between the
“vanilla” system and the expected
features, and to analyze the differences
between the current and the future
systems. The project teams have
identified more than 1,080 gap items,
requiring over 11,830 man-days for
customization. This far exceeded the
original Oracle estimation of some
1,000 man-days.
After several rounds of discussion, the
project teams critically scrutinized each
and every gap and identified 402 gap
items, requiring about 4,500 man-days
for customization to be done in Phase I
of the project. Oracle will be
developing about 3,000 workdays of
the customization, while other
customizations, mostly reports, will be
developed by HKUST’s internal IS / IT
teams. On completion of the Planning
Phase, during which areas for
customization were identified, the
Design Phase started in May 2009 and
is nearing completion. In the Design
Phase the configurations and
customizations of the package were
designed to address HKUST’s business
requirements.

Future Development – Building –
Transition – Deploy Phases
After Design comes the Building phase.
This is the “Heads down” phase where
consultants build system components
according to agreed configurations and
functional specifications of the
customization and perform unit tests.
Next is the Transition phase. It includes
integrated tests using converted data the system integration test, the
performance test, the stress test, the
load test and the user acceptance test.
The last phase of the project is the
Deploy phase. It prepares the system
to roll over to production mode. Major
events include the system cutover plan,
final data conversion processes run,
decommissioning of the legacy
systems and the system go-live. It is
expected that the project will go live in
the last quarter of 2010.
Change Management Activities
Working in parallel with the project
teams, the Change Management teams
conducted the Change Readiness
Assessment exercise in March 2009.
The results were published on the
teamůst website in early June 2009.
To enlist greater stakeholder support
and participation in the teamůst project,
the three project teams responsible for
student information, financial operation
and human resources respectively had
set up stream-specific user focus
groups or target audience groups. Staff
members from various schools and
departments who are experienced in
these administration processes are

invited to provide valuable input on the
respective business operations. These
groups serve as a bridge between the
project teams and the University
Administration community during this
transformation process.
The Change Management teams are
preparing to organize a forum for
stakeholders across the three
functional areas in the near future.
Concurrently these teams are working
with the project teams to analyze how
different changes in the end-to-end
processes will impact each
administration unit. Known as the
Organizational Impact Analysis, these
processes take several iterations and
need a lot of input from the project
teams.
Training is the cornerstone of the
project. And teamůst will conduct
Training Needs Analysis for affected
end users and learn about the training
needs of different groups of staff - their
preferred mode of learning and their
scheduling etc, prior to the actual
training. Then teamůst will
communicate with you on the training
to be provided to you.
Contact Information
For more information, please write to
teamust@ust.hk or contact our ERP
project office at erpellen@ust.hk
Phone : 2338 5726
email : teamust@ust.hk
teamust website :
https://w3.ab.ust.hk/ispj/
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